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This dissertation approaches Eusebius’ De Vita Constantini (hereafter VC) as a
literary work, focusing on the ways in which the concepts of interpretation and moral
edification inform the text. In the tradition of Plutarchan biography Eusebius states that
he writes for the sake of the reader’s moral improvement, but as a Christian theologian
he assumes that moral improvement follows spiritual enlightenment. Thus his
biography of Constantine not only portrays a virtuous life but interprets what it portrays
in order to reveal underlying spiritual truths. This interpretive activity arises from a
mental habit that Eusebius shared with others, Christian and non-Christian, in his
Platonizing intellectual milieu and that I term “symbolic thought,” namely, a view of
the material world as a set of signs representing supra-mundane reality.
In Chapter One I examine Eusebius’ comparison of Constantine with Moses in
VC 1 as an example of typology, a comparative interpretive strategy favored by
v
Christian writers. Typology is often sharply distinguished from allegory in modern
theological studies; I argue that both can be forms of symbolic thought, when they are
used to direct the reader to a spiritual truth. In Chapter Two I discuss the ways in which
Eusebius’ idealized portrayal of Constantine conforms to the literary stereotype of the
philosopher. I argue that Eusebius viewed VC as a whole as a symbolic composition:
through the accumulation of mundane details about Constantine, Eusebius claims to
give the reader a glimpse of a profoundly spiritual soul. In Chapter Three I argue that
Eusebius’ writings reveal a positive view of the capacity of the visual arts to function
symbolically, despite the tendency of modern scholarship to associate him with
iconophobia. I analyze several passages in which Eusebius makes artistic mimesis a
significant adjunct to a Platonizing theory of mimetic relationships between the material
and spiritual realms, in that he presents products of the visual arts (like VC itself, which
Eusebius describes as a “verbal portrait” of Constantine) as able both to represent
spiritual reality and to assist the viewer in the process of assimilation to the divine.
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PROLOGUE
The Life of Constantine is perhaps the last work that Eusebius wrote, at the end
of a long and prolific career. Though he may have begun work on it during the
emperor’s lifetime, it did not take its current shape until after the death of Constantine
in 337. Eusebius himself died in 339, leaving VC in a basically complete form, though
like much of his writing it is not meticulously edited.1 The authenticity of VC was
disputed in the past but is now generally accepted. It is a crucial text for the modern
student of the Constantinian period, and the authoritative work of T. D. Barnes has
demonstrated its usefulness to the historian. It is a difficult text for historians to use,
however, in part because it is heavily influenced by panegyric and thus avoids precise
details, including most proper names except for Constantine’s.2 More significant is the
fact that VC’s portrayal of Constantine is obviously stereotyped: Constantine certainly
espoused and promoted Christianity with what might be called a sense of mission, but it
is not plausible that he was the paragon of virtue that Eusebius depicts.3 To simply cite
the influence of panegyric to explain this fact would be question-begging. Eusebius in
VC deliberately combined elements of panegyric, moralizing biography, and the
document-laden historiography he had used in his Historia Ecclesiastica in order to
produce not a factual record but an interpretation of Constantine’s life and reign. Such a
                                                 
1 Barnes 1981, 265.
2 In Burckhardt’s hostile formulation, “Furthermore, to say nothing of the contemptible style, there is a
consciously furtive mode of expression, so that the reader finds himself treading concealed traps and bogs
at the most vital passages” (Burckhardt 1956, 250).
3 For Constantine’s sense of mission see Barnes 1981, 275, and Baynes 1972.
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complex text clearly requires a literary approach: Averil Cameron has characterized VC
as “a work overcriticized on historical grounds and understudied as a literary text.”4
This dissertation addresses that imbalance, focusing primarily on the ways in
which certain philosophical presuppositions and methods and didactic goals inform the
text. Though these questions entail close readings of numerous passages, this is not
primarily a formalist study, and I deal with questions of genre only in very broad terms.
Analysis of VC as a patchwork of passages written according to distinct generic
templates has been attempted, with questionable success.5 Eusebius clearly did not
consider himself bound to conform to such templates. Despite its occasional untidiness,
VC has a basic coherence deriving from the fact that Eusebius constantly has in view
two mutally reinforcing goals: interpretation and edification. The interplay of these two
goals in the text is the theme of this dissertation. In the tradition of Plutarchan
biography, Eusebius states in his prologue that he writes for the moral edification of his
readers, and given the intensely moralizing tone of the text it is clear that he keeps this
goal in view. But for a Christian theologian like Eusebius, true moral improvement
requires spiritual enlightenment. So Eusebius’ account of the life of Constantine does
double duty: it not only presents a model for virtuous behavior but instructs the reader
in what Eusebius understands to be the spiritual significance of what is being narrated,
through a continual process of interpretation opening the reader’s eyes to a divine
power at work in events large and small and in the emperor’s very soul.
                                                 
4 Cameron 1991, 53.
5 Barnes 1989; questioned by Cameron 2000.
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This pervasive concern in VC with revealing the spiritual meaning of mundane
phenomena arises from a basic assumption common to Eusebius and many others,
Christian and non-Christian, in the Platonizing intellectual milieu that he inhabited. As
an outgrowth of Platonic idealism, the Platonism of the imperial period developed a
tendency to view the material world as a set of signs representing an unseen, non-
material reality. I call this tendency “symbolic thought”; it is a universalizing approach
that sees any material phenomenon as subject to interpretation that will yield deeper
truths. The role of the philosopher or teacher who takes this view of the world is to
teach his students to find and focus on those truths. Symbolic thought is particularly
characteristic of the neo-Platonism of Plotinus, who taught that ascending orders of
reality were mimetically linked, so that the “sensible” world was a reflection of the
“intelligible” realm, which in turn reflected an ultimate reality that he described as the
One. It was also congenial to the spiritualizing world view of the Christians, and it is
found in well-developed form already in the writings of the New Testament, for
example in a passage in Hebrews 8-10 that interprets the tabernacle and other physical
aspects of Jewish cult as visible symbols of spiritual reality. It continues as an important
component of the writings of the Alexandrian Platonizing theologians Clement and
Origen and of their intellectual heir Eusebius.
In Chapter One I outline Eusebius’ assumptions with regard to symbolic thought
on the basis of statements in his Praeparatio Evangelica, an apologetic work written
4
between 313 and about 318.6 My concern is to place Eusebius’ views in a broader
Hellenic context by highlighting the commonalities between his approach and that of
the non-Christian thinkers whom he cites (mostly for the purpose of refuting them) in
that work. It is important to point out this connection because it indicates that the
deployment of symbolic thought was one of the factors that helped to place Christian
discourse in the intellectual mainstream in late antiquity.7 I then go on to examine
Eusebius’ extended comparison of Constantine and Moses in VC 1. This comparison
has been correctly identified as an example of typology, an interpretive strategy favored
by Christian authors. Due to misconceptions about the nature of typology, however, this
identification has tended to hinder understanding of Eusebius’ use of the comparison. I
argue that typology is one form of symbolic thought among the many that were
available to authors attempting to identify a spiritual truth underlying a mundane
phenomenon.
Chapter Two is an analysis of VC as an adaptation of the philosopher biography.
Eusebius, anxious to present Constantine as an ideal of Christian virtue, modeled his
portrayal of the emperor on the literary stereotype of the philosopher. In late antiquity
the philosopher was generally regarded as the most god-like of men. Christians had
already adopted the philosopher image for the portrayal of Christ; in doing likewise for
Constantine Eusebius appeals to preconceptions held by Christians and non-Christians
alike. Expanding on an idea already advanced by Patricia Cox, I argue that Eusebius’
                                                 
6 For the date of PE, see Barnes 1981, 178, n.110.
7 The process by which Christian discourse became the dominant one in late antiquity is the theme of
Cameron 1991. See pp. 6-7 infra for the influence of Cameron’s work on this project.
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idealized portrayal of Constantine is connected with his understanding of the Vita
format as a medium not only for moralizing but for the expression of symbolic thought.8
Beginning from the Plutarchan notion of biography as the accumulation of small
personal details that add up to the portrayal of a person’s character, Eusebius adds a
spiritual, other-worldly dimension by claiming that such mundane details combine to
give the reader a glimpse of a spiritual reality – the soul of Constantine, which, he
claims, has reached an advanced level of intimacy with God. Through biography
Eusebius provides the authoritative interpretation of Constantine’s life in hopes of both
opening the reader’s eyes to a spiritual reality that he might not otherwise have
perceived and inspiring him to moral self-improvement.
In Chapter Three I discuss several of the numerous passages in VC in which
Eusebius takes a symbolic interpretive approach to products of the visual arts. It is
usually assumed that Eusebius and other clergy and theologians of his and earlier
periods were iconophobic, or hostile to pictorial art. Clerical iconophobia, however, is
difficult to substantiate, and Eusebius’ writings show that he took a positive view of the
capacity of the visual arts to convey spiritual meaning to the viewer and to contribute to
moral improvement. In this respect he again shares common ground with his non-
Christian Platonist counterparts, who had a positive understanding of artistic mimesis,
connecting it with the metaphysical mimesis that they posited between the various
levels of reality, from the material to the purely spiritual. It was Eusebius, however, in
                                                 
8 See Cox 1983, xi-xiii.
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his speech for the dedication of the rebuilt cathedral at Tyre, included in Book 10 of his
Historia Ecclesiastica, who first fully developed the idea that the visual arts could be
not only a metaphor for but also an aid to the mimetic assimilation of the human soul to
the divine. The same line of thought informs several passages in VC.
Most of the issues that I address in this dissertation have been succinctly and
evocatively discussed by Averil Cameron in her treatment of VC in Christianity and the
Rhetoric of Empire.9 Cameron draws attention to the prevalence in VC of images that
are intended to be perceived as laden with spiritual meaning and to the construction of
VC in toto as such an image. She posits that VC in this way exemplifies a basic element
of early Christian discourse: “The proclamation of the message was achieved by a
technique of presenting the audience with a series of images through which it was
thought possible to perceive an objective and higher truth.”10 The writing of Vitae,
according to Cameron, was a natural choice for Christian authors, in that it had the
potential to create a mimetic link between the spiritual realm and the ordinary Christian
through the creation of an image of a holy life.11 The ever-present conviction in early
Christian writing that images, or signs, could point to referents with a non-material but
very real existence – in my terms, its persistent tendency toward symbolic thought –
was, in Cameron’s view, one of the secrets of its success.
Consciousness of the referential quality of Christian language carried several
powerful advantages for the Christian preacher and writer. He could claim that
true wisdom lay in the Christian message, even if it needed elucidation...; not
                                                 
9 Cameron 1991, 53-65.
10 Cameron 1991, 57.
11 Cameron 1991, 56-57.
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only that, the correct interpretation of that message would become a matter of
authority. Finally, since a potential higher reference was now claimed a fortiori
for all language and all rhetoric, not just the specifically Christian, it would be
open for him to achieve a totalizing interpretation in which secular discourse
could be subsumed and brought within the universal Christian interpretative
field. The figural quality of Christian discourse, and the theory of reference on
which it rested, were major enabling factors in its development toward a
totalizing discourse.12
It is quite likely, as Cameron implies elsewhere, that the conversion of
Constantine and his promotion of Christianity would not have been sufficient to bring
the religion to the dominant position it acquired without the development of this
totalizing Christian discourse that co-opted so much of traditional culture but refused to
compromise on ultimate interpretations.13 VC, in telling the story of the former, provides
a case study of the latter. My goal in what follows is to show in some detail how
Eusebius, working with methods and presuppositions that were for the most part quite
traditional, creates images in which he finds a distinctly Christian meaning.
                                                 
12 Cameron 1991, 57-58.




In two substantial passages in Book 1 of Vita Constantini, Eusebius compares
Constantine to Moses (VC 1.12 and 1.38). The comparison has an obvious encomiastic
function, but it is more complex than a standard rhetorical synkrisis. The purpose of the
Moses comparison is not only to praise Constantine but to illustrate a spiritual truth,
namely that divine justice is in the hands of the Christian god. It is thus a variant on a
particular interpretive and compositional strategy common in Christian literature and
usually referred to as “typology,” which in its most common form compares a New
Testament phenomenon with an Old Testament one.1 A wider view reveals that the
Moses comparison also has much in common with the efforts of various Hellenic
authors to discern deeper truths behind the myths and cult practices of Mediterranean
religions. Eusebius in his Praeparatio Evangelica responds to this ongoing effort to
interpret traditional religious material according to the doctrines of the philosophical
schools. He disapproves of attempts to find anything redeeming in pagan myth, which
for him is incapable of carrying useful spiritual meaning. But it is nonetheless the case
that he employs, on material that he considers fruitful, the same types of methods as
some of the authors whose interpretations of myth he explicitly discounts in PE. The
                                                 
1 See pp.39-43 infra for a more complete discussion with bibliography.
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affinity between his goals and methods and those of the Platonizing authors Plutarch
and Porphyry is particularly strong. Despite very real differences, Christian and non-
Christian Platonists shared a tendency toward what may be called symbolic thought, a
view of the phenomena of the material world as so many signs pointing to a supra-
mundane reality. Correct interpretation of these signs was a matter for the expert – the
philosopher or theologian, as the case might be. But the premise that such interpretation
was possible and desirable was taken for granted.
A still wider view reveals that the approach to religion taken by these authors
and by Eusebius, an approach that is at once comparatist and symbolic, can be situated
in the Hellenic tradition of universal historiography, which sought to document all of
Mediterranean and Near Eastern history and culture partly for the sake of finding
commonalities between cultures that could serve as a basis for philosophical
speculation. The choice of Moses as a counterpart to Constantine is in itself a nod to
this school of thought: in the context of the search for a common culture, Moses had
come to be viewed by some Hellenic scholars as one of the traditional sage-like
founding fathers of the Mediterranean world. After a discussion of Eusebius’ approach
to symbolic interpretation in general I will examine the methodology of the Moses
comparison in VC in the light of these broader issues, in an effort to bring a new
perspective not only to these passages in VC but to the interpretive category of
typology.
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The remainder of Part One will discuss the interpretation that Eusebius supplies
for this particular typology: the success of Moses and Constantine, and the concomitant
failure of their opponents, are the products of divine justice. Moses and Constantine
prevail because they are God’s friends; Pharaoh and Maxentius fail because they are his
enemies. This concept was deployed for apologetic ends by the Latin author Lactantius
in his De Mortibus Persecutorum in the period shortly after the Battle of the Milvian
Bridge; it also appears in the second edition of his Institutiones Divinae. Lactantius was
associated with the court of Constantine at Trier during the second decade of the fourth
century, and it was very likely due to his influence that Constantine included in an
official document of the year 324 the argument that the defeat of the persecutors should
persuade people of the truth of the Christian message.2 Eusebius likewise has his
reader’s spiritual enlightenment in view. In several key passages he points the reader
toward the conclusion, on the basis of the events of recent history, that it is the Christian
god who is the dispenser of divine retribution and reward; and he sets up Constantine as
a model for the reader of VC by making the discovery of this line of reasoning the basis
of his conversion to Christianity in 312.
                                                 
2 The document is the “Letter to the Provincials of the East,” VC 2.48-60. On Lactantius’ association with
Constantine’s court and the probable influence of his writings on Constantine’s thought, see Digeser
2000, 133-135, and Evans-Grubbs 1995, 30-32.
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Eusebius and Symbolic Thought
In Eusebius’ day there was a well-established practice of studying the myths and
cult practices of traditional religion to discern meanings that were not readily apparent.3
Such interpretation, which often reflected the ideas taught by the various schools of
philosophy, was generally understood by the ancients as the uncovering of meanings
that were intentionally embedded in the original artifacts, which might be poems,
statues, temples, or simply the names of the gods, by their authors or inventors.4
Authors who imbedded hidden meanings in literary works were said to speak
allegorically (ajllhgoreìn), which several ancient commentators define explicitly as
“saying one thing and meaning another.”5 Other terms that were used synonymously
include aijnivttesqai, tropologei`n, and uJponoeìn – to communicate in riddles, in
figures, or with underlying meanings. The process is usually described in English as
“allegorical composition.” The process of discerning these embedded meanings was
also described as ajllhgoreìn or ajllhgoriva, which when used in this sense can be
translated as “allegorical interpretation.” It should be noted that “allegorical” in these
expressions, like ajllhgoreìn and its synonyms, has a very general application, not
limited to narratives of the Pilgrim’s Progress or Psychomachia type or even to
narrative at all. It denotes a symbolic mode of thought or expression that may take a
                                                 
3 Pépin 1958 is still the classic treatment of this topic. Lamberton 1986 is an excellent study of allegorical
interpretation of Homer; Dawson 1992 analyzes the use of allegory by Philo, the gnostic author
Valentinus, and Clement of Alexandria.
4 See Lamberton 1986, 20, and Russell 1981, 96-97.
5 Pépin 1958, 87-89, gives references for the definition and a brief discussion of the terminology in
general.
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variety of forms. When discussing the hidden meanings of non-literary artifacts ancient
commentators use some of these same terms, and the process of self-consciously
symbolic composition that they envision and the meanings that they discern are
essentially the same as when they discuss literary texts.6 There are some situations in
which the line between composition and interpretation is blurred: for example,
according to Plutarch the Pythagoreans discerned “the riddle of the divine” (ai[nigma
toù qeivou) in numbers and geometrical figures and reflected these meanings in the
names they gave to the numbers and figures, which Plutarch proceeds to explicate (De
Iside 381f – 382a). Similarly, he says that the Egyptians call iron “the bone of Typhon”
and lodestone “the bone of Horus,” because the interaction of lodestone and iron
reflects a certain cosmic interaction that is also reflected in the myths about these gods
(De Iside 376b-c). In these examples interpretation of an intellectual or natural
phenomenon leads to an act of significant naming, which is then interpreted by the
latter-day commentator. Each step in the process involves the sort of symbolic thinking
that is usually called “allegorical.”7
                                                 
6 Porphyry in his De Cultu Simulacrorum, the text cited by Eusebius that will be discussed below,
juxtaposes allegorical interpretation of statues and allegorical interpretation of texts in an unproblematic
way. He prefers the terms suvmbolon and shmei`on to describe the way in which statues of the gods
convey meanings, but he also uses aijnittovmenoi (PE 3.11.41) and eJrmhneuvein (PE 3.11.46), terms that
are typical of textual exegesis. Plutarch in De Iside et Osiride says that the inventors of the sistrum
“indicate in riddles” (aijnittovmenoi) birth and death through the depiction on it of Isis and Nephthys (De
Iside 376e).
7 See Dawson 1992, 4, and ch. 3, esp. pp. 129-31, on another form of blurring the line between
composition and interpretation, namely when a text interpreting another text is in itself an allegorical
composition.
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The Evidence of Praeparatio Evangelica
In Books 2 and 3 of his Praeparatio Evangelica, a work of apologetics in fifteen
books written between 313 and about 318, Eusebius sets out his view of the practice of
allegorical interpretation of the mythology and cult practice of traditional Greek,
Egyptian, and Phoenician religion.8 The context is a larger discussion, occupying Books
1-6, of traditional religion; Eusebius’ stated goal is to justify the abandonment by
Christians of the religion of their ancestors. He distinguishes three types of religion
(qeologiva): mythical or historical (he prefers the latter term), physical or speculative,
and political (PE 4.1.2); the last one, which has mainly to do with divination, does not
concern us here.9 His category of mythical religion comprises pagan cult practice and
myth, while physical or speculative religion is the body of allegorical interpretation that
is secondary to this material. Unlike the allegorizing interpreters to whom he responds,
Eusebius denies that mythical religion has any inherent allegorical meaning.
The basis of Eusebius’ argument against both mythical and speculative religion
is euhemerism, for which his authorities are Philo Byblios (whom he cites from
Porphyry), Diodorus Siculus, and Clement of Alexandria. After copying with minimal
commentary long passages by these authors that take a euhemerist approach to the
                                                 
8 See Pépin 1958, 387-92, for a summary of Eusebius’ argument and its relationship to the ideas of
Augustine on the same subject.
9 This tripartite division of religion is also made by Tertullian and Augustine, who cite Varro as their
authority. Eusebius mentions anonymous Greek authorities. He may have found the tripartite division in
Plutarch’s Dialogue on Eros or in Dio Chrysostom’s twelfth discourse, On the Origin of the Notion of
God, or in Aeetius’ Placita; Pépin posits a Stoic source on whom these Greek authors and Varro depend.
See Pépin 1958, 276-307.
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origins of Phoenician, Egyptian, and Greek mythology, he takes it as proven that
Christians are justified in abandoning traditional mythology:
With good reason then do we assert that we have been set free from all these
things and have been redeemed from the ancient error as if from a terrible and
burdensome disease. Our redemption is first by the grace and kindness of
almighty God, secondly by the ineffable power of the gospel teaching of our
savior, and thirdly by sound reasoning, in that we consider it unholy and
impious to honor with the august name of God mortal men who have long been
lying among the dead, and have not even left a record of themselves as virtuous
men, but have handed down examples of extreme licentiousness, self-
indulgence, cruelty, and madness for those who come after them to follow.10
Eusebius then acknowledges that straightforward belief in the myths has already been
rejected by many, or as he says, by “the majority even of the most superstitious,” kai;
aujtw`n h[dh tw`n sfovdra deisidaimovnwn oiJ pleivou~ (PE 2.4.4). Some have rejected
the myths entirely; others have turned to allegorical interpretation. He deals with the
first group, represented by Plato and Dionysius of Halicarnassus, in the remainder of
Book 2, and devotes all of Book 3 to showing where the allegorizers have gone wrong.11
Eusebius distinguishes two types of allegorical interpretation. The first is purely
materialist, in that it makes the elements of religion correspond to celestial bodies,
                                                 
10 Eijkovtw~ dh`ta hJmei`~ touvtwn aJpavntwn ejleuqevrou~ hJma`~ genevsqai oJmologou`men, th`~ me;n
makra`~ kai; pepalaiwmevnh~ plavnh~ w{sper tino;~ deinh`~ kai; calepwtavth~ novsou lelutrwmevnoi,
prw`ta me;n th/` toù panatokravtoro~ qeou` cavriti kai; eujergesiva/ deuvteron de; ajporrhvtw`/ dunavmei
th`~ tou` swth̀ro~ hJmw`n eujaggelika`~ didaskaliva~, kai; trivton swvfroni logismw`/ krivnante~
ajnovsion ei\nai kai; dussebe;~ th/` tou` qeoù sebasmivw/ proshgoriva/ timàn tou;~ pavlai ejn nekroi`~
keimevnou~ qnhtou;~ a[ndra~ kai; oujde; swfrovnwn ajndrw`n mnhvmhn ajpoleloipovta~, ejscavth~ de;
ajkrasiva~ kai; ajkolasiva~ wjmovthtov~ te kai; frenoblabeiva~ deivgmata toi`~ met j aujtou;~
fulavttein paradedwkovta~. (PE 2.4.1. Translations are my own except where noted.)
11 Eusebius cites Republic 2.377e-378d, where Socrates says that stories of the gods’ misbehavior must be
suppressed in the hypothetical city, “whether they are composed with or without deeper meanings” (ou[t∆
ejn uJponoivai~ pepoihmevna~ ou[te a[new uJponoiw`n, 378d), to prove that Plato disapproved of both the
mythical and the speculative categories of religion (PE 2.7.3-8). He cites Dionysius of Halicarnassus
2.18, in which Dionysius expresses his preference for the non-narrative religion of the Romans because
unlike Greek religion it poses no moral danger to the unphilosophical multitudes (PE 2.7.9-8.13).
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geographical features, the four elements, and so on; this he views as completely wrong-
headed. The second, with which he has more sympathy, attempts to relate traditional
religion to Platonic concepts about non-material entities. In fact he creates a false
distinction: the former approach was developed by the Stoics, but it was adopted by
Platonizing writers on allegory from at least the time of Philo along with their
distinctively Platonist approach, so it would be impossible for Eusebius to find a text or
author committed to the second approach to the exclusion of the former.12 As examples
of materialist allegorical interpretation Eusebius cites passages from Ps.-Plutarch, De
Daedalis Plataeensibus, from Diodorus Siculus, from Plutarch’s De Iside et Osiride,
and from Porphyry’s Epistula ad Anebonem and De Abstinentia. He finds fault with
these authors in the first place for inconsistency, in that they record a variety of
interpretations that he assumes to be mutually exclusive: how can Hera symbolize
marriage and water and earth simultaneously (PE 3.2.2)? His second line of attack is to
recall that the gods are merely dead men and women, whom it is simply absurd and
erroneous to equate with great cosmic forces. Instead of applying a forced allegory to
deceitful myths, the interpreters might as well have rejected the myths and returned to
straightforward worship of celestial bodies, which Eusebius takes to have been the
                                                 
12 This eclecticism is typical of middle and neo-Platonism generally. As Lamberton (1986) says of the
second-century C.E. De Vita et Poesi Homeri, attributed to Plutarch, “Working in a heterogeneous
tradition that doubtless owed much to the Stoa, the author of the Life embraces a variety of doctrines and
explicitly rejects very few. What we see at work in this text is the process by which Platonizing
litterateurs of late antiquity – Plutarch himself is an excellent example – incorporated much of the
philosophical tradition into a matrix compatible with the thought of the successors of Plato in the
Academy” (p.41). See also Lamberton 1986, 25-26, and 45ff. on Philo. See Merlan 1967, 124, 129, on
Stoic pantheism and its appeal for the Neoplatonists. Dawson 1992, 24-38, discusses the Stoic
philosopher Cornutus’ work on allegory; see Most 1989 for a more general discussion of Stoic allegory.
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original religion practiced by Mediterranean societies (except for the Jews and their
ancestors) before they began to deify their dead rulers (see PE 3.3.17, 1.6.1-3). He then
sets aside the euhemerist claim and grants, for the sake of argument, that the deities of
mythology do have a real connection with the forces of the cosmos. Even so, such
religion would still be false in that it would teach people to worship the creation rather
than the creator (PE 3.6.2-4). Christianity, on the other hand, teaches us “not to be over-
awed at the visible parts of the cosmos and at all that can be perceived by the physical
senses, because it is of a perishable nature, but to worship the invisible mind that is in
all of these things and that creates it in its entirety and all its parts....”13
Eusebius then turns to the second group of allegorizing interpreters, those of his
own time who make the same claims for myth as Eusebius has just made for
Christianity, namely that it represents a purely spiritual reality. Though he obviously
approves of the fact that these interpreters accept Platonic doctrines of a nou`~
dhmiourgov~ and of the ideas, he is clearly hostile to their project of illustrating these
doctrines through pagan myth (PE 3.6.7). The only representative of this class of
thinkers to whom he makes explicit reference is Porphyry: he cites a long passage from
De Cultu Simulacrorum in which Porphyry attempts to show that the makers even of
very ancient statues of the gods designed them according to allegorical principles to
reveal the transcendent nature of the gods, using marble or ivory, for instance, to show
their similarity to light or black marble to show their invisibility, and making them in
                                                 
13 ...mevrh te tou` kovsmou ta; oJrwvmena kai; pa`n to; katalhpto;n sarko;~ aijsqhvsei, wJ~ a]n th`~
fqarth`~ o[nta fuvsew~, oujdamw`~ kataplhvttesqai, to;n d j ejn touvtoi~ a{pasin ajovraton kai; tw`n
kaqovlou te kai; kata; mevro~ dhmiourgiko;n nou`n movnon ajpoqaumavzein... (PE 3.6.6).
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the shape of men to show their rational mind. To complement his discussion of statues
Porphyry cites and comments on 32 lines of an Orphic hymn to Zeus. Porphyry
suggests that the hymn shows that the ancients understood Zeus as the nou`~
dhmiourgikov~ (PE 3.9.1, 5), a Platonic concept that would have been familiar to
Eusebius from Timaeus; on the strength of this, Eusebius assumes that Porphyry intends
to interpret any references to the gods as referring to purely spiritual entities. Since
Porphyry’s interpretation includes many elements typical of Stoic allegorical
interpretation – equating Hera with air, for instance (PE 3.11.1) –  Eusebius is then able
to claim that Porphyry contradicts himself. Though Porphyry says that he will show that
the ancient gods represent the transcendent creator of the universe, he fails, according to
Eusebius, and ends up describing a god who is part of the universe and thus cannot be
its creator (PE 3.10.1-4).
Porphyry’s interpretive failure was inevitable, in Eusebius’ view, because of the
material he was interpreting. None of the artifacts of traditional religion can be made to
yield a purely spiritual understanding of the divine, because no one in the cultures that
produced them was capable of such an understanding. In Eusebius’ view of religious
history, the Jews were the only ancient culture that understood the spiritual nature of
God; in recent times, the truth that they had known all along was discovered or
plagiarized by Plato and other Greek philosophers. But the traditional religions of the
Greeks, Egyptians, and Phoenicians reflected a view of the gods as merely material (PE
2.6.11-21; 10.1.1ff.). Eusebius, taking for granted the standard assumption that
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allegorical interpretation depends on allegorical composition, believes that he can
discredit any Platonizing interpretation of the artifacts of traditional religion by proving
(as he claimed to do in PE 1) that the creators of those artifacts were incapable of a
transcendent view of the divine.
Hebrew scripture, on the other hand, having been written by people who
understood the purely spiritual nature of God, is ripe for Platonizing interpretation, and
in fact PE 11-12 are devoted to the mutual elucidation of Platonic and biblical texts.14
The Platonic concepts of the One, the second cause, the immortality of the soul, and the
ideas are all alleged to have been already discovered and allegorically written into the
text by Moses and the other authors of scripture. Thus when Eusebius objects to the
anthropomorphism of Porphyry’s Orphic poem, which equates the mind of Zeus with
the ether, his shoulders with the air, his belly with the earth, and so on, there is no
inconsistency in his offering an example of acceptable anthropomorphism from
scripture:
But if it is necessary to cite a precedent, the sacred word, in a way that is more
worthy of God and has more affinity with the truth, has somewhere announced:
“The heaven is my throne and the earth my footstool.” If it was really necessary
to personify God with a somewhat human expression, see how different the
theology is.15
                                                 
14 This approach to scripture had first been taken by the Ptolemaic Jewish scholars Aristaeus and
Aristobulus and developed by Philo and, to a lesser extent, Josephus. Eusebius in PE 8 cites long extracts
from these writers in order to establish them as authorities for his project. Philo’s exegetical method had
already been appropriated by Clement of Alexandria and Origen. See Chadwick 1967, esp. pp.156-7,
179-80, 183. For a more detailed study of the allegorical exegesis of Philo and Clement see Dawson
1992, chs. 1 and 3.
15 ajll∆ eij dei` paradeivgmati crhvsasqai, qeoprepevsteron kai; ajlhqeiva~ oijkeivw~ oJ iJerov~ pou
lovgo~ ejxefwvnhsen: ÆoJ oujranov~ moi qrovno~,Æ eijpwvn, ÆhJ de; gh̀ uJpopovdion tw`n podw`n mou.Æ eij ga;r
crh`n o{lw~ proswpopoieìn ajnqrwpinwtevrw/ lovgw/, qeva to; diavforon th`~ qeologiva~ (PE 3.10.6-7).
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Eusebius explains that the biblical metaphor is acceptable because it describes a god
who is separate from creation, unlike the Orphic hymn.
Eusebius thus reveals even in the key passage in which he attempts to discredit
pagan allegorizing that he is not hostile to allegory per se, and he acknowledges that he
shares common cause with Platonist interpreters of myth when their goal is to show the
transcendence of the divine. But toward the end of PE 3 an important reason emerges
for his profound hostility to these Platonists’ approach to myth. In a word, they are
irresponsible. Knowing what they do about the nature of the divine, pagan philosophers
ought to completely reject all of popular religion, but instead they dignify it with their
philosophical interpretations and even continue to engage in traditional cult practices
(PE 3.13.22-14.1). Instead of writing speculative literature for each other, Platonist
philosophers should be teaching Platonist doctrines to ordinary people in plain language
and working to convert people away from traditional religion.
Having been set free from all these things as from the bonds of error, these wise
star-gazers ought to share their physical speculations with all men ungrudgingly,
preaching as straightforwardly as possible to all that they should adore not
created phenomena but only their invisible creator and should worship his
invisible and incorporeal powers in invisible and incorporeal ways, not by
lighting fires or sacrificing a ram or a bull, and not thinking to honor the divine
with garlands and statues and the building of temples, but with purified thoughts
and correct and true opinions, with a calm soul imitating his virtue as much as
possible.16
                                                 
16 touvtwn de; aJpavntwn, wJ~ a]n plavnh~ desmw`n ajpoluqevnta~, crh`n dhvpou tou;~ sofou;~ kai;
metewrolevsca~ pa`sin ajnqrwvpoi~ th`~ fusikh`~ qewriva~ ajfqovnw~ koinwnei`n, mononouci; gumnẁ~
prokhruvttonta~ a{pasi mh; ta; fainovmena, to;n d j ajfanh` dhmiourgo;n tw`n fainomevnwn movnon
ajpoqaumavzein kai; ta;~ ajoravtou~ aujtou` kai; ajswmavtou~ dunavmei~ ajoravtw~ kai; ajswmavtw~
qrhskeuvein, ouj pu`r a{yanta~ oujdev ge krio;n kai; tau`ron qusamevnou~, ajll j oujde; stefavnoi~ kai;
xoavnoi~ kai; naẁn ajnoikodomai`~ to; qeìon timàn oijomevnou~, logismoi`~ de; kekaqarmevnoi~ kai;
dovgmasin ojrqoi`~ kai; ajlhqevsi tou`to pravttonta~, ejn ajpaqeiva/ yuch̀~ kai; th/` pro;~ aujto;n kata; to;
dunato;n th`~ ajreth`~ oJmoiwvsei (PE 3.13.24).
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Platonist interpreters of myth, according to Eusebius, promote traditional religion on the
basis of false interpretation when they should instead offer an edifying message of
monotheism.
Eusebius’ Affinity with Platonist Interpreters of Myth
The only example of Platonizing interpretation of myth that Eusebius gives in
PE 3 is from Porphyry’s De Cultu Simulacrorum; he might also have referred to
Porphyry’s De Antro Nympharum, an essay devoted to allegorical interpretation of the
Ithacan cave of Odyssey 13.17 And though he cites Plutarch several times in Books 1-3,
he does not refer to him here as a Platonizing interpreter of myth, though in fact several
of Plutarch’s essays are devoted to Platonizing interpretation of traditional religion.
Eusebius was aware of this aspect of Plutarch’s work: he quotes a passage from De E
apud Delphos in Book 11, where his concern is to illustrate correspondences between
Platonist writings and scripture (PE 11.11). Plutarch is one of the Hellenic authors
Eusebius knew fairly well: he cites Plutarch (or Ps.-Plutarch) 38 times in PE.18 Though
he cites Plutarch’s De Iside et Osiride in his discussion of allegorizing in PE 3, he does
not acknowledge that the basic assumptions of that work are Platonizing; instead he
cites a brief passage that he takes as evidence for euhemerism (PE 3.3.16 = De Iside
                                                 
17 It may be that Eusebius avoids this text because it makes the clear distinction between the material
cosmos (represented by the cave) and the transcendent deity (represented by the olive tree above the
cave) that Eusebius, to his satisfaction, finds lacking in De Cultu Simulacrorum. See Lamberton 1986,
119-32, for an excellent treatment of De Antro Nympharum.
18 See the Stellenregister in Mras’s edition of PE. Of authors whom Eusebius cites directly Plato is the
most frequently cited, followed at a distance by Porphyry and Diodorus Siculus, then by Plutarch.
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359e) and an example of Stoic allegory that Plutarch himself describes as characteristic
of “the simplest of those who are thought to speak in a more philosophical way.”19 But
in fact De Iside et Osiride gives a particularly clear picture of Platonizing allegorical
interpretation; an examination of Plutarch’s method in that text will allow us to observe
a sort of “family resemblance” between Eusebius and the non-Christian middle
Platonists. The question is not one of direct borrowing from one text by another but of
identifying commonalities in a broad intellectual milieu.
In De Iside et Osiride, a treatise addressed to Clea, a priestess at Delphi who is
also a devotee of Isis, Plutarch records various versions of the set of myths involving
Isis, Osiris, Horus, and Typhon, referring to parallels in Greek and other mythologies
and discussing possible reasons for the similarities. He then describes and evaluates
various interpretations. The euhemerist interpretation he rejects; the stoicizing
approach, which equates the gods with various natural phenomena, he finds somewhat
more sophisticated.20 He enumerates many such interpretations, which he insists can be
understood on a spiritual as well as a merely physical level, if the gods are not said
simply to represent the earth, the seed, the rain, and so on, but rather the divine forces at
work behind these natural phenomena. If we say that Isis represents the fruitful earth,
according to Plutarch, we miss the truth that there is a divine generative force that
makes the earth fruitful; it is this divine force that Isis (and her counterparts in other
religions) should be considered to represent (De Iside 376f-378a).
                                                 
19 ...tw`n filosofwvterovn ti levgein dokouvntwn tou;~ aJploustavtou~... (PE 3.3.11 = De Iside 363d).
20 See Pépin 1958, 181-84, on Plutarch’s ambivalent attitude to stoicizing allegory.
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The interpretations that Plutarch particularly advocates are those that assume the
existence in the universe of opposing divine forces of generation and destruction, or
good and evil, which are at war with each other in the physical world and in the human
soul. Though the good force is stronger it can never eliminate the evil. This is a cause
for mourning at times but not for despair (De Iside 371a). The good force is represented
in the myths by Osiris and the evil force by Typhon, who kills and dismembers Osiris
and is then vanquished by Horus and set free by Isis, to return for further battles. The
multiplicity of myths requires a fair amount of flexibility in the application of this
hermeneutic key, but the interpretations that Plutarch approves reflect his belief in the
struggle between divine forces of good and evil. He finds the same message in non-
narrative aspects of religion, such as rites that involve mourning and temples that have
underground rooms (De Iside 359a).
Much of De Iside deals with interpretations of the myths that relate to the
physical world, but the interpretations that seem to matter most to Plutarch are the
ethical ones. His enumeration of the ways in which the various religions and
philosophical schools approximate the truth of the warring deities culminates with a
summary of the theology of Plato’s Laws, which posits three deities, one good, one
opposed to the good, and an intermediate one that is affected by the other two but longs
for and pursues the good. He says that his aim for the treatise is “to reconcile the
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religion of the Egyptians with this philosophy in particular.”21 The reference to “longing
for” the good is a clear signal of the standard Platonic ethical model, best known from
the Symposium, of the philosopher’s intense pursuit of knowledge of a reality beyond
sense perception, the aspect of Platonism that became such a preoccupation of the later
Platonists and contributed to medieval mysticism.
In his quest for philosophical meaning behind religion, Plutarch is careful not to
allow philosophy to displace religion. Plutarch approves of “the reverence and faith
implanted in nearly everyone from birth,” timh;n kai; pivstin ojlivgou dei`n a{pasin ejk
prowvth~ genevsew~ ejndedukuìan, and is opposed to any attempt to rationalize it away
(Isis and Osiris 360a). Philosophical knowledge about the divine forces at work in the
soul and the universe is the ultimate goal, but it seems that Plutarch values devout
religious practice as an aid to such knowledge not only for the philosophically immature
but for the more advanced as well, based on his advice to Clea and his own life-long
devotion to the cult of Apollo. On the other hand, the mistake of rationalizing or
abandoning religion has a counterpart in the error of superstition, deisidaimoniva. In De
Iside this term is associated with a too literal, too narrow view of religion, which we
might call fundamentalism. Plutarch warns Clea against literal belief in the myths: “So
whenever you hear the myths the Egyptians tell about the gods – wanderings,
                                                 
21 ...toù lovgou th;n Aijguptivwn qeologivan mavlista tauvth/ th/` filosofiva/ sunoikeioùnto~ (De Iside
371a). Daniel Richter, who in a recent article (Richter, 2001) argues that Plutarch’s approach is highly
Hellenocentric in various ways, might have cited this passage. Richter’s point is worth making; it is also
not particularly surprising. Plutarch was a Platonist, and we should expect his “universal truth” to be
Platonic. The adherents of the common culture theory (see below), whether Jewish, Christian, or
Hellenic, were generally partial to their own culture, though not always unabashedly so. See Mortley
1996, ch. 3 and 4, especially pp. 80-81 and 98-99.
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dismemberments, and many similar experiences – remember what has already been said
and don’t believe that any of these things that they say actually happened in that way.”22
The stories of the gods require interpretation if their true, and truly religious, meaning is
to be grasped:
By listening to the stories of the gods in this way, accepting them from those
who interpret the myth in a way that is sacred and philosophical, and by
performing the established cult rituals with the understanding that what is most
pleasing to the gods is not our sacrifices or any other actions but our correct
opinions about them, you may avoid superstition, which is just as great an evil
as atheism.23
The middle way that Plutarch recommends for Clea between superstition and atheism is
that she practice religion in the traditional way while understanding the true
philosophical meaning of her practice.
Plutarch bases his opposition to superstition on the relativistic idea that while
different names and cult practices have arisen among the different peoples, they all
describe the same gods. “The majority and the wisest of men hold this opinion: they
either believe that there are two gods who are essentially rivals, the one the creator of
good things and the other of evil; or they call the better one a god and the other a
demon.”24 Having made this claim, Plutarch illustrates it with a fairly lengthy analysis
                                                 
22 ”Otan ou\n a} muqologoùsin Aijguvptioi peri; tẁn qew`n ajkouvsh/~, plavna~ kai; diamelismou;~ kai;
polla; toiaùta paqhvmata, dei` tẁn proeirhmevnwn mnhmoneuvein kai; mhde;n oi[esqai touvtwn
levgesqai gegono;~ ou{tw kai; pepragmevnon (De Iside 355b).
23 ou{tw dh; ta; peri; qew`n ajkouvsasa kai; decomevnh para; tw`n ejxhgoumevnwn to;n mu`qon oJsivw~ kai;
filosovfw~, kai; drẁsa me;n ajei; kai; diafulavttousa tw`n iJerw`n ta; nenomismevna, tou` d j ajlhqh`
dovxan e[cein peri; qew`n mhde;n oijomevnh màllon aujtoi`~ mhvte quvsein mhvte poihvsein kecarismevnon,
oujde;n a]n e[latton ajpofeuvgoio kako;n ajqeovthto~ deisidaimonivan (De Iside 355c-d).
24 Kai; dokeì toùto toì~ pleivstoi~ kai; sofwtavtoi~: nomivzousi ga;r oiJ me;n qeou;~ ei\nai duvo
kaqavper ajntitevcnou~, to;n me;n ajgaqw`n, to;n de; fauvlwn dhmiourgovn, oiJ de; to;n me;n ajmeivnona
qeovn, to;n d j e{teron daivmona kalou`sin (De Iside 369d). See also De Iside 377f-378a.
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of Persian religion, followed by quick references to Chaldean and Greek religion and to
Greek philosophy, in particular the teachings of Heracleitus, Empedocles, Pythagoras,
and Plato (De Iside 369-371). Plutarch posits a basic human capacity for perceiving the
truth about the divine; superstition consists in a narrow focus on one’s own religion as
the repository of truth. (He does not say whether the various philosophical schools are
prone to the same narrow-mindedness.)
For Plutarch, allegorical interpretation, in the broad sense of the discernment
and elucidation of hidden meanings, can be applied to a wide range of phenomena. Not
only myths of various cultures, but rituals and the physical appurtenances of religious
cult reflect spiritual meaning; so do geometry and the workings of the physical
cosmos.25 It is possible to be led astray, however: Plutarch refers to a few myths that are
false and have no connection with spiritual reality (De Iside 358e). Gathering,
evaluating, and interpreting all of this evidence is work for a philosophically advanced
scholar.
Plutarch’s approach is typical of a general trend of post-classical Greek thought
that saw historical and cultural research as the basis for philosophical speculation.
Diodorus Siculus and other authors of universal history had taken up the Peripatetic
idea that philosophy must be based in research and attempted to chronicle the entire
history of the cultures of the Mediterranean, synthesizing vast amounts of data in order
                                                 
25 See De Iside 373d-374a: the destructive force associated with Typhon causes earthquakes, storms, lunar
eclipses, etc., and the 3-4-5 triangle represents the relationship of Osiris, Isis and Horus.
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to understand the relationships of the cultures to one another.26 A major presupposition
of the universal historians was that there was a shared culture in the Mediterranean
world that transcended ethnic boundaries, what one scholar calls the “common culture
theory.”27 Various theories were posited to explain how this common culture had come
to be found in different places. Establishing the relative ages of the cultures was an
important part of this sleuthing work: it was generally acknowledged that the Egyptian
and Phoenician cultures were the oldest. Typical explanations for cultural
commonalities involved a traveling sage: it was often posited, for instance, that Plato
and other Greek thinkers learned their philosophy while traveling in Egypt.28 Universal
historians had a profound respect for tradition, especially the ancient religious
traditions. (Eusebius appeals to this respect in PE, which bases its argument for the
superiority of Christianity in part on the antiquity of the Hebrew tradition from which it
derives; he compiled his massive Chronicle with the main goal of bolstering this
argument.29) De Iside is a philosophical application of the common culture theory, a
search for universal truth behind diverse religious systems. It is not, however,
                                                 
26 See Mortley 1996, 83: “A second interesting feature of Diodorus’ writing is his view of history: it is the
mother of philosophy (1.2.2). We have observed with Theopompus and Dionysius of Halicarnassus this
link between history and philosophy, and it does a great deal to explain much of the discourse of late
antiquity. History provides the social and anthropological data which enables the kind of analysis of
culture which we find from Plutarch’s Moralia to Clement’s Stromateis and to Eusebius’ Praeparatio
Evangelica.” See Plutarch’s description of the project in which Cleombrotus of Sparta, a character in his
De Defectu Oraculorum, was engaged: “he was compiling a history to serve as the data for a philosophy,
which had as its goal a theology, as he himself called it,” sunh`gen iJstorivan oi|on u{lhn filosofiva~
qeologivan w{sper aujto;~ ejkavlei tevlo~ ejcouvsh~ (De Defectu Oraculorum 410b). Cleombrotus
traveled extensively to conduct his research; in general the authors of universal history preferred to use
documents that were available in libraries; see Mortley 1996, ch.1, “Holism in History Writing.”
27 See Mortley 1996, ch.3, “The Common Culture Theory: Plato and Moses.”
28 See e.g. Diodorus Siculus, Bibliotheca 1.96.
29 Droge 1989 is an excellent treatment of the role of the common culture theory in the writings of the
church fathers.
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completely relativistic: the basic assumption is that Platonist philosophy is the final
standard.
Eusebius shares Plutarch’s conviction that deeper truths can be found underlying
disparate phenomena. PE, like De Iside, is an extended exercise in ferreting out such
truths, also from a particular bias. For Plutarch the clearest expression of the truth is
Platonism, but it can also be found by a competent interpreter in polytheistic mythology
and religious practice. For Eusebius it is hopeless to look for truth in polytheistic myth
or practice: he makes it clear in PE 1-6 that as a window onto truth he finds these
completely opaque. Eusebius believes that the truth is best expressed by Christian
theology, but that a competent interpreter can find it anywhere in Hebrew scripture and
in certain parts of Platonist philosophy, including Plato’s myths. In PE 11 Eusebius
compares passages from Hebrew scripture with passages from Plato and his successors
(including Plutarch) to show where the Hellenic texts can be said to express the truths
first expressed in scripture on such topics as the ineffability of God, the human capacity
for naming, the trinity, the immortality of the soul, and so on. He thus in a sense
demotes Platonism from the role it has for Plutarch to the role given by Plutarch to
traditional religion – a useful but secondary source of truth. In PE 13.15-21 Eusebius
shows where he considers Plato to have gone wrong, just as Plutarch lists a few
elements of Isis mythology that must be rejected as incompatible with higher truth (De
Iside 358e-f). Eusebius cites a variety of possible explanations for parallels between
Hebrew and Platonic thought. Book 10 focuses on the cultural contact theory; in Book
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11 he professes ignorance as to whether the true explanation for Plato’s knowledge of
the intelligible realm is to be found in cultural contact, in inherent mental structures, or
in general revelation (PE 11.8).
Of the texts that Eusebius cites in PE 11 and 12, some are allowed to speak
more or less for themselves, and some are presented as requiring allegorical
interpretation in order for their philosophical meaning to be made apparent. In several
places Eusebius allows a Platonist text to provide the explanation for a more obscure
scriptural text. In his discussion of the first cause he compares passages from the book
of Wisdom with passages from Philo, who he says “[explains] the meaning of the
doctrine more clearly,” th;n de; toù dovgmato~ diavnoian Fivlwn oJ  JEbrai`o~
leukovteron eJrmhneuvwn.... (PE 11.14.10). According to Eusebius’ account, the
identification of God as Being, to; o[n, first expressed by Moses in the story of the
burning bush when God says ejgwv eijmi oJ w[n (Exodus 3.14), is explained by Plato in
Timaeus, then more clearly by Numenius, and more clearly still by Plutarch in De E
apud Delphos (PE 11.9-11). In his comparison of the story of the creation of man with
the myth of Poros and Penia in the Symposium Eusebius states explicitly that both
stories were allegorically composed:
Moses in words of mystery says that in the beginning of the foundation of the
world there was a certain paradise of God, and that in it the man was deceived
by the serpent through the woman; hear what Plato has written in Symposium, all
but paraphrasing Moses’ words and for his part also writing allegorically....
[Eusebius quotes Symposium 203b-c.] In this passage as well Plato, like Moses,
spoke of these things in riddles.30
                                                 
30 Mwsevw~ katav tina~ ajporrhvtou~ lovgou~ ejn ajrch/` th̀~ tou` kovsmou sustavsew~ qeou` tina
paravdeison gegonevnai favnto~ kajn touvtw/ to;n a[nqrwpon hjpath`sqai dia; th̀~ gunaiko;~ pro;~ tou`
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In his commentaries on Hebrew scripture and in Demonstratio Evangelica
Eusebius often engages in allegorical interpretation, which he signals by using the terms
ai[nigma, uJpovnoia, ajllhgoriva, tropologiva and their cognates.31 At DE 1.1, for
instance, Eusebius interprets a prophecy about the destruction of the rulers of Moab as
figuratively referring to the defeat of invisible evil powers. A particularly interesting
example is found in Eusebius’ commentary on Isaiah 18.4, “For thus said the Lord to
me, ‘There will be safety in my city; it will be like the hot light of noon and like a cloud
of dew on harvest-day.’” Eusebius interprets the second part of the verse as follows:
“The light is the very Logos of God, who shines on his church everywhere; the cloud of
dew is the Holy Spirit, who obscures the highest theology of the only-begotten son of
God from those who are not able to comprehend it....”32 He reads the term nefevlh
drovsou as a meta-allegory: the work of the Holy Spirit in expressing the truth about
Christ in a veiled, obscure way is itself described in veiled terms.
Eusebius’ allegorical approach to scripture also emerges in his discussion in PE
of Jewish use of scripture:
Among the Hebrews also it is the custom to teach the histories of the inspired
Scriptures to those with childish souls in a very simple way just like any myths,
but to teach those whose minds are well trained the deeper doctrinal speculations
                                                                                                                                                
o[few~, a[ntikru~ mononouci; ta; rJhvmata metapoihvsa~ oJ Plavtwn ejpavkouson ejn Sumposivw/ oi|a kai;
ajuto;~ ajllhgorw`n tevqeitai... Toiau`ta me;n dhv tina kajn touvtoi~ oJ Plavtwn ejmferw`~ Mwsei`
uJph/nivxato (PE 12.11.1,2).
31 See Sant 1967, 40-47, 56-67, for a discussion organized around the various figures of speech that
Eusebius identifies in scripture.
32 fw`~ me;n ou\n aujtov~ ejstin oJ toù qeoù lovgo~ oJ th;n ejkklhsivan aujtou` dia; panto;~ fwtivzwn,
nefevlh drovsou to; preùma to; a{gion to; th;n a[kran qeologivan toù monogenoù~ uiJou` tou` qeoù toi`~
mh; oi{oi~ te aujth;n cwrei`n ejpiskiavzon... (Commentaria in Isaiam 18.4).
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on the words, by means of the so-called deuterosis and by elucidation of the
thoughts that are hidden to the multitude.33
The Jewish practice that Eusebius commends here views the stories of the Old
Testament as muvqoi and treats them much as Plutarch treats the myths of Isis, as
valuable for their religious content and as a first step on the path to higher knowledge
(see e.g. De Iside 359a).
This examination of the allegorical methods of Plutarch and of Eusebius is
meant to show the commonalities between these two representatives of Christian and
non-Christian middle Platonism. Both attempt to take a broad view that encompasses all
of Mediterranean culture; both are committed to a symbolic view of the world that
attaches great importance to the discernment of a spiritual reality that lies behind
disparate mundane phenomena. And both thinkers stress the importance of religion in
this process – with the understanding that the data of religion require elucidation if their
deepest, truest meanings are to be revealed.
Symbolic Thought in De Vita Constantini
In VC the validity of a symbolic approach is assumed, rather than discussed.
Symbolic thought manifests itself in a variety of ways in different parts of the text, the
                                                 
33 kai; par∆ ÔEbraivoi~ de; ta;~ th`~ ejnqevou grafh`~ iJstoriva~ toi`~ nhpivoi~ ta;~ yuca;~ aJplouvsteron
w{sper tina;~ muvqou~ e[qo~ ejsti; paradidovnai, toi`~ de; ejggegumnasmevnoi~ th;n e{xin ta;~ tẁn
lovgwn baqutevra~ kai; dogmatika;~ qewriva~ dia; th̀~ kaloumevnh~ deuterwvsew~ kai; safhneiva~
tw`n lanqanovntwn tou;~ pollou;~ nohmavtwn (PE 12.4.2). Eusebius cites Socrates’ recommendations for
the use of myth in education at Republic 2.376-7 as a parallel for the Jewish view.
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most obvious of which involves the use of scripture as a gloss on contemporary matters.
This interpretive method is the focus of the remainder of this chapter. In the prologue,
Eusebius reveals that he intends his narrative to express a deeper truth also expressed in
scripture, namely that of divine retribution and reward. Religious texts and events of
recent history will be shown to be mutually elucidating, when properly selected and
interpreted. The general claim expressed in the prologue is then developed more
specifically in the comparison of Constantine to Moses.
The Prologue: A Philosophical Setting
In the prologue of VC Eusebius claims a high epistemological status for the idea
of divine justice by means of an elaborate play on the word lovgo~, which he uses in the
senses of speech, of individual thought or intelligence, and of divine intelligence.
Eusebius begins the prologue by evoking for the reader’s imagination the grandiose
setting of a basilikos logos by referring to the speeches that he gave for the emperor’s
vicennalia and tricennalia. He describes the latter as “garlands of words,” employing
lovgo~ in its basic meaning of “spoken word”:
Recently the whole human race held festivals to celebrate several ten-year
anniversaries of the great Emperor; recently I myself, addressing the council of
the ministers of God, honored the conqueror with hymns for the twentieth
anniversary of his reign; a very short while ago to celebrate his thirtieth
anniversary I wove garlands of words (lovgwn) at the palace to crown his sacred
head.34
                                                 
34 “Arti me;n tw/ megavlw/ basileì pantoivwn dekavdwn periovdou~ ejn eJortw`n eujwcivai~ pa`n gevno~
ajnqrwvpwn ejpanhguvrizen, a[rti de; kai; hJmeì~ aujtoi; to;n kallivnikon, mevson ajpolabovnte~ qeoù
leitourgw`n sunovdou, hJmei`~ aujtoi; ton; kallivnikon, mevson ajpolabovnte~ qeou` leitourgẁn
sunovdou, eijkosaethrikoi`~ u{mnoi~ ejgeraivromen, h[dh de; kai; triakontaethrikou;~ aujtw`/ lovgwn
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In the next sentence he uses lovgo~ again, but in the sense of “intellect”, “power
of speech”, or simply “thought”: “But today our lovgo~ stands helpless, longing to give
voice to some of the usual things, but at a loss as to which way even to turn and awe-
struck by the sheer wonder of the astonishing spectacle.”35 The reader is likely to guess
that Eusebius’ aporia is a result of his being confronted with yet another magnificent
imperial setting in which he is expected to deliver an oration. But in the next sentence it
becomes apparent that it is more than the sight before his eyes that has him tongue-tied.
The “astonishing spectacle” is Constantine himself, alive and still ruling even after his
death. On earth Eusebius’ lovgo~ sees Constantine ruling through his sons and is
disconcerted (VC 1.1.3-1.2.1); looking into heaven, it sees his soul “in the presence of
God Himself, stripped of all mortal and earthly attire and shining in a robe that flashes
like lightning” and is completely dumbstruck.36 When he says that his lovgo~ sees
Constantine’s soul in heaven, Eusebius uses the verb fantavzetai, a term with
philosophic overtones. In Stoicism fantasiva refers to the process of visualization, by
which an object makes an impression on the soul of the viewer.37 Philostratus gives the
term a Platonist connotation, however, by making it refer to the visualization and
                                                                                                                                                
plevxante~ stefavnou~, ejn aujtoì~ prwvhn basileivoi~ th;n iJera;n kefalh;n ajnestevfomen... (VC
1.1.1).
35 nuni; d∆ oJ lovgo~ hJmi`n ajnhcanw`n e{sthke, poqw`n mevn ti tw`n sunhvqwn prosfqevgxasqai, ajporw`n
d j o{ph/ kai; travpoito movnw/ te tẁ/ qauvmati th`~ xenizouvsh~ o[yew~ katapeplhgmevno~ (VC 1.1.2).
36 h[dh de; kai; pro;~ aujtaì~ oujranivai~ aJyi`sin eJauto;n ejkteivna~, kajntau`qa th;n trismakarivan
yuch;n aujtw/` qew/` sunoùsan fantavzetai, qnhtou` me;n kai; gewvdou~ panto;~ ajfeimevnhn
periblhvmato~, fwto;~ d j ejxastraptouvsh/ stolyh/` katalampomevnhn (VC 1.2.2).
37 Elsner 1995, 26, with references.
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representation of that which is real but not visible.38 In saying that his thought envisions,
fantavzetai, the soul of Constantine in heaven, Eusebius is describing a vision of
something intelligible, as opposed to sensible, by means of the mind’s eye.39 Eusebius
has superimposed a philosophic context on the epideictic one and invited the reader to
visualize a setting not only more awe-inspiring than the imperial court but actually on a
different level of reality.
The escape from its aporia in this other-worldly context is for the lovgo~ to call
on the lovgo~ of God – the third sense in which Eusebius uses lovgo~ – to communicate
an all but ineffable message.
Then, understanding that his soul is no longer confined to spending long
stretches of time in the pastimes of mortal men, but is honored with the never
dying, ever flourishing diadem of an eternal life of joy, my lovgo~, being mortal,
is dumbstruck. It has nothing to say: it convicts itself of inadequacy, condemns
itself to silence, and abdicates to the mighty universal lovgo~ the right to sing
fitting songs of praise. Only the immortal lovgo~ of God can confirm his own
words by which he prophesied that those who honor and revere him would be
requited with blessings of surpassing abundance, while those who set
themselves up as his enemies would bring about the destruction of their own
souls. And so he has now established that the promises of his own words are
trustworthy, for he has shown that tyrants who reject God and make war on God
end their lives in utter misery, but he has revealed his own servant’s death as
well as his life to be enviable, blessed, and worthy of great praise. So it too
deserves to be commemorated not with mortal but with immortal monuments.40
                                                 
38 Apollonius, defending Greek anthropomorphic statues of the gods, says, fantasiva...taùta
eijrgavsato, sofwtevra mimhvsew~ dhmiourgov~: mivmhsi~ me;n ga;r dhmiourghvsei o} ei\den, fantasiva
de; kai; o} mh; ei\den, uJpoqhvsetai ga;r aujto; pro;~ th;n ajnafora;n tou` o[nto~... (Philostratus, Vita
Apollonii 6.19). See also Plotinus Enneades 5.8.1 and references to Porphyry et al. in LSJ s.v.
fantavzomai.
39 See Elsner 1995, 27: “The theory of phantasia...points to an intelligible world beyond the senses as
ultimately more real. It is to this intelligible world which cannot be seen with the eyes that phantasia,
which ‘proceeds with reality as its basis’ [Philostratus, Vita Apollonii 6.19], gives access.”
40 ei\t j oujkevti me;n makrai`~ crovnwn periovdoi~ ejn qnhtw`n diatribai`~ eijloumevnhn aujth;n,
aijwnoqalei` de; diadhvmati zwh`~ ajteleuthvtou kai; makarivou aijw`no~ ajqanasiva/ tetimhmevnhn
ejnnow`n, ajcanh;~ e{sthken oi|a qnhto;~ lovgo~, mhdemivan me;n ajfiei;~ fwnh;n th`~ d j aujto;~ aujtou`
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The divine lovgo~ is called on not only to praise Constantine but, in so doing,
also to “confirm his own words” that promise divine retribution to God’s enemies and
reward to his friends. Eusebius here refers to the countless scriptural texts that spell out
the lesson that the devout earn rewards from God while the impious invite their own
ineluctable punishment.41 These scriptural texts are then said to have already been
proved by the events of recent years: the miserable deaths of the persecuting tetrarchs
and the blessed life and death of Constantine. Eusebius slips from scripture to
contemporary events, finding that both reflect a truth about divine justice that he locates
ultimately with the lovgo~. He thus establishes an allegorical component to the work:
the reader is being instructed to expect that the story of Constantine’s life will convey a
deeper truth, not just a useful moral message but a reality about the way the deity
interacts with the world,  already expressed in scripture but now revealed again in the
events of Constantine’s life and death.
He then returns at the end of the passage just quoted to the idea of an appropriate
artistic response and hints again at his own inadequacy: the marvel of Constantine’s life
                                                                                                                                                
kategnwkw;~ ajsqeneiva~, kai; dh; siwph;n kaq j eJautou` yhfisavmeno~ tw`/ kreivttoni kai; kaqovlou
lovgw/ paracwrei` tugcavnein th̀~ tw`n ejfamivllwn u{mnwn ajxiva~: w/| dh; kai; monvw/ dunato;n ajqanavtw/
kai; qeoù o[nti lovgw/ ta;~ oijkeiva~ pistou`sqai fwnav~. di j w|n tou;~ me;n aujto;n doxavzontav~ te kai;
timẁnta~ ajmoibaivoi~ uJperbavllesqai carivsmasi, tou;~ d j ejcqrou;~ kai; polemivou~ sfa`~ aujtou;~
aujtw/` katasthvsanta~ to;n yucw`n o[leqron eJautoi`~ peripoihvsein qespivsa~, ejnteu`qen h[dh tẁn
aujtou` lovgwn ta;~ ejpaggeliva~ ajyeudei`~ paresthvsato, ajqevwn me;n kai; qeomavcwn turavnnwn
ajpeukta; deivxa~ tou` bivou ta; tevlh, tou` d j aujtou` qeravponto~ zhlwto;n kai; poluuvmnhton pro;~ th`/
zwh/` kai; to;n qavnaton ajpofhvna~, wJ~ ajxiomnhmovneuton kai; toùton sthlw`n te ouj qnhtẁn ajll j
ajqanavtwn ejpavxion genevsqai (VC 1.2.3 – 1.3.1).
41 The closing couplet of the song of Deborah may be cited as a particularly concise expression of the
scriptural logic of retribution: “So may all your enemies perish, Lord! But may those who love you be
like the rising sun in its might” (Judges 5.31). The enemy in question is the Canaanite general Sisera, who
had a tent peg pounded through his skull by Jael, wife of Heber the Kenite, as he lay sleeping in her tent.
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and death “deserves to be commemorated not with mortal but with immortal
monuments.” Eusebius proposes to hand over the task of narrating and interpreting the
life and death of Constantine to the divine lovgo~, but within a few paragraphs he will
have talked himself out of his dilemma and will proceed with narrative and
interpretation (VC 1.10-11).
Constantine and Moses
The narrative of Constantine’s life opens with a comparison of the formative
years of Moses and Constantine in which the theme of divine justice is readily apparent,
in that both leaders are said to have been raised up by God to liberate a people
oppressed by tyrants. The comparison of Constantine and Moses had suggested itself
naturally enough after Maxentius’ debacle at the Milvian Bridge, and Eusebius had
written up the 312 battle shortly afterward as a replaying of the Exodus story, for
inclusion in the second version of his Historia Ecclesiastica (HE 9.9.4-8).42 When he
wrote VC, twenty years later, rather than write a new account of the battle of the
Milvian Bridge Eusebius copied the HE passage almost verbatim at the appropriate
place in his narrative, after the account of Constantine’s conversion (VC 1.38, quoted on
pp. 44-5 infra). He wrote expressly for VC, however, the passage immediately
following the prologue, comparing Moses and Constantine as virtuous young men
reared in the palaces of tyrants but called away by God to be liberators of their people
                                                 
42 Barnes 1981, 149-50.
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(VC 1.12). The differing origins of the two passages will turn out to be of some
significance in their interpretation.
The passage that follows the prologue and opens the account of Constantine’s
life (the one composed for VC) is quoted in part here.
Let us begin our account from the man’s youth. According to an ancient story,
fearsome generations of tyrants once oppressed the Hebrew people, but God,
revealing himself as gracious to the oppressed, in his providence caused the
prophet Moses, still a mere child, to be reared in the heart of the tyrants’ palace
and to have a share in their wisdom. Time as it passed called him to manhood,
while justice, defender of those who are treated unjustly, began to pursue the
unjust. That was when the prophet of God left that home of the tyrants and
began to serve the will of the Almighty. He became estranged in word and deed
from the tyrants who had reared him and acknowledged as his own those who
were truly his brothers and kin. God then raised him up as leader of the whole
nation and freed the Hebrews from enslavement to their enemies, while through
him he pursued the race of tyrants with divinely ordained torments. This ancient
tale, handed down to many people in the form of a myth, had formerly been
heard by everyone, but now the same God has granted that we too should see
with our own eyes fresh, recent, and palpable marvels greater than those related
in myths and more real than any story we might hear. Tyrants of our own day,
eager to go to war against the God over all, began to oppress his Church. But
Constantine was in their midst, soon to be a tyrant-slayer but at that time still a
boy, young and tender and blooming with youth; like that servant of God, he sat
at the tyrants’ hearth, but though just a boy he did not follow the ways of those
godless men...43
                                                 
43 ∆Ex aujth`~ d∆ h[dh prwvth~ hJlikiva~ tou` ajndro;~ w|dev ph/ th̀~ grafh`~ ajparxwvmeqa. Palaia;
katevcei fhvmh deinav pote gevnh turavnnwn to;n ÔEbraivwn kataponh`sai lewvn, qeo;n de; toì~
kataponoumevnoi~ eujmenh̀ parafanevnta Mwu>seva profhvthn e[ti tovte nhpiavzonta mevsoi~ aujtoì~
turannikoi`~ oi[koi~ te kai; kovlpoi~ trafh̀nai kai; th̀~ par∆ autoì~ metascei`n pronoh`sai
sofiva~. wJ~ d∆ ejpiw;n oJ crovno~ to;n me;n ei;~ a[ndra~ ejkavlei, divkh d∆ hJ tw`n ajdikoumevnwn ajrwgo;~
tou;~ ajdikouvnta~ methv/ei, thnikau`ta ejx aujtw`n turannikw`n dwmavtwn proelqw;n oJ tou` qeoù
profhvth~ th/` toù kreivttono~ dihkoneìto boulh/`, tw`n me;n ajnaqreyamevnwn turavnnwn e[rgoi~ kai;
lovgoi~ ajllotriouvmeno~, tou;~ d∆ ajlhqei` lovgw/ sfetevrou~ ajdelfouv~ te kai; suggeneì~ ajpofaivnwn
gnwrivmou~, ka[peita qeo;~ aujto;n kaqhgemovna toù panto;~ e[qnou~ ejgeivra~, ÔEbraivou~ me;n th`~
uJpo; toì~ ejcqroi`~ hjleuqevrou douleiva~, to; de; turanniko;n gevno~ qehlavtoi~ methvrceto di∆ aujtoù
kolasthrivoi~. fhvmh me;n au{th palaia;, muvqou schvmati toi`~ polloi`~ paradedomevnh, ta;~ pavntwn
ajkoua;~ ejplhvrou provteron, nuni; de; oJ aujto;~ kai; hJmi`n qeo;~ meizovnwn h] kata; muvqou~ qaumavtwn
ejnargei`~ aujtoptika;~ qeva~ nearai`~ o[yesi pavsh~ ajkoh`~ ajlhqestevra~ dedwvrhtai. tuvrannoi me;n
ga;r oiJ kaq∆ hJma`~ to;n ejpi; pavntwn qeo;n polemei`n wJrmhmevnoi th;n aujtou` katepovnoun ejkklhsivan,
mevso~ de; touvtwn Kwnstanti`no~, oJ met∆ ojlivgon turannoktovno~, pai`~ a[rti nevo~ aJpalo;~ wJraìov~
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The first thing to note about Eusebius’ use of the comparison with Moses is that
he is drawing on a convention fairly well established among Hellenic thinkers that
Moses, like Solon or Lycurgus, was one of the great sages and lawgivers.44 The earliest
known portrayal of Moses in this light is a fragment of the Aegyptiaca of Hecataeus of
Abdera,45 written in the late fourth or early third century B.C.E.; the next appears in
Strabo.46 Moses receives a similar favorable treatment from Pompeius Trogus, pseudo-
Galen, the middle Platonist Numenius of Apamea, Porphyry, and Longinus.47 Numenius
is credited with a pithy summation of Moses’ place in the common culture: “What is
Plato but Moses speaking Attic Greek?”48 Jewish and Christian writers naturally
adopted the theme for apologetic ends: Philo’s De Vita Mosis presents Moses as a
philosopher-king, with obvious reference to Plato’s Republic,49 and the latter part of
Josephus’ Contra Apionem is a defense of Moses. Philo is an important source for
Clement of Alexandria’s account of Moses in the Stromateis.50 Eusebius, drawing
heavily on Philo, Clement, and several pagan sources, makes the theme of Moses as
                                                                                                                                                
t∆ ajnqou`sin ijouvloi~, oi|a ajuto;~ ejkei`no~ oJ toù qeoù qeravpwn, turannikai`~ ejfhvdreusen eJstivai~,
ouj mh;n kai; trovpwn tw`n i[swn, kaivper nevo~ w[n, toi`~ ajqevoi~ ejkoinwvnei (VC 1.12.1-2).
44 Gager 1972 traces the various strands in the pagan tradition of Moses.
45 Preserved by Photius in an excerpt from Diodorus Siculus. It appears in the LCL edition of Diodorus as
Bibliotheca 40.3. See Gager 1972, 26-37.
46 Strabo, Geographia 16.2.35-39. See Gager 1972, 38-47.
47 See Gager 1972, 48-79.
48 tiv gavr ejsti Plavtwn h] Mwush̀~ ajttikivzwn… Quoted by Clement at Stromateis 1.22; Eusebius quotes
the Clement passage at PE 9.6 and refers to the saying from Numenius again at PE 11.10.
49 See especially De Vita Mosis 2.1-3.
50 Stromateis 1.23ff. Van den Hoek 1988, ch. 3, discusses Clement’s use of Philo’s De Vita Mosis.
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prototypical sage, lawgiver, and ruler a major one in his Praeparatio Evangelica.51 By
opening the narrative of VC with a comparison to Moses, Eusebius is aiming to allude at
least as much to current topics in Hellenic history and philosophy as to biblical
knowledge over which a Christian audience would feel a sense of ownership.52
The Methodology of the Moses Comparison
In a sense the comparison is a rhetorical synkrisis of the sort recommended by
Menander Rhetor for basilikoi logoi, in that Constantine, the subject of the work, which
to this point has been a fairly standard panegyric, is being compared favorably to a great
leader from the past. But this comparison is more complex in its function than a
standard synkrisis. Eusebius includes a much more typical synkrisis in his prologue,
where he compares Constantine to Cyrus and Alexander (VC 1.7-8). He does strike an
original note there by making the comparison unfavorable to Cyrus and Alexander, but
the question he deals with, the comparative felicity of the end of the three leaders’ lives,
is quite typical, as is the manner in which he handles it. In the comparison with Moses,
however, it is not a matter of tabulating feats and faults, blessings and misfortunes. We
shall see as we proceed that Constantine’s life is made to verify a truth about God and
his dealings with the world that had already been demonstrated by Moses’ life. The
                                                 
51 See e.g. PE 7.9ff. The theme is an undercurrent in any passage in which Eusebius discusses passages
from the Pentateuch, which he attributes in full to Moses.
52 For Christian ownership of Hebrew scripture see the preface to DE 3 (tr. Ferrar): “And I have also
made it clear that their prophetic writings in their foresight of the future recorded our own calling through
Christ, so that we make use of them not as books alien to us, but as our own property.” ...kai; e]ti pro;~
touvtoi~ sustavnto~ wJ~ aiJ profhtikai; par∆ aujtoi`~ grafai; prolaboùsai to; mevllon th̀~
hJmetevra~ dia; Cristoù genomevnh~ klhvsew~ ejmnhmovneusan, dio; kai; wJ~ oijkeivwn, ajll∆ oujk
ajllotrivwn aujtw`n metapoiouvmeqa.
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focus is shifted slightly from praise of Constantine to exultation in the workings of
providence – though the glory for Constantine, as a tool of providence of the same order
as Moses, is perhaps all the greater than in a more straightforward formulation.
It has been said that with the Moses-Constantine comparison Eusebius has
created the first instance of a biblical typology applied to a non-biblical figure;53 as this
seemingly uncontroversial statement contains pitfalls for our understanding of this
aspect of VC we will examine it more closely. Typology is a compositional or
interpretive strategy that “sets up a relationship between events, institutions, or persons
in the past – as a promise or prefiguring (the type) – and later or perhaps still awaited
events – as the fulfillment (the antitype).” 54 It was one of the methods used by Christian
writers to give Christian meaning to Hebrew scripture. The earliest Christian typologies
are found already in the New Testament: Christ is made to compare his crucifixion to
Moses’ lifting up a bronze serpent on a pole during a plague (John 3.14) and his burial
to Jonah’s being swallowed by the whale (Matthew 12.40). Paul in the letter to the
Romans compares Christ to Adam; this passage has the first use of the word tuvpo~ in
the sense of an Old Testament prototype for a New Testament person or event (Romans
5.14). The word ajntivtupo~ for the New Testament parallel appears already at I Peter
3.21, where baptism is compared to the flood; at Hebrews 9.24 ajntivtupo~ is used with
a different sense: the “sanctuary made with hands” is described as the ajntivtupo~, or
                                                 
53 Hollerich 1990, 323.
54 Der Neue Pauly, s.v. Typologie.
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earthly copy, of the true sanctuary.55 The patristic writers developed these and other
typologies, such as the comparison of Jesus with Joseph and Joshua.
Typology has traditionally been viewed by students of biblical literature in sharp
contrast with allegory. In this context allegory is understood as an interpretive strategy
that completely replaces historical with spiritual meaning, in that it looks not just for
deeper meanings but for meanings that are unassociated with the surface meaning of the
text (unassociated, that is, from the point of view of the modern scholar; for the ancient
interpreter the connection between surface and deeper meaning was always real);
allegory in this sense is contrasted with typology’s supposed emphasis on the historicity
of the events that it compares.56 Typology and allegory are often seen by modern
scholars as the province of two distinct schools of thought, whose adherents were
characterized by distinct mindsets.57 The typology school, based in Antioch, is supposed
to have attracted those of a historical, literal-minded bent, while the allegory school,
based in Alexandria, attracted the more abstract thinkers. Édouard des Places puts
Eusebius between the two schools, as Caesarea was between the two cities; Michael
                                                 
55 See Hanson 1959, 67. The same understanding of the tabernacle is developed at length by Philo
(Quaestiones et Solutiones in Exodum 2.51-106), on whom Eusebius draws in his discussion of the
Church of the Holy Sepulchre in VC 4.
56 For particularly influential articulations of this approach see Auerbach 1944 and Daniélou 1950.
Origen’s interpretation of the exodus story in his Homiliae in Exodum as depicting the progress of the
soul toward salvation is considered allegorical by this definition (see Auerbach 1944, 36, and Daniélou
1969, 34-37). In fact, however, many of Origen’s interpretations in the Homiliae in Exodum begin by
drawing New Testament parallels and could easily be considered typological for this reason (see e.g.
Homiliae in Exodum 3.3).
57 See Auerbach 1944, e.g. p.36 (“The difference between Tertullian’s more historical and realistic
interpretation and Origen’s ethical, allegorical approach reflects a current conflict, known to us from
other early Christian sources: one party strove to transform the events of the New and still more of the
Old Testament into purely spiritual happenings, to ‘spirit away’ their historical character —the other
wished to preserve the full historicity of the Scriptures along with the deeper meaning”) and Daniélou
1950, e.g. pp.51-52, 199-200.
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Hollerich and David Wallace-Hadrill put him squarely on the historical side.58 The
dichotomy, while useful in some ways, can be overemphasized.59 In the first place it is
important to recognize that the purported distinction between the two mindsets is false.
Eusebius’ best-known and most original work is the Historia Ecclesiastica, which is
short on abstract thought and long on historical detail, so it is natural that he should be
credited with a world view based in history. But even a massive output of historical
writings by a writer of Eusebius’ day does not necessarily indicate a lack of interest in
abstract philosophical thought. As we have noted above, for those working in the
context of universal historiography, history was considered the basis for philosophy. It
is clear in PE, which is a kind of universal intellectual history, that the historical
information is ancillary to the philosophical conclusions that Eusebius draws. Eusebius’
philosophical side has been noted by Mortley:
The evidence collected here indicates one important truth which has often been
overlooked, namely that Eusebius is one of the great Platonists of the late
antique era. The extraordinary discontinuity between the Hellenistic sections of
Eusebius’ writing, and the well-known works such as the Church History, or the
Roman style encomiastic writing, point to a profound complexity in Eusebius’
intellectual make-up. As des Places and Favrelle show, Eusebius needs to be
studied as an example of Christian Platonism every bit as much as Clement or
Origen.60
                                                 
58 Des Places 1982, 194. Hollerich 1989, 433: “Eusebius, then, was deeply committed to a historical basis
for his exegesis and his apologetics.” See Wallace-Hadrill 1960, ch.7.
59 See Dawson 2002 for a recent attempt to lend more subtlety to the traditional dichotomy. Dawson
argues that Alexandrian exegesis was more concerned with history than the traditional view grants. In his
goal of defending Alexandrian exegesis against the charge of supersessionism his success is limited, as he
acknowledges (216-18).
60 Mortley 1996, 166-7. The evidence to which Mortley refers is contained in the commentary to PE 11
written by des Places and Geneviève Favrelle. Mortley’s focus here is on PE; the “Roman style
encomiastic works,” by which he presumably means SC, LC, and VC, reflect Eusebius’ fascination with
philosophy more than Mortley seems to grant here, as I hope to show for VC.
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Eusebius was not unique among Christian writers in using history as a basis for
philosophy; the same could be said of Clement of Alexandria and Origen, whose
Stromateis and Contra Celsum deal with historical material and are heavily mined by
Eusebius in PE. Origen is usually made to represent the allegorizing, ahistorical mindset
associated with Alexandrian theology, but in fact his Contra Celsum, a response to a
historically based critique of Christianity, is a product of the universal history
movement. So the idea of two distinct mindsets, a historical one that favored typology
and a philosophical one that favored allegory, is difficult to maintain.
A second problem with the typology/allegory opposition is that it is a modern
construct, based on modern concerns with historicity. (The term typology itself is an
invention of the eighteenth century.) Mid-twentieth-century theologians who wrote on
the topic show a distinct preference for typology’s perceived respect for the historical
reality of the events being interpreted.61 More recent scholarship has called into question
the prevailing view that typology is fully distinct from allegory and that the validity of a
typology rests on the historicity of the earlier event. As Frances Young writes,
                                                 
61 See Hanson 1959, 63: “Alexandrian allegory has in all its forms one feature in common with
Hellenistic allegory; it is unhistorical. It does not use typology. Its ultimate aim is to empty the text of any
particular connection with historical events.” And on p.283, referring to Origen’s allegorizing exegesis:
“All is merged in a morass of spiritualizing exposition which has no legitimate ground in historical
reality. Origen certainly opened the way to the discovery in the text of the Bible of the deepest secrets of
the spiritual life, but the only tools which he provided for the operation were those of theological
fantasy.” A similar approach informs the influential articles by Lampe (1957) and Woollcombe (1957).
Lampe, a distinguished Biblical scholar, had an interest in the subject that was more than academic; he
hoped by defining a historically-oriented typology to “restore to the ordinary Christian reader something
of his inheritance of Biblical exegesis, while still remaining faithful to the canons and principles of
literary and historical criticism” (Lampe 1957, 22). According to A.C. Charity, the concern to distinguish
typology from allegory began in the Reformation, when allegorical exegesis fell out of fashion (Charity
1966, 171, n.2).
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Ancient exegetes did not distinguish between typology and allegory, and it is
often difficult to make the distinction, the one shading into the other all too
easily....What the patristic texts describe as a ‘type’ is a mimetic ‘impress’ or
figure in the narrative or action described: Moses’ uplifted arms at the battle
against Amalek represent the cross in the same way as the outstretched wings of
Ephrem’s bird....The word typos may be used for any ‘model’ or ‘pattern’ or
‘parable’ foreshadowing its fulfillment, whether an event or an oft-repeated
ritual. It is not its character as historical event which makes a ‘type’; what
matters is its mimetic quality.62
This mimetic quality also emerges in the example mentioned above from Hebrews,
where the language of typology is used to describe a mimetic relationship not between
two events in history but between an earthly and a spiritual reality. Typology was a
more sophisticated hermeneutic tool than has usually been assumed, in that the patristic
authors who use it were much more interested in the power of texts and of extra-textual
symbols to carry spiritual meaning than in the historical accuracy of what the texts
describe. Typology is a useful term for describing comparative interpretations of
various kinds, especially those that the patristic authors perceived as revealing a pattern
of prefiguration and fulfillment in the Old and New Testaments. But it should be kept in
mind that it was one tool among many for discerning deeper meaning in a text or other
phenomenon.
In fact the Moses comparison in VC sits somewhere between a Biblical typology
and a moral exemplum. As Young points out,
In the Hellenistic environment, the moralizing tendency characteristic of
rhetorical exegesis and composition easily turned the biographical typologies
                                                 
62 Young 1997, 152-3. “Ephrem’s bird” is a reference to a poem of Ephrem Syrus (d. 373) in which he
describes the figure of a cross in a bird’s wings: “the air will not carry the bird unless its wings confess
the cross” (Faith 18.6, quoted at Young 1997, 148). See also the article by James Barr s.v. “Allegory and
Typology” in Richardson and Bowden 1983.
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into “exemplars,” types of virtuous action, paraenetic examples presented in
homilies for imitation.... But the key figures of the ancient scriptures also
become “types” of Christ, so acquiring prophetic and eschatological
significance.63
There is clearly a paraenetic component to the description of the virtues and virtuous
actions of Moses and Constantine, particularly insofar as VC is a “mirror for princes”
for the benefit of the sons of Constantine.64 But what Young describes here as prophetic
significance, a central component particularly of Christological typology, is also
apparent: Moses is presented as prefiguring Constantine, and Constantine as
recapitulating Moses. Furthermore, the supersessionist element of New Testament and
patristic typology, whereby the Christian phenomenon is understood as “fulfilling” the
Jewish one, is echoed in the VC comparison, in that the story of Constantine’s life is
presented as more trustworthy because it is contemporary. In the passage describing the
battle of the Milvian Bridge in terms of the crossing of the Red Sea, written originally
for HE, the recent event is presented as lending credibility to the Old Testament story:
 [Constantine] was now very near to Rome itself. Then, so that he would not be
compelled to fight against the people of Rome because of the tyrant, God
himself as if with chains drew the tyrant out far beyond the gates. And so those
ancient sayings against wicked men (which most people disbelieve because they
are framed as a myth, though they are believable to believers, at least, because
they are inscribed in sacred books) he confirmed by actual deeds, making them
believable to all eyes – those of believers and unbelievers alike – that witnessed
those incredible events. Just as once in the time of Moses and the pious Hebrew
race “He threw Pharaoh’s chariots and his force into the sea, and picked cavalry
commanders he drowned in the Red Sea,” in the same way Maxentius and his
soldiers and bodyguards “sank into the depths like a stone” when, turning tail
before the power of God that was with Constantine, he tried to march his army
                                                 
63 Young 1994, 41.
64 See VC, ed. Winkelmann, trans. Cameron and Hall, 11-12.
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across the river. He himself had bridged it with boats and in so doing had
engineered a device for his own destruction, though he had hoped to use it to
ensnare the friend of God.65
The historicity of the Old Testament event is in fact more of an issue in this
passage than in most biblical typology. In the passage that immediately follows the
prologue and describes the youth of Moses and Constantine,66 written for VC, Eusebius
does not insist on the historicity of the Moses account:
This ancient tale, handed down to many people in the form of a myth, had
formerly been heard by everyone, but now the same God has granted that we too
should see with our own eyes fresh, recent, and palpable marvels greater than
those related in myths and more real than any story we might hear (VC 1.12.2).
The difference is consistent with Eusebius’ general tendency to adopt a more urbane,
less blatantly Christian posture in his political works; this is the passage that was written
expressly for VC, rather than for the earlier HE, and may be assumed to be the closer
representation of the tone that Eusebius intended for VC.67 Eusebius’ seeming
skepticism toward the story of Moses in VC 1.12 has the ring of a passage in Lucian’s
How to Write History, where he advises prospective authors not to judge the historical
                                                 
65 “Hdh d∆ aujth`~ ÔRwvmh~ a[gcista h\n, ei\q∆ wJ~ mh; toù turavnnou cavrin ÔRwmaivoi~ polemei`n
ejxanagkavzoito, qeo;~ aujto;~ oi|a desmoi`~ tisi to;n tuvrannon porrwtavtw pulẁn ejxevlkei, kai; ta;
pavlai dh; kat∆ ajsebw`n wJ~ ejn muvqou lovgw/ para; toì~ pleivstoi~ ajpistouvmena, pistav ge mh;n
pistoi`~ iJerai`~ bivbloi~ ejsthliteumevna, aujtai`~ ejnergeivai~ a{pasin aJplw`~ eijpei`n pistoi`~ a{ma
kai; ajpivstoi~ ojfqalmoi`~ ta; paravdoxa qewmevnoi~ ejpistwvsato. w{sper gou`n ejp∆ aujtou` pote
Mwu>sevw~ toù te qeosebou`~ ÔEbraivwn gevnou~ Æa{rmata Faraw; kai; th;n duvnamin aujtoù e[rriyen
eij~ qavlassan kai; ejpilevktou~ ajnabavta~ tristavta~ katepovntisen ejn ejruqra/`Æ, kata; ta; aujta; dh;
kai; Maxevntio~ oi{ t∆ ajmf∆ aujto;n oJplìtai kai; dorufovroi Æe[dusan eij~ buqo;n wJsei; livqo~Æ, oJphnivka
nw`ta dou;~ th`/ ejk qeou` meta; Kwnstantivnou dunavmei to;n pro; th`~ poreiva~ dih/vei potamovn, o}n
aujto;~ skavfesi zeuvxa~ kai; eu\ mavla gefurwvsa~ mhcanh;n ojlevqrou kaq∆ eJautou` sunephvxato, w|dev
ph/ eJlei`n to;n tw/` qew/` fivlon ejlpivsa~ (VC 1.38.1-2). This passage also implicitly makes reference to
Xerxes and his bridge of boats across the Hellespont; see p.63 infra.
66 Quoted on p.36 supra.
67 On the difference between Eusebius’ political and ecclesiastical writings see Drake 1976, 46-60.
Eusebius’ failure to reconcile the difference is consistent with the imperfectly edited state of VC.
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validity of mythical material: “Furthermore, if a myth should come up in your account,
tell it, but don’t claim definitively that it is true. Take a neutral view of it and let your
audience draw their own conclusions about it. Don’t commit yourself either way – this
is the safest course.”68
When Eusebius writes in VC 1.12 that the story of Moses has been passed down
“in the form of a myth” he uses a phrase, muvqou schvmati, that also occurs in an
important passage in Timaeus, a work that Eusebius knew well. Whether or not he is
making a direct reference, the comparison is instructive. The expression is used by Plato
in the passage in which Critias tells how the Egyptian priests explained to Solon that
Athens is actually older than Egypt, but the Athenians have not been able to build up a
long cultural tradition because unlike Egypt their land is highly susceptible to natural
disasters which have repeatedly wiped out not only written records but literacy as well.
To prove their point the priests cite the myth of Phaethon, referring to it as “a story told
in your land, too,” to; ga;r ou\n kai; par∆ uJmi`n legovmenon..., with the implication that
                                                 
68 Kai; mh;n kai; mu`qo~ ei[ ti~ parempevsoi, lektevo~ mevn, ouj mh;n pistwtevo~ pavntw~, ajll∆ ejn mevsw/
qetevo~ toi`~ o{pw~ a]n ejqevlwsin eijkavsousi peri; aujtou`.  su; d∆ ajkivnduno~ kai; pro;~ oujdevteron
ejpirrepevstero~ (Lucian, Quomodo Historia Conscribenda Sit 60). Hollerich 1989 interprets the
different attitudes toward the historicity of the Moses account in the two passages as indicating a real
change in Eusebius’ views, rather than as a function of genre. He suggests that in the period between 312
and 337 Eusebius may have been swayed toward “a more critical assessment” of the Old Testament by
writings of Porphyry. Mortley suggests that the skepticism apparent in VC 1.12 (the passage about the
youth of Constantine and Moses, written for VC) was already implied in 1.38 (the battle account, written
twenty years earlier for HE) in Eusebius’ use of the term muvqo~ in that passage (Mortley 1996, 173-4).
Mortley might also have pointed to Eusebius’ use in 1.38 of the term pistov~, which suggests that
Eusebius only claims a low epistemological status for the Moses story, given that Eusebius follows
Clement of Alexandria and Origen in using the word pivsti~ and its cognates to refer to belief that is not
based in reason, e.g. at PE 1.1.11-12, 1.5.3. (See Lampe s.v. pivsti~ I.1,2. See also Lilla 1971, 118-42,
for a detailed study of Clement’s treatment of pivsti~, and especially p. 140-1 for Clement’s dependence
on Philo.) Mortley’s analysis does not account for the differences between the passages, however, and
Hollerich perhaps tries to explain too much: the most economical explanation is that Eusebius altered his
emphasis to suit his intended audience.
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it is part of a cross-cultural body of myth (Timaeus 22c). They explain the myth
allegorically in terms of physical science: “Now this is told in the form of a myth, but
the truth of it has to do with a deviation of the bodies that travel through the heavens
around the earth and the destruction through a great fire of things on earth, which recurs
at long intervals....”69 Plato uses the expression muvqou sch`ma to signal a statement
about an allegorical approach to myth: the form of myth carries a deeper truth.70
Origen uses muvqou sch`ma three times in an extended passage in Contra Celsum
4 in which he defends the story of Adam and Eve in Genesis as an allegorical
composition (Contra Celsum 4.36-60). If the story of Pandora, “told by your divinely
inspired Hesiod in the form of a myth,” can be interpreted allegorically, he asks, why
shouldn’t the story of Eve?71 Origen recommends an allegorical reading of Plato’s myth
of Poros and Penia; if readers imitated Celsus’ malice they would ridicule it,
 ...but if by examining philosophically these things that are told in the form of a
myth they are able to discern Plato’s meaning, they will be amazed at how he
was able to hide from the crowd in the form of a myth the great doctrines that
were so clear to him and at the same time to express them appropriately for
those who are able to deduce from myths that which their author means to say
about the truth.72
                                                 
69 tou`to muvqou me;n sch`ma e[con levgetai, to; de; ajlhqev~ ejsti tw`n peri; gh̀n kat∆ oujrano;n ijovntwn
paravllaxi~ kai; dia; makrẁn crovnwn gignomevnh tw`n ejpi; gh̀~ puri; pollw/` fqorav (Timaeus 22c-d).
70 As Hollerich (1989, 428) points out, Aristotle similarly uses the expression muvqou schvmati to describe
a primitive pantheism that has some affinity with a philosophical view of the cosmos (Metaphysica
1074b). Strabo at Geographia 1.2.36 says that Homer couched information about the tides in the form of
a myth (muvqou schvmati), i.e. the myth of Charybdis; in other passages where Strabo uses the expression
(1.2.15, 1.2.31, 1.2.35, 1.3.23) he is simply describing a literary passage as fictional (and thus unhelpful
as a source for geographical information) without saying anything about allegorical interpretations.
71 a\ra ta; me;n tw/` ejnqevw/ sou ÔHsiovdw/ eijrhmevna ejn muvqou schvmati peri; th`~ gunaiko;~
ajllhgorei`tai... (Contra Celsum 4.38.11).
72 eja;n de; ta; ejn muvqou schvmati legovmena filosovfw~ ejxetavzonte~ dunhqw`sin euJrei`n to; bouvlhma
toù Plavtwno~, qaumavsontai tivna trovpon deduvnhtai ta; megavla eJautw`/ fainovmena dovgmata
kruvyai me;n dia; tou;~ pollou;~ ejn tw/` toù muvqou schvmati, eijpei`n d∆ wJ~ ejcrh`n toi`~ eijdovsin ajpo;
muvqwn euJrivskein to; peri; ajlhqeiva~ tou` tau`ta suntavxanto~ bouvlhma (Contra Celsum 4.39.46-51).
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The verbal parallel between these passages and VC 1.12 corresponds to a
methodological parallel. Eusebius, as we have seen, viewed the stories of Hebrew
scripture as carrying deeper meanings that required elucidation by a competent
interpreter – a symbolic approach. His method in the Moses-Constantine comparison is
also symbolic in that it is an effort to bring a truth to the fore by discerning a pattern
that replicates that truth in two disparate phenomena. The lives of Moses and
Constantine point to a truth about God and the workings of the universe that transcends
them both. In the first sentence of VC 1.12 Eusebius tells us that God “[revealed]
himself as gracious to the oppressed” in raising up Moses, establishing the nature of the
divine as a central theme of the passage. He concludes the passage at 1.38 by saying
that Constantine and his army have given new expression to the song of Moses, the
Israelites’ victory song in Exodus:
 So it would be reasonable to say that, in deeds if not in words, those who gained
the victory from God, just like that great servant Moses, in some way gave voice
to the very same hymn against the ancient tyrant of old: “Let us sing to the Lord,
for gloriously has he been glorified. He has thrown horse and rider into the sea;
he has become my ally and my protector to save me;” and “Who is like you
among the gods, Lord, who is like you? Glorified among the holy ones,
marvelous, gloriously working wonders.”73
Eusebius here selects two passages from the song of Moses. The first (Exodus 15.1-2)
sums up the obvious parallel between the exodus story and the battle of 312, the
                                                 
73 w{st∆ eijkovtw~ a]n eij kai; mh; lovgoi~, e[rgoi~ d∆ ou\n oJmoivw~ toi`~ ajmfi; to;n mevgan qeravponta
Mwu>seva tou;~ para; qeoù th;n nivkhn ajramevnou~ aujta; dh; ta; kata; toù pavlai dussebou`~ turavnnou
w|dev pw~ ajnumnei`n kai; levgein: Æa/[swmen tw/` kurivw/, ejndovxw~ ga;r dedovxastai. i{ppon kai; ajnabavthn
e[rriyen eij~ qavlassan, bohqo;~ kai; skepasth;~ ejgevnetov moi eij~ swthrivan:Æ kaiv Ætiv~ o{moiov~ soi
ejn qeoi`~, kuvrie, tiv~ o{moiov~ soi… dedoxasmevno~ ejn aJgivoi~, qaumasto;~ ejndovxw~ poiw`n tevrataÆ
(VC 1.38.5).
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drowning of the enemy, and assigns credit for it to God, who is portrayed as a warrior
fighting on behalf of his people; the second (Exodus 15.11) is a more generalized
expression of awe before the power of God. The events of the battle of the Milvian
Bridge are said to reproduce these statements about God, but only in deeds, not in
words: Eusebius’ role is to interpret the events of the battle in such a way that the
deeper meaning is expressed verbally.
The Deeper Meaning: Divine Retribution
The truth that Eusebius claims to reveal for his readers by comparing Moses and
Constantine is that God vindicates the oppressed and punishes their oppressors. In the
prologue Eusebius had already established divine retribution and reward as a central
theme of VC:
And so he has now established that the promises of his own words are
trustworthy, for he has shown that tyrants who reject God and make war on God
(ajqevwn me;n kai; qeomavcwn turavnnwn) end their lives in utter misery, but he
has shown his own servant’s death as well as his life to be enviable, blessed, and
worthy of great praise.74
Though he does not clearly identify either the oppressors or the oppressed in the
prologue, he makes it very clear that Constantine was the instrument of divine
vengeance:
...he proclaimed him victor over the whole race of tyrants (panto;~ turannikoù
gevnou~) and destroyer of the giants who made war on God (qeomavcwn
                                                 
74 VC 1.3.1; see p.33-4 supra.
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gigavntwn), who in their madness and desperation impiously took up arms
against the very lord of the universe.75
This language from the prologue is picked up in the first Moses comparison at
VC 1.12. As Eusebius opens the narrative, the first characters to be introduced are
“fearsome generations of tyrants” (deina; gevnh turavnnwn) who are said, in the ancient
story, to have oppressed the Hebrew people (VC 1.12.1). The word turavnno~ and its
cognates occur four more times in the first part of the paragraph referring to the
Pharaohs, three times in the second part referring to Diocletian and Galerius, their
counterparts in recent events. Constantine is described as “the future tyrant-slayer”, oJ
met∆ ojlivgon turannoktovno~ (VC 1.12.2). The tetrarchs are referred to as ajqevoi and
are said to have been “eager to go to war against the God over all,” to;n ejpi; pavntwn
qeo;n polemeìn wJrmhmevnoi (VC 1.12.2). With the reference to tyrant-slaying Eusebius
recalls traditional tyrannicides such as Harmodius and Aristogeiton; by saying that the
tyrants made war on God he alludes to the battle of the Olympians and the giants, to
which he referred more directly in the prologue. Thus, in the course of this comparison
of Constantine to Moses, Eusebius also brings in two archetypal stories of retribution
from Hellenic culture to reinforce the idea that the tetrarchs’ punishment was doubly
deserved, as they were guilty of crimes against God as well as humanity.
Since both God and humanity were affronted by the tyrants in this account,
punishment is understood to have come from both a divine and a human source – the
                                                 
75 ...nikhth;n ajpevdeixe panto;~ turannikou` gevnou~ qeomavcwn t∆ ojleth`ra gigavntwn, oi} yuch̀~
ajponoiva/ pro;~ aujto;n h[ranto to;n pambasileva tw`n o{lwn dussebeiva~ o{pla (VC 1.5.1).
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“double determination” that is a frequent component of stories of retributive justice.76
Eusebius makes it very clear that the actions of Moses and Constantine are at the behest
of a divine guarantor of justice. He says that Moses left the Pharaoh’s palace when
“justice, defender of those who are treated unjustly, began to pursue the unjust”; in
doing so he “began to serve the will of the Almighty” (VC 1.12.1). It was God who,
“revealing himself as gracious to the oppressed,” provided for Moses to be reared in the
palace; God is also said to have raised Moses up as leader of the people, to have freed
the Hebrews from slavery, and through Moses to have “pursued the race of tyrants with
divinely ordained torments.” The same God (oJ aujto;~ qeov~) is given credit for the
“marvels greater than those related in myths” that have been witnessed in Eusebius’
day, beginning with the rearing of Constantine, the virtuous future tyrannicide, in the
palace of the tetrarchs at the very time that they began to oppress the church (VC 1.12.2-
3).
Eusebius also supplies motivation at the human level. Both Moses and
Constantine are said to have followed a different moral path from the tyrants: Moses
“became estranged in word and deed from the tyrants who had reared him,” and
Constantine “though just a boy...did not follow the ways of those godless men” (VC
1.12.1,2). They are also said to have acted out of solidarity with the victims of injustice.
When Moses left the palace Eusebius says he “acknowledged as his own those who
were truly his brothers and kin,” a reference to the account in Exodus of Moses’ gaining
                                                 
76 See Chesnut 1973, 174-6, on the issue of double determination by a practical and a theological cause in
Eusebius’ works generally.
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a sense of solidarity with the Jews.77 The parallel in Constantine’s life is not made
explicit, but Eusebius seems to suggest that Constantine acknowledged the Christians of
the empire as his spiritual kin and was thus motivated to end the persecution as Moses
was motivated to free his fellow Jews from slavery.78 The emphasis on the exceptional
virtue of Moses and Constantine allows for a very compact expression of the truth about
divine rewards as well as divine punishment.79 The two ideas that God punishes his
enemies and rewards his friends are inextricably linked for Eusebius, as for the ancients
generally, as one principle that we might call divine justice. The narrative of VC
illustrates a simple version of that principle, wherein evil people and good people come
into conflict, and the good people prevail. In stories of this sort one event (battles,
generally, in VC) constitutes for the evil people both an evil deed and a punishment, and
for the good people both a good deed and a reward. The interpreter’s job is quite simple
with such a narrative, as there is no need to resort to promises of heaven and hell or
other devices to explain delayed justice.
After the first comparison to Moses (VC 1.12) there follows a long section on
Constantine’s father, the virtuous Constantius I. Because he honored the God of the
universe and declined to persecute the Christians in his territory, Eusebius says he was
                                                 
77 See Exodus 2.11-12: “It happened in those days, when Moses had grown up, that he went out to his kin,
the children of Israel. He perceived their hard labor and saw an Egyptian beating one of the Hebrews,
who was one of his own kin, of the children of Israel. He looked all around and saw no one, and he killed
the Egyptian and hid him in the sand.”
78 For the sense of spiritual kinship attributed to Jesus see Mark 3.32-35: “A crowd was sitting around
[Jesus]; and they said to him, ‘Your mother and your brothers are outside asking for you.’ And he
answered, ‘Who are my mother and my brothers?’ And looking around at those seated in a circle around
him, he said, ‘Here are my mother and my brothers! Whoever does the will of God, that one is my brother
and sister and mother.’”
79 It also of course is at the heart of the paraenetic function of the comparison.
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blessed with a peaceful reign, a big family, promotion to senior Augustus, and his eldest
son at his side to assume the succession when he died.80 His virtue is contrasted with his
colleagues’ vices in a fairly extended synkrisis at the beginning of the section; the
contrast of blessings and misfortunes at the end of the passage is brief, focusing on
Constantius’ elevation to senior Augustus and on his large family (VC 1.13, 18).
Though the digression on the virtues of Constantius has led him forward in time
to a description of that emperor’s death, Eusebius now returns to Constantine in
Nicomedia, reminding the reader of the Moses analogy: “He was with [Constantius’]
imperial colleagues; and though he lived among them, as has been said, his way of life
was the same as that of the ancient prophet of God.”81 There follows a description of
Constantine in terms typically used of the great sages, as wise, virtuous, and physically
beautiful (VC 1.19.1–20.1). Constantine’s extraordinary qualities are said to have
aroused the jealousy of the emperors, who plotted against him as Pharaoh plotted
against Moses; but Constantine was saved through timely divine intervention:
The young man perceived this, and when for a first time and a second time the
plots were made known to him through divine inspiration he saved himself by
fleeing, in this way too continuing to replicate the great prophet Moses. God
worked with him in all of it, arranging things so that he would be present to
receive the succession from his father. 82
                                                 
80 VC 1.13-18. Eusebius does not actually say that Constantius was a Christian, but he comes very close,
saying that he “honored” God, was “on friendly terms with the God over all”, “consecrated his whole
household to the one God of the Universe”, and so on. Eusebius may exaggerate Constantius’ leniency
toward the Christians; Lactantius acknowledges that he destroyed churches, “in order not to seem to
subvert the commands of his superiors” (ne dissentire a maiorum praeceptis videretur (De Mortibus
Persecutorum 15.7)).
81 Sunh`n me;n ga;r ou|to~ toi`~ th`~ basileiva~ koinwnoi`~, kai; mevsoi~ aujtoi`~, wJ~ ei[rhtai, kat∆
aujto;n ejkei`non to;n palaio;n tou` qeoù profhvthn ta;~ diatriba;~ ejpoiei`to (VC 1.19.1).
82 o} dh; sunaisqovmeno~ oJ neaniva~, ejpei; kai; prw`ton aujtw/` kai; deuvteron katavfwra qeou`
sumprneuvsei ta; th̀~ ejpiboulh`~ ejgivgneto, fugh/` th;n swthrivan ejporivzeto kajn touvtw/ tou`
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Constantius’ deathbed scene is then repeated, with Constantine arriving, to his father’s
great joy, at the last moment.83
In the next major episode that Eusebius relates, Constantine himself is made to
discover the underlying truth that his father’s life and death illustrate, namely that
divine retribution and reward are in the hands of the god of the Christians. Constantine
prepares to overthrow Maxentius, in order, as Eusebius says, to free Rome from slavery
to a tyrant. Intimidated by the sorcery that he knew Maxentius would employ against
him, Constantine determined to enlist the most powerful god that he could find (VC
1.26-27). His search for this “secret weapon” began with a mental review of the careers
of his predecessors. Eusebius has already prepared the reader for this scene by his
emphasis in the prologue on divine justice, by his references to the calamitous lives and
deaths of the persecuting tetrarchs, and by the lengthy digression on the good fortune of
the god-fearing Constantius.
So he pondered what sort of god he ought to enlist to support him, and while he
was thinking an idea occurred to him. He realized that of the many who had
formerly aspired to power some had fixed their hopes on a multitude of gods and
had worshiped them with libations, sacrifices and dedications; they had been
deceived at first by welcome predictions and oracles that made auspicious
promises but had met quite inauspicious ends, and none of their gods stood by
them to ward off divine punishment. Only his own father had taken the opposite
path and condemned their error: throughout his whole life he honored the god
who transcends the universe and found him to be a savior and defender of his
realm and a provider of every good thing. He discerned this for himself and
                                                                                                                                                
megavlou profhvtou Mwu>sevw~ to; mivmhma diaswv/zwn. to; de; pàn aujtw/` sunevpratten oJ qeov~, th/` toù
patro;~ diadoch/` promhqouvmeno~ aujto;n pareìnai (VC 1.20.2).
83 VC 1.21. In fact the events were much less dramatic. Constantine arrived as his father was preparing to
cross from Boulogne to Britain for a military campaign against the Picts, during which he died at York.
See Panegyrici Latini 6(7).7.1, Origo Constantini 4, and Barnes 1981, 27.
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thought it through logically, how those who had relied on a variety of gods had
stumbled into a variety of disasters so that they were left with neither family nor
offspring nor root nor name nor memory among men, but his father’s god had
given his father clear and abundant signs of his power. Furthermore, those who
had already taken the field against the tyrant had drawn up their battle lines with
an abundance of gods but had submitted to shameful ends – he looked at this
fact from every angle. One of them had retreated in disgrace without engaging
the enemy, and the other had been murdered in his own camp like any
commoner. After reasoning through all of this in his mind, he came to the
conclusion that to follow idly after gods who do not exist and to wander away
from the truth in the face of such a compelling argument would be sheer folly,
and he decided that he ought to honor his father’s god alone.84
Eusebius dwells on this picture of Constantine reasoning his way toward Christianity.
He takes him through the symmetrical comparison of Constantius and his colleagues
twice, beginning in each case with the unfortunate polytheists, recipients of divine
retribution, whom he then contrasts with his fortunate, monotheistic father, the recipient
of divine reward. Next Eusebius shows Constantine considering the failure of the
(polytheistic) emperors who had already attempted to oust Maxentius but failed, ending
ominously with the assassination of the emperor Severus. The comparative formula that
                                                 
84 ejnnoei` dh̀ta oJpoi`on devoi qeo;n bohqo;n ejpigravyasqai, zhtou`nti d∆ aujtw/` e[nnoiav ti~ uJpeish`lqen,
wJ~ pleiovnwn provteron th`~ ajrch`~ ejfayamevnwn oiJ me;n pleivosi qeou`~ ta;~ sfw`n aujtw`n
ajnarthvsante~ ejlpivda~, loibai`~ te kai; qusivai~ kai; ajnaqhvmasi touvtoi~ qerapeuvsante~,
ajpathqevnte~ ta; prẁta dia; manteiẁn kacarismevnwn crhsmw`n te ta; ai[sia ajpaggellomevnwn
aujtoi`~ tevlo~ oujk ai[sion eu{ranto, oujdev ti~ qeẁn pro;~ to; mh; qehlavtoi~ uJpoblhqh`nai
katastrofai`~ dexio;~ aujtoi`~ parevsth, movnon de; to;n eJautou` patevra th;n ejnantivan ejkeivnoi~
trapevnta tw`n me;n plavnhn katagnw`nai, aujto;n de; to;n ejpevkeina tw`n o{lwn qeovn, dia; pavsh~
timhvsanta zwh̀~, swth`ra kai; fuvlaka th`~ basileiva~ ajgaqou` te panto;~ corhgo;n eu{rasqai.
taùta par∆ eJautw`/ diakrivna~ eu\ te logisavmeno~, wJ~ oiJ me;n plhvqei qew`n ejpiqarrhvsante~ kai;
pleivosin ejpipeptwvkasin ojlevqroi~, wJ~ mhde; gevno~ mhde; fuh;n mh; rJivzan aujtoi`~, mhd∆ o[noma mhde;
mnhvmhn ejn ajnqrwvpoi~ ajpoleifqh`nai, oJ de; patrw/`o~ aujtw/` qeo;~ th``~ aujtou` dunavmew~ ejnargh` kai;
pavmpolla deivgmata ei[h dedwkw;~ tw/` aujtou` patriv, ajlla; kai; tou;~ h[dh katastrateuvsanta~
provteron tou` turavnnou diaskeyavmeno~ su;n plhvqei me;n qew`n th;n paravtaxin pepoihmevnou~
aijscro;n de; tevlo~ uJpomeivnanta~: oJ me;n ga;r aujtw`n su;n aijscuvnh/ th̀~ sumbolh`~ a[prakto~
ajnecwvrei, oJ de; kai; mevsoi~ aujtoi`~ toi`~ strateuvmasi katasfagei;~ pavrergon ejgevneto qanavtou:
tau`t∆ ou\n pavnta sunagagw;n th/` dianoiva/ to; me;n peri; tou;~ mhqe;n o[nta~ qeou;~ mataiavzein kai;
meta; tosoùton e[legcon ajpoplana`sqai mwriva~ e[rgon uJpelavmbane, to;n de; patrw/`on tima`n movnon
w[/eto deìn qeovn (VC 1.27.2-3).
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Eusebius has set up is left open-ended in this case: the principle of divine punishment is
demonstrated, but there is no Constantius-figure to illustrate the corresponding principle
of divine reward. Constantine decides to fill that role himself, however, and the
narration of the campaign will provide the second element of the comparison.
Eusebius has presented the first stage of Constantine’s conversion as a rational
process, using ejnnohvsa~, ejnnoeì, ejnnoiav, diakrivna~, logisavmeno~,
diaskeyavmeno~ and sunagagw;n th/` dianoiva/ to describe Constantine’s mental
activity and referring to the comparison of Constantius with the other tetrarchs as a
proof, e[legcon. Having reached the conclusion that he should enlist his father’s god,
Constantine still needs (somewhat inexplicably) to find out the identity of that god. This
information is granted to him in three stages. First he is given a miraculous vision, the
famous cross of light in the sky with the caption “By this conquer” (VC 1.28.2). While
pondering this vision he falls asleep, and in a dream he is visited by Christ (Eusebius
names him, but he doesn’t seem to have named himself in the dream), who shows him
the cross again and tells him to make a copy of it to carry into battle. When he awakes,
Constantine gives instructions for making the cross-shaped talisman; he also summons
some men, presumably priests, who answer his questions about both the god and the
sign that have been revealed to him.
They said that the god was the only-begotten son of the one and only God, and
that the sign that had appeared was a symbol of immortality and a trophy of the
victory over death that he won when he came to earth. They taught him the
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reasons for his coming and accurately expounded how he had accommodated
himself to mankind.85
The final stage of this conversion story is Constantine’s evaluation of the
teaching he has just received:
He listened studiously to their words, and was awestruck at the glimpse of God
that he had been granted. He compared the heavenly vision with the
interpretation that he was hearing, and he became firmly convinced in his mind
that it was God who had taught him the knowledge of these things. He resolved
in that moment to devote himself to the divinely inspired texts; he also decided
that he should take priests of God for his counselors and honor the God he had
seen with all due worship.86
The priests’ teaching takes Constantine beyond the lesson of divine retribution, but that
simple truth, deduced by Constantine from the events of recent history with no direction
from any teacher, is presented as his entry-point into the faith.87
Eusebius says that in later years Constantine showed him the labarum and told
him the story of the vision and the dream (VC 1.28, 1.30, 1.32.1). He does not claim that
Constantine told him that in the moments or hours preceding the vision he was
contemplating the workings of divine justice in recent history in order to choose a deity
to follow. We know that Eusebius’ access to the emperor was limited; in all likelihood
he saw a later version of the labarum and heard Constantine’s customary story about the
                                                 
85 oiJ de; to;n me;n ei\nai qeo;n e[fasan qeou` toù eJno~ kai; movnou monogenh` paìda, to; de; shmeìon to;
fane;n suvmbolon me;n ajqansiva~ ei\nai, trovpaion d uJpavrcein th`~ kata; tou` qanavtou nivkh~, h}n
ejpoihvsatov pote parelqw;n ejpi; gh̀~, ejdivdaskovn te ta;~ th̀~ parovdou aijtiva~, to;n ajkribh` lovgon
aujtw/` th̀~ kat ajnqrwvpou~ oijkonomiva~ uJpotiqevmenoi (VC 1.32.2).
86 oJ de; kai; touvtoi~ me;n ejmaqhteuveto toi`~ lovgoi~, qau`ma d∆ ei\ce th̀~ ojfqalmoi`~ aujtw/`
paradoqeivsh~ qeofaneiva~, sumbavllwn te th;n oujravnion o[yin th/` tẁn legomevnwn eJrmhneiva/ th;n
diavnoian ejsthrivzeto, qeodivdakton aujtw/` th;n touvtwn gnw`sin parei`nai peiqovmeno~. kai; aujto;~ d∆
h[dh toi`~ ejnqevoi~ ajnagnwvsmasi prosevcein hjxivou. kai; dh; tou;~ tou` qeoù iJereva~ parevdrou~ auJtw`/
poihsavmeno~ to;n ojfqevnta qeo;n pavsai~ deivn w/[eto qerapeivai~ tima`n (VC 1.32.3).
87 See Cameron 2000 on the philosophical “simplicity” attributed to Constantine by Eusebius in this
episode.
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vision and the construction of the original during a sort of tour of the palace on one of
the occasions when Constantine entertained a large group of clergymen.88 Elsewhere in
VC Eusebius relates another story that he also heard from Constantine, doubtless on the
same occasion, about the miraculous powers of the labarum to protect its bearer in
battle (VC 2.8.2-9.3). The information about the decision to follow the god of the
Christians on the basis of the argument from recent history comes from some other
source; Eusebius may very well have attached it to the story of the vision for dramatic
effect.
But whether the time and place of the reasoning process are accurate or not,
Eusebius is correct in attributing this line of thought to Constantine. Eusebius knew that
for Constantine retributive logic was a key to understanding the events of his lifetime
and a persuasive argument for the truth of Christianity, because Constantine used it in
his own propaganda, having in all likelihood derived it from the writing of Lactantius.
In his Letter to the Provincials of Palestine, the first Constantinian document cited in
VC, Constantine devotes three paragraphs to the argument (VC 2.24-27). In the
following excerpt Constantine writes in the vein of a moralizing universal historian:
If anyone were to retrace in his mind the course of history from its beginning till
the present day and thoughtfully examine the events of any period whatever, he
would find that all those who laid a just and good foundation for their deeds also
brought their efforts to a good conclusion and from a sweet root, so to speak,
gathered sweet fruit. It would also be apparent that those who committed crimes
of injustice were repaid exactly as they deserved, whether they opposed the
Almighty in their mindless rage or took an irreligious view of the human race
                                                 
88 See Barnes 1981, 265-67, on Eusebius’ limited acquaintance with Constantine. Barnes suggests that
Eusebius heard the story of the vision at the time of the Council of Nicaea and that he “need not have
been either the unique or a solitary recipient of this narration” (Barnes 1981, 266).
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and for that reason became guilty of exiling citizens, depriving them of their
rights, confiscating their belongings, murdering them, and many other such
crimes, without ever changing their ways or turning their mind toward better
things.89
The theme appears in the Letter to the Provincials of the East, as well, where
Constantine explicitly contrasts his father’s virtue with the cruelty of the other tetrarchs:
I considered the previous emperors to be extremely cruel, on account of their
savage character; only my father undertook deeds of kindness and called on the
savior God with remarkable piety in everything he did. All the others were sick
in their minds and pursued savagery rather than gentleness.90
Constantine does not mention his father’s good fortune specifically in this letter, but he
does describe the punishment of the persecutors: “Those perpetrators of foul deeds are
gone now; they have died a shameful death and been given over to eternal torment in
the depths of Acheron. They became entangled in wars that destroyed bonds of kinship,
and have left behind neither name nor family of their own.”91 In Constantine’s letter to
                                                 
89 Eij g∆ ou\n ti~ eij~ tou;~ a[nwqen eij~ deu`ro parateivnonta~ crovnou~ ajnadravmoi tw/` nw/` kai; ta;~
pwvpote genomevna~ pravvxei~ kativdoi tw/` logismw/`, pavnta~ a[n eu{roi tou;~ me;n o{soi dikaivan kai;
ajgaqh;n prokatebavlonto tw`n pragmavtwn krhpìda eij~ ajgaqo;n kai; proagagovnta~ ta;~
ejgceirhvsei~ pevra~, kai; oi|on ajpo; rJivzh~ tino;~ hJdeiva~ komisamevnou~ kai; to;n karpo;n glukuvn,
tou;~ de; ajdivkoi~ ejpiceirhvsanta~ tovlmai~ kai; h] pro;~ to; kreìtton ajnohvtw~ ejkmanevnta~ h] pro;~
to; ajnqrwvpinon gevno~ logismo;n o{sion mhdevna labovnta~, ajlla; fuga;~ ajtimiva~ dhmeuvsei~
sfaga;~ toiau`ta polla; tolmhvsanta~, kai; oujde; metamelhqevnta~ pote; oujde; to;n nou`n
ejpistrevyanta~ pro;~ ta; kallivw, i[swn kai; tẁn ajmoibivwn tucovnta~ (VC 2.25).
90 “Escon e[gwge tou;~ pro; touvtou genomevnou~ aujtokravtora~ dia; to; tẁn trovpwn a[grion
ajposklhvrou~, movno~ d∆ oJ path;r oJ ejmo;~ hJmerovthto~ e[rga meteceirivzeto, meta; qaumasth̀~
eujlabeiva~ ejn pavsai~ tai`~ eJautou` pravxesi to;n swth`ra qeo;n ejpikalouvmeno~. o{soi de; loipoiv,
oujc uJgiaivnonte~ ta;~ frevna~ ajgriovthto~ ma`llon h] praovthto~ ejpemevlonto... (VC 2.49).
91 oi[contai loipo;n kai; ejkei`noi oiJ toù muvsou~ aujqevntai, pro;~ dihnekh` kovlasin toi`~ ∆Acevronto~
baravqroi~ ejkdoqevnte~, su;n aijscrw`/ tevlei. polevmoi~ ga;r ejmfulivoi~ katamigevnte~ ou[t∆ o[noma
ou[te gevno~ aujtw`n kataleloivpasin (VC 2.54). In exploiting the theme of divine justice in these
documents Constantine was following the precedent set by the edicts of Maximinus Daia that rationalized
first the persecution and then the relaxation of the persecution of the Christians with the logic of divine
retribution. Eusebius devotes most of HE 9 to these documents. As one scholar says, Constantine’s letter
to the provincials of Palestine “turns the previous official line upside down” (Trompf 2000, 124).
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Shapur II, king of Persia, he actually cites the fate of the polytheist Valerian, captured
and humiliated by the Persians under Shapur I, as evidence for monotheism (VC 4.11).
By having Constantine discern for himself the pattern of divine retribution and
reward in the events of the tetrarchy and thereby find his own way into the church,
Eusebius makes Constantine a model for the “ideal reader” of VC. There are in VC two
versions of the argument for Christianity based on retributive logic. One compares the
persecutors to Constantius, who declined to actively persecute the Christians in his
territory and alone among his colleagues was granted a peaceful death. The other
version compares the persecutors to Constantine, who made war on the persecuting
emperors and was granted victory and a long, successful reign. The latter form is the
more convincing, in that Constantine was the first openly Christian emperor and so
more clearly deserving of reward from the Christian God.92 That form of the argument
is of course unavailable to Constantine himself, as it is not valid until after his death,
since, as Eusebius says, no one can be considered blessed until he dies a blessed death.93
So within the narrative of VC the proof of God’s concern for justice is always the
blessed life and death of Constantine’s father. Eusebius brackets VC, however, with the
form of the argument that makes the life and death of Constantine the proof of divine
                                                 
92 Constantine as the first openly Christian emperor: VC 1.4, 4.75.
93 A bit of traditional wisdom in VC’s prologue: “...the present moment bids me pour out a chorus of
praises of the truly blessed one. It was impossible to do this before now, since we are told not to call any
man blessed before his death on account of the vicissitudes of life.” ...toù kairoù loipo;n ejpitrevponto~
ajkwluvtw~ pantoivai~ fwnai`~ to;n wJ~ ajlhqw`~ makavrion ajnumnei`n, o{ti mh; toùto pravttein ejxh`n
pro; touvtou, tw/` mh; makarivzein a[ndra pro; teleuth̀~ dia; to; th`~ tou` bivou troph`~ a[dhlon
parhggevlqai (VC 1.11.2). Cf. the story of Solon’s encounter with Croesus (Herodotus 1.32, Plutarch,
Life of Solon 27.7); see also Sirach 11.28, pro; teleuth̀~ mh; makavrize mhdevna....
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justice, citing it, as we have seen, with much fanfare in the prologue and repeating it at
the end as follows:
The God over all, by making us eye-witnesses of these things in the case of
Constantine, the only one in history to have been openly displayed as a
Christian, gave evidence of how great a distinction he makes between those who
have resolved to honor him and his Christ and those who have chosen the
opposite course. The latter in their eagerness to make war on his church made
him their enemy, and the destruction of their lives in each case gave visible
proof of their enmity toward God. In the same way he has made the death of
Constantine, which was manifest to all, the token of his intimacy with God.
Constantine alone among Roman rulers has honored God the ruler of all with the
utmost piety, he alone has boldly proclaimed the word of Christ to everyone, he
alone has honored God’s church like none other in history, he alone has
demolished every falsehood of polytheism and refuted every form of idolatry; in
sum, he alone has been deemed worthy in life itself and after death of such
blessings as no one could be said to have received among Greeks or barbarians
or among those Romans of former times, since in all of history right up to the
present there is no record of anyone like him.94
With these final sentences Eusebius places his reader in a position analogous to
that in which he placed Constantine as he sat in his tent on the battlefield in 312 and
reviewed events of recent history in his mind, looking for the pattern of divine action
behind the life stories of his father and the other tetrarchs. Constantine was able,
through his superior wisdom, to reason his way toward the truth by himself. Eusebius’
                                                 
94 Taùq∆ hJmi`n aujtoì~ deivxa~ ojfqalmoi`~ ejpi; movnw/ tẁn pwvpote Cristianw/` diafanẁ~
ajpodeicqevnti Kwnstantivnw/ oJ ejpi; pavntwn qeov~, oJpovson h\n a[ra aujtw/` to; diavforon paresthvsato
tw`n aujtovn te kai; to;n Cristo;n aujtou` sevbein hjxiwmevnwn tw`n te th;n ejnantivan eJlomevnwn, oi} th;n
ejkklhsivan aujtoù polemeìn wJrmhkovte~ aujto;n aujtoi`~ ejcqro;n kai; polevmion katesthvsanto, th`~
ejf∆ eJkavstw/ toù bivou katastrofh`~ ejnargh` to;n e[legcon th`~ aujtw`n qeoecqriva~ ejndeixamevnh~,
w{sper ou\n th̀~ qeofiliva~ ta; ejcevggua to; Kwnstantivnou toi`~ pa`si fanero;n katevsthse tevlo~,
movnou me;n ÔRwmaivwn basilevwn to;n pambasileva qeo;n uJperbolh/` qeosebeiva~ tetimhkovto~, movnou
de; toì~ pa`si peparrhsiasmevnw~ to;n tou` Cristoù khruvxanto~ lovgon, movnou t∆ ejkklhsivan
aujtou` wJ~ oujd∆ e{tero~ tw`n ejx aijw`no~ doxavsanto~, movnou te pa`san poluvqeon plavnhn
kaqelovnto~, pavnta te trovpon eijdwlolatriva~ ajpelevgxanto~, kai; dh; kai; movnou toiouvtwn
hjxiowmevnou ejn aujth/` te zwh/` kai; meta; qavnaton, oi{wn oujk a[n ti~ tucovnta oi|ov~ t∆ a]n gevnoito
ejxeipei`n tina ou[te par∆ ”Ellhsin ou[te para; barbavroi~ oujdev ge par∆ aujtoi`~ toi`~ ajnwtavtw
ÔRwmaivoi~, wJ~ oujdeno;~ toiouvtou tino;~ eij~ hJma`~ ejk tou` panto;~ aijw`no~ mnhmoneuomevnou (VC
4.74-75).
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reader, not being a philosopher-king, may be incapable of such powers of reasoning on
his own, even with the advantage of having seen the amazing life and death of the first
openly Christian emperor. Constantine was then granted divine revelation – a vision and
a dream – to bring him further; this also may not be granted to the reader. In the end
Constantine sought the help of professional clergy to explain things to him clearly
through scriptural exegesis. Eusebius has played the role of these clergymen for the
reader, by providing in the text of VC the hermeneutic key for perceiving the message
of divine justice that lies behind the life of Constantine. Eusebius has also provided a
model for the reader’s response in his account of the emperor’s response to the words of
the clergymen: touvtoi~ me;n ejmaqhteuveto toì~ lovgoi~, he listened studiously to
these words (VC 1.32.3).
After the conversion episode, there is a digression on the crimes of Maxentius,
parallel to the section on the virtues of Constantius. Maxentius is characterized as a
tyrant by means of the typical accusations of rape, murder, and sorcery (VC 1.33-36).
Constantine can thus be presented as “pursuing on behalf of the Romans the benefits of
the freedom that they had inherited from their ancestors,” ...ÔRwmaivoi~ ta; th̀~ ejk
progovnwn ejleuqeriva~ promnwvmeno~ (VC 1.37.1). His success in the battles in Italy is
attributed to his “alliance with God.”95 With the account of the battle of the Milvian
Bridge the Moses comparison is reintroduced.96 Besides the explicit comparison with
Moses, Eusebius also makes implicit references in this passage to two archetypal stories
                                                 
95 oJ th̀~ ejk qeou` summaciva~ ajnhmmevno~ basileu;~ ejpiw;n prwvth/ kai; deutevra/ kai; trivth/ toù
turavnnou paratavxei eu\ mavla te pavsa~ ejx aujth`~ prwvth~ oJrmh`~ ceirwsavmeno~... (VC 1.37.2).
96 VC 1.38, quoted on pp.44-5 supra.
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of retribution, one Hellenic and one biblical. In choosing the version of the story that
involves the collapse of a bridge of boats over the Tiber, Eusebius makes a veiled
reference to Xerxes’ bridging of the Hellespont, a symptom of the hybris for which he
was punished at Salamis. And in saying that Maxentius “engineered a device for his
own destruction” Eusebius alludes to Haman, minister of that same Xerxes, who in the
story of Esther was notoriously hanged on the gallows he had secretly set up for
Mordecai (Esther 5.14, 7.9-10). Maxentius is again described as a tyrant, which links
this passage with the comparison at 1.12. In comparing Constantine with Moses
Eusebius has managed to equate three emperors with Pharaoh, the prototypical tyrant:
Diocletian and Galerius, whose palace Constantine fled as Moses fled Pharaoh’s, and
Maxentius, whose drowning was a victory for Constantine as Pharaoh’s drowning was
for Moses. In the next major episode after this one, Licinius will also be characterized
as a tyrant who succumbs to God’s judgment administered by Constantine.
Eusebius shared Constantine’s understanding of the events of his time as
reflecting the hand of God dispensing justice and reward. Like Plutarch and other
Platonist writers, Eusebius had a religious view of the world that sought the explanation
for mundane phenomena in eternal truths about the nature of the divine. For Plutarch,
the truth behind the myth of Isis was instantiated any time the sun came out after a
storm or a philosophically minded person spent a moment in contemplation. Countless
events could be adduced by a Eusebius to show that God cared for his friends and
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punished his foes, and so could any number of archetypal stories, biblical or Hellenic.




Eusebius’ comparison of Moses and Constantine serves a double function. It is
meant to reveal a truth about the deity, as has been discussed above; it is also, of course,
meant to tell the reader something about Constantine. The Moses of Eusebius’
Praeparatio Evangelica is a philosopher-king – the founder and law-giver of the Jewish
nation, a man of almost divine wisdom and piety, and the author of sophisticated
philosophical literature. This was the approach that Philo, Josephus, and Clement had
all taken to the career of Moses, and it had become a legitimate, though not universal,
view among pagan writers as well.1 It provides the template for Eusebius’ interpretation
of Constantine in VC. By opening the narrative of Constantine’s life with a comparison
of Moses and Constantine with respect not only to their function as tyrannicides but to
their character, Eusebius signals his audience that his subject is to be a new
philosopher-king. Extraordinary wisdom, piety, and access to the divine, and devotion
to the life of the intellect, all typical characteristics in the literary accounts not just of
Moses but of many Hellenic philosophers, are attributed to Constantine over and over in
VC as Eusebius creates an image of Constantine as a Christian philosopher-king.2
                                                 
1 See pp.37-8 supra.
2 Cox 1983, a study of late antique philosopher biography, traces some of the history of the literary
portrayal of philosophers. See especially pp.17-30.
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The concept of the philosopher-king was problematic for the ancients – it is easy
to forget that when Socrates introduces the idea in the Republic he is made to call it
“highly paradoxical.”3 On the one hand, it was a truism that the philosopher kept
himself aloof from worldly affairs; hence Socrates’ insistence that the very idea of a
philosopher also being a ruler was outrageous. On the other hand, not only was the
sage-like ruler a commonplace of popular thought, as in the cases of Lycurgus, Solon,
and Numa, but there are numerous instances of men who were primarily philosophers
but were also involved in governance in some form or other, from Pythagoras, who was
claimed as the founder of a political movement in Magna Graecia, to Apollonius of
Tyana, who settled disputes for the cities of the eastern empire. The sense that the
distinction between the philosophical and the political life was not at all precise is
perhaps the reason that Socrates seems to protest too much about the absurdity of the
notion that they should be merged. We find a well-developed theory of the
philosophical ruler in Plutarch, who taught that the ideal ruler was a practical
philosopher, able to achieve on a large, even world-wide, scale the benefits that the
contemplative philosopher might help to bring about for a few. This is the theme of his
De Alexandri Magni Fortuna aut Virtute: “If the philosophers pride themselves greatly
on making the harsh and ignorant components of human nature gentle and harmonious,
and if Alexander is known to have transformed tens of thousands of savage natures and
                                                 
3 ajlla; toùtov ejstin, o} ejmoi; pavlai o[knon ejntivqhsi levgein, oJrw`nti wJ~ polu; para; dovxan rJhqhvsetai
(Republic 5.473e).
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peoples, it is quite reasonable that he should be considered most philosophical.”4
Eusebius uses this Plutarchan model to describe the benefits of Constantine’s reign in
the speech for the tricennalia celebrations that we know as De Laudibus Constantini. In
this speech Constantine is described as a philosopher and compared to Christ in his
ability to reveal the divine to mankind; this ability is a result of his virtuous self-mastery
and his attitude of dependence on God.5 A long section on Constantine’s disdain for
worldly glories and pleasures ends with an image of Constantine as teacher, with all of
his subjects for pupils:
Because of all this, the sovereign, a student of divine matters and lofty in his
thoughts, aims at things beyond this present life, calling upon the heavenly
father and longing for his kingdom. Doing all things with piety he sets before his
subjects, as though they were students of a good teacher, the divine knowledge
of the great sovereign.6
Under Constantine “people everywhere have organized schools for the study of the holy
writings to be instructed in the teachings that bring salvation”; Constantine is said to
proclaim to all nations “discourses, teachings, and exhortations to a disciplined life of
                                                 
4 eij toivnun mevgiston me;n oiJ filovsofoi fronou`sin ejpi; tw/` ta; sklhra; kai; ajpaivdeuta tw`n hjqw`n
ejxhmerou`n kai; meqarmovzein, muriva de; faivnetai gevnh kai; fuvsei~ qhriwvdei~ metabalw;n
∆Alevxandro~, eijkovtw~ a]n filosofwvtato~ nomivzoito (De Alexandri Magni Fortuna aut Virtute 329a).
5 LC 5 (1333d-1340a), esp. 5.4 (1336c): “He is the only truly philosophical ruler, for he knows himself,
and he fully understands those gifts of every good thing that have been bestowed from outside himself, or
rather from heaven.” ajlhqw`~ dh; kai; movno~ filovsofo~ basileuv~ ou|to~, oJ eJauto;n eijdw;~, kai; ta;~
e[xwqen aujtw/`, ma`llon d j oujranovqen ejpardomevna~ panto;~ ajgaqou` corhgiva~ ejxepistavmeno~. For
Constantine’s reception of the speech see VC 4.46: “Listening to it, the friend of God seemed delighted;
this was just how he described his reaction afterwards when he was dining with the bishops and
welcoming them with every sign of respect.” ...ou| dh; katakrowvmeno~ oJ tw/` qew/` fivlo~ ganumevnw/
ejw/vkei. Tou`to d∆ ou\n aujto; meta; th;n ajkrovasin ejxevfhne, sumposiavzwn parou`si toi`~ ejpiskovpoi~
pantoiva/ t∆ aujtou;~ timh/` filofronouvmeno~.
6 touvtwn dh; e{neka pavntwn, oJ ta; qei`a pepaideumevno~ basileu;~, kai; ta; megavla fronw`n, tou`
parovnto~ bivou tw`n kreittovnwn ejfivetai, to;n patevra kalw`n to;n ejpouravnion, kai; th;n ejkeivnou
basileivan poqẁn, pavnta te su;n eujsebeiva/ pravttwn, kai; toì~ uJp∆ aujtw/` ajrcomevnoi~ wJ~ uJpo;
didaskavlw/ paideuomevnoi~ ajgaqw/`, th;n tou` megavlou basilevw~ qeognwsivan proballovmeno~ (LC
5.8 (1340a)).
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reverence toward God.”7 Like Plutarch in his description of universal enlightenment
brought about by the rule of Alexander, Eusebius backs up his analysis with a few
specific accomplishments of the reign; some of these are used again in VC, where many
more details are added to the picture in the form of anecdotes and vignettes;
descriptions of policies, laws, public works, and so on; and documents from
Constantine’s own hand. 8
Like several of his predecessors in power Constantine promoted the image of
himself as a philosophical ruler, or at least as an enthusiastic participant in the
intellectual life of his day.9 He patronized pagan philosophers and Christian teachers; he
also became involved in the doctrinal disputes of the church not just as a referee but as
an amateur theologian.10 He delivered orations on theological topics, one of which has
been preserved, the Oratio ad Sanctorum Coetum, a remarkable piece of Christian
apologetics written either by or for Constantine.11 Eusebius tells that when he himself
                                                 
7 lovgwn d∆ iJerẁn aJpantacou` diatriba;~ a[nqrwpoi susthsavmenoi, wJ~ swthrivoi~ maqhvmasin
ejkpaideuvontai... (LC 10.2 (1372c)); lovgoi d∆ ou\n kai; maqhvmata kai; protropai; swvfrono~ kai;
qeosebou`~ bivou eij~ ejxavkouston pa`sin e[qnesi khruvttontai, khruvttei te basileu;~ aujtov~... (LC
10.4 (1373a)).
8 Eusebius had already applied the same formula to the career of Jesus and its aftermath in PE 1. Mortley
argues that PE 1.4 shows the direct influence of Plutarch’s De Alexandri Magni Fortuna aut Virtute
(Mortley 1996, 156-59).
9 “By the standards of his time, Constantine was an educated man...” (Barnes 1981, 74). Barnes argues
convincingly against the commonly held notion that Constantine was an uneducated soldier.
10 For Constantine’s patronage of Sopater, a pupil of Iamblichus, and of Hermogenes, an erudite pagan,
see Millar 1977, 99-101. Alföldi (1969, 99) points out that under Constantine a priest of the Eleusinian
mysteries traveled to Egypt by imperial post.
11 The question of the authenticity of the Oratio continues to be debated. Baynes (1972, 56), who was as
familiar as any modern scholar with the writings of Constantine, was skeptical, but Barnes (1981, 73-75)
and Lane Fox (1986, 627-9) accept it as genuine. More recently, Geymonat (2001) has argued that the
text was written in the years shortly after the reign of Julian by a new convert eager to reclaim classical
culture for Christianity. I am inclined to accept the essential authenticity of the text and the arguments of
Lane Fox as to the circumstances of delivery. But the point is not central to my thesis; I use the Oratio as
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was delivering a speech on the newly founded Church of the Holy Sepulchre for a
crowd at court Constantine not only respectfully stood and listened attentively to the
whole thing but offered a response (VC 4.33.1-2). A letter from Constantine to Eusebius
about a text that the latter had sent to court is worth quoting in full. It shows the
emperor’s enthusiasm for his role as patron of scholars and his sophistication about the
obstacles to self-expression that Eusebius faced: his sense of the ineffability of truth on
the one hand and the vagaries of the translation process on the other.
It is an enormous undertaking and greater than all power of expression to speak
worthily of the mysteries of Christ and to explain appropriately the controversy
about Easter and the origin of the feast and its beneficial and painful fulfillment.
For it is humanly impossible to express the divine in a worthy manner, even for
the intellectually adept. Nonetheless with great admiration for your love of
learning and your ambition I read your book myself with pleasure, and as you
wished I ordered that it be made available to the general public, or at least to
those who genuinely care about the worship of the divine. Therefore, seeing
with what great joy we receive such gifts from your sagacity, exert yourself to
make us glad with more frequent writings, in which you acknowledge that you
have been nurtured (we urge you already running, as the saying goes, toward
your usual pursuits). Such great confidence shows that at any rate you have
found the one who translates your works into the Roman tongue not unworthy of
your writings, even though such a translation cannot for the most part worthily
support the refinements of your expression.12
                                                                                                                                                
merely one example among many illustrating Constantine’s self-presentation as an emperor with
intellectual interests.
12 To; me;n ejgceivrhma mevgiston kai; pavsh~ lovgwn dunavmew~ kreìtton Cristou` musthvria kat∆
ajxivan eijpei`n th;n te tou` pavsca ajntilogivan te kai; genvesin, lusitelh` te kai; ejpivponon
telesiourgivan, eJrmhneu`sai to;n proshvkonta trovpon: to; ga;r qei`on ajnqrwvpoi~ ajduvnaton kat∆
ajxivan fravsai, kai; toì~ noh`sai dunatoi`~. plh;n o{mw~ uJperqaumavsa~ se th`~ filomaqeiva~ te kai;
filotimiva~, aujtov~ te to; biblivon ajnevgnwn ajsmevnw~, kai; toi`~ pleivosin, oi{ ge th/` peri; to; qeivon
latreiva/ gnhsivw~ prosanevcousi, kaqa; ejboulhvqh~, ejkdoqh`nai prosevtaxa. sunorw`n toivnun meq∆
o{sh~ qumhdiva~ ta; toiaùta para; th̀~ sh`~ ajgcinoiva~ dw`ra lambavnomen, sunecestevroi~ hJma`~
lovgoi~ eujfraivnein, oi|~ ejnteqravfqai sauto;n oJmologei`~, proqumhvqhti: (qevonta gavr se, to; tou`
lovgou, pro;~ ta; sunhvqh spoudavsmata parormw`men), o{pou ge kai; to;n eij~ th;n ÔRwmaivwn tou;~
sou;~ povnou~ metarruqmivzonta glw`ttan oujk ajnavxion huJrh`sqaiv soi tẁn suggrammavtwn hJ
tosauvth pepoivqhsi~ deivknusin, eij kai; ta; mavlista ta; kala; tw`n lovgwn hJ toiauvth eJrmhneiva
uJfivstasqai kat∆ ajxivan ajdunavtw~ e[cei (VC 4.35).
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Constantine was familiar with the translating process: Eusebius says that he wrote his
speeches in Latin and had them translated (VC 4.32). Constantine knew Greek well
enough to participate in the discussions at the council of Nicaea in Greek (VC 3.13.2),
and this letter suggests a touch of pride on his part that he is able to appreciate subtleties
in Eusebius’ untranslated work.
In Plutarch’s De Alexandri Magni Fortuna aut Virtute the work of the
philosophical ruler is to convert great numbers of people to a civilized, that is, Hellenic,
way of life: Alexander’s world conquest means the elimination of immoral barbaric
customs such as incest and cannibalism as the barbarians learn better ways in newly
founded Greek cities with Greek laws (328c-329a). But Plutarch does not attempt to
claim that Alexander spent much time with a more contemplative form of philosophy:
his Alexander is in a sense excused from the day-to-day work of the philosopher –
teaching, learning, discussing – because his work as a ruler is so important. His personal
philosophic activity is limited to a fairly abstemious lifestyle, a respect for philosophers,
and the self-awareness to understand what he is accomplishing and what he is giving
up. Plutarch interprets his remark that if he weren’t Alexander he would be Diogenes as
meaning that he would be a contemplative philosopher if he weren’t a practical one –
and judges that he has chosen well (Plutarch, De Alexandri Magni Fortuna aut Virtute
331f). Eusebius likewise interprets political and military actions by Constantine as a
form of instruction rather than coercion. But his Constantine is much more devoted to
the life of the intellect than is Plutarch’s Alexander, and there is much about his
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characterization that is reminiscent of the “full-time” philosophers whose lives are
described in ancient philosopher biographies. This was not new territory for Eusebius:
he had already incorporated into Book 6 of his Historia Ecclesiastica an account of the
life of Origen employing many of the stereotypical characteristics of the philosopher:
Origen is an avid student and tireless teacher, he is virtuous and pious, he is free from
worldly ambition, and he faces opposition, as followers of true wisdom do.13
The Constantine of VC is passionately devoted to discerning and teaching the
truth about the deity. In Eusebius’ day this was for many people at the heart of what it
meant to be a philosopher.14 Several works dealing with the lives of such religiously
oriented thinkers appeared in the late third and early fourth centuries: Porphyry’s
accounts of the lives of Pythagoras and Plotinus, and Iamblichus’ De Vita Pythagorica.
One that had been written a century before, Philostratus’ De Vita Apollonii Tyanensis,
was still influential. These biographies of holy philosophers are the backdrop against
which Eusebius’ portrayal of Constantine as a philosophical ruler must be viewed.
While direct borrowing is not for the most part evident, Eusebius does draw on a store
of stereotypical characteristics of the philosopher that appear in these works and others,
including Plato’s Socratic works, the New Testament literature, and Diogenes Laertius’
Vitae Philosophorum.
Eusebius writes VC in the tradition of moralizing biography best represented by
Plutarch. In the prologue he announces both his methods and his goals in terms that are
                                                 
13 Patricia Cox has analyzed the HE account of Origen’s life as a philosopher biography in Biography in
Late Antiquity, ch.4.
14 See Cox 1983, 17-19.
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strongly reminiscent of two programmatic passages in Plutarch’s Vitae Parallelae. His
goal is moral improvement for himself, at least, and for readers who are susceptible to
the awakening of a sort of Platonic eros for higher things upon reading “inspirational”
biography: “all those in whom the representation of noble things awakens longing
toward divine love,” ...a{pasin oi|~ hJ tw`n kalw`n mivmhsi~ pro;~ to;n qei`on e[rwta
diegeivrei to;n povqon (VC 1.10.2). Biographies and histories that don’t serve this
purpose are worthless, however lengthy or polished. The same collocation of ideas
appears in the opening of Plutarch’s De Vita Periclis: scholars should not waste their
love of learning on topics that aren’t beneficial but should write about deeds of virtue,
which have the power to arouse emulative desire in both the scholars and their readers
(De Vita Periclis 1-2).
Eusebius describes his method in terms that are equally Plutarchan:
The greatest stories about the thrice-blessed one, the stories of royal deeds –
armies deployed and engaged in battles, deeds of valor, victories, trophies set up
over enemies and all the triumphal processions he led, as well as his declarations
in time of peace for the correction of public life and the benefit of each person,
the imperial laws he enacted to improve civic life for his subjects, and many
other contests for imperial prizes which have already been engraved in
everybody’s memory – these I have decided to pass over. The work that lies
before me won’t let me forget its purpose: to tell and record only those things
that contribute to the life of intimacy with God.15
                                                 
15 Ta; me;n ou\n plei`sta kai; basilika; toù trismakarivou dihghvmata, sumbolav~ te kai; paratavxei~
polevmwn ajristeiva~ te kai; nivka~ kai; trovpaia ta; kat∆ ejcqrw`n qriavmbou~ te oJpovsou~ h[gage, tav
te kat∆ eijrhvnhn aujtw/ pro;~ th;n tw`n koinw`n diovrqwsin prov~ te to; sumfevron eJkavstou
diwrismevna novmwn te diatavxei~, a}~ ejpi; lusiteleiva/ th̀~ tw`n ajrcomevnwn politeiva~
sunetavtteto, pleivstou~ t∆ a[llou~ basilikw`n a[qlwn ajgw`na~, tou;~ de; para; toì~ pa`si
mnhmoneuomevnou~, parhvsein moi dokw`, tou` th̀~ prokeimevnh~ hJmi`n pragmateiva~ skopoù movna
ta; pro;~ to;n qeofilh` sunteivnonta bivon levgein te kai; gravfein uJpobavllonto~ (VC 1.11.1).
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Eusebius promises to pass over military matters and legislation, but both are in fact
important topics in VC. He may be said to misrepresent his project in this passage; the
reason becomes apparent when we compare the passage from Plutarch’s De Vita
Alexandri Magni that is echoed here.16
It is the life of Alexander the king, and of Caesar, who overthrew Pompey, that I
am writing in this book, and the multitude of the deeds to be treated is so great
that I shall make no other preface than to entreat my readers, in case I do not tell
of all the famous actions of these men, nor even speak exhaustively at all in each
particular case, but in epitome for the most part, not to complain. For it is not
Histories that I am writing, but Lives; and in the most illustrious deeds there is
not always a manifestation of virtue or vice, nay, a slight thing like a phrase or a
jest often makes a greater revelation of character than battles where thousands
fall, or the greatest armaments, or sieges of cities. Accordingly, just as painters
get the likenesses in their portraits from the face and the expression of the eyes,
wherein the character shows itself, but make very little account of the other parts
of the body, so I must be permitted to devote myself rather to the signs of the
soul in men, and by means of these to portray the life of each, leaving to others
the description of their great contests. 17
The resemblance between the two passages is strong enough to suggest
deliberate imitation, particularly given that Eusebius very shortly before has compared
                                                 
16 Cameron and Hall in their commentary on this passage reasonably contend that a misstatement here is
not necessarily a sign of a change in Eusebius’ intention, pace Barnes (1989).
17 To;n ∆Alexavndrou tou` basilevw~ bivon kai; tou` Kaivsaro~, uJf∆ ou| kateluvqh Pomphvio~, ejn touvtw/
tw/` biblivw/ gravfonte~, dia; to; plh`qo~ tẁn uJpokeimevnwn pravxewn oujde;n a[llo proerou`men h]
paraithsovmeqa tou;~ ajnaginwvskonta~, eja;n mh; pavnta mhde; kaq∆ e{kaston ejxeirgasmevnw~ ti tw`n
peribohvtwn ajpaggevllwmen, ajlla; ejpitevmnonte~ ta; pleìsta, mh; sukofanteìn. ou[te ga;r
iJstoriva~ gravfomen, ajlla; bivou~, ou[te tai`~ ejpifanestavtai~ pravxesi pavntw~ e[nesti dhvlwsi~
ajreth`~ h] kakiva~, ajlla; pràgma bracu; pollavki~ kai; rJh`ma kai; paidiav ti~ e[mqasin h[qou~
ejpoivhse màllon h] mavcai muriovnekroi kai; paratavxei~ aiJ mevgistai kai; poliorkivai povlewn.
w{sper ou\n oiJ zwgravfoi ta;~ oJmoiovthta~ ajpo; toù proswvpou kai; tw`n peri; th;n o[yin eijdw`n, oi|~
ejmfaivnetai to; h\qo~, ajnalambavnousin, ejlavcista tẁn loipw`n merw`n frontivzonte~, ou{tw~ hJmi`n
dotevon eij~ ta; th`~ yuch`~ shmeiva ma`llon ejnduvesqai kai; dia; touvtwn eijdopoiei`n to;n eJkavstou
bivon, ejavsanta~ ejtevroi~ ta; megevqh kai; tou;~ ajgw`na~ (Plutarch, De Vita Alexandri Magni 1, tr.
Perrin).
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himself to a painter making a “verbal portrait” of Constantine.18 Both authors are saying
that the subject of their work is character, not events; both, in fact, overstate their case
somewhat.19 Official acts are included in the narratives of both authors, but they are
supplemented when possible with the sorts of telling details to which Plutarch refers as
“an expression or a jest.” Anecdotes that end with a bon mot on the part of the subject
of the biography are a favorite technique: these are numerous in De Vita Alexandri
Magni. Such stories and vignettes are unfortunately rare in VC, but they are present. We
will examine several below, including anecdotes about interactions between
Constantine and members of his court, accounts of his private prayer rituals, and so on.
It is likely that Eusebius included as many such stories as he had access to and thought
appropriate. Eusebius selects his information carefully in order to convey a particular
image of Constantine, but though he uses anecdotes that have a ring of intimacy
whenever possible, he relies heavily on more public knowledge – accounts of building
programs, laws, benefactions, destruction of temples, army regulations, and so on. To a
great extent the letters of Constantine, which are full of idiosyncratic touches, play the
revelatory role in VC that anecdotes play in De Vita Alexandri.
                                                 
18 “In imitation of the mortal art of painting one must dedicate a verbal portrait to the memory of the
friend of God.” ajnagkai`on mimhvsei th`~ qnhth`~ skiagrafiva~ th;n dia; lovgwn eijkovna th/` toù
qeofilou`~ anaqeivnai mnhvmh/ (VC 1.10.1). On the similarity between the Eusebian and Plutarchan
passages see Mortley 1996, 176-7: “...one finds great similarity between this passage of the Life [VC
1.11.1] and the opening lines of Plutarch’s Life of Alexander the Great, which may well lie behind the
present passage as a mode [sic]... The two passages are very close: the concern is the life (bivo~) of the
subject; it will be necessary to pass over most of the great deeds on the battlefield or elsewhere; only that
which casts light on the character of the individual will be used.”
19 Lamberton points this out in Plutarch’s case (Lamberton 2001, 99-100).
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For both Plutarch and Eusebius, any such detail when properly selected and
narrated by the biographer is a clue to the subject’s character. In a sense, the data of
biography are symbols, mundane phenomena that reveal a more significant truth – the
truth about an individual character. And it is through the accumulation of such details
that the truth is gradually revealed, just as the judicious accumulation of information
about myths and rituals reveals the truth behind popular religion in De Iside et Osiride.
The ability of a story to illustrate the subject’s character can for Plutarch be a reason to
include it even if its historicity is doubtful, as he acknowledges in De Vita Solonis:
As for his interview with Croesus, some think to prove by chronology that it is
fictitious. But when a story is so famous and so well-attested, and, what is more
to the point, when it comports so well with the character of Solon, and is so
worthy of his magnanimity and wisdom, I do not propose to reject it out of
deference to any chronological canons, so called, which thousands are to this
day revising, without being able to bring their contradictions into any general
agreement.20
Patricia Cox points out that when the biographer believes that the soul of his
subject communes with the divine, the telling detail becomes especially heavily
freighted with meaning. Referring to Porphyry’s Vitae of Plotinus and Pythagoras and
Eusebius’ life of Origen, she writes, “Biographers like Porphyry and Eusebius...saw
God at work in their heroes’ lives. Thus when they set about to ‘capture the gesture,’
                                                 
20 Th;n de; pro;~ Kroi`son e[nteuxin aujtou` dokoùsin e[nioi toi`~ crovnoi~ wJ~ peplasmevnhn ejlevgcein.
ejgw; de; lovgon e[ndoxon ou{tw kai; tosouvtou~ mavrtura~ e[conta, kai; o} meìzovn ejsti, prevponta tw/`
Sovlwno~ h[qei kai; th̀~ ejkeivnou megalofrosuvnh~ kai; sofiva~ a[xion, ou[ moi dokẁ prohvsesqai
cronikoi`~ tisi legomevnoi~ kanovsin, ou}~ murivoi diorqou`nte~ a[cri shvmeron eij~ oujde;n auJtoi`~
oJmologouvmenon duvnantai katasth`sai ta;~ ajntilogiva~ (Life of Solon 27.1, tr. Perrin).
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they were negotiating the intersection of the human and the divine.”21 This is just as true
for VC as for Eusebius’ account of Origen’s life.
In what follows we will examine five areas in which Eusebius characterizes
Constantine as a philosopher: his wisdom; his virtue and resulting access to the divine;
his activity as a teacher; his conflict with Licinius, whom Eusebius casts in the role of a
rival philosopher; and the account of his death. Passages from prior literary portrayals
of philosophers will be cited as comparanda, with the goal of showing that Eusebius
was working within a tradition to create a character that would resonate with readers as
a holy philosopher, a person of spiritual and intellectual authority. Attention will be
given to the paradox that sometimes results from the attempt to combine in one
character the authority of a monarch with that of a philosopher, which by the terms of
the stereotype derives from aloofness vis-à-vis political authority.
Wisdom
The most basic characteristic of the holy philosopher is his superior wisdom. 22
He is typically the intellectual superior of his peers from an early age, and throughout
life his intellect is constantly at work. But there is always more at stake in his pursuit of
wisdom than a reputation for intelligence: he must have a conviction that the wisdom he
pursues is the true wisdom and that to turn aside from the path he has chosen would be
                                                 
21 Cox 1983, xi-xii.
22 For discussion of the general comments in this paragraph see Cox 1983, 21-25.
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perilous to his soul. And his wisdom typically gives him extraordinary insight into
human nature.
The philosopher is usually portrayed as having mastered at an early age the
educational challenges available to him, which he then left behind for pursuit of higher
knowledge of some sort. Socrates in Phaedo tells Cebes that as a young man he was an
avid student of physical science, but had abandoned those studies (Plato, Phaedo 96a-
d). Moses is described by Philo as having easily mastered all the knowledge offered him
by Egyptian, Assyrian, Chaldean and Greek teachers (Philo, De Vita Mosis 1.21-24).
Apollonius, according to Philostratus, was gifted as a child with a remarkable memory
and ability to concentrate; he also naturally spoke Attic Greek rather than the local
Cappadocian dialect. His father hired a rhetor and various teachers of the different
philosophical schools to teach him, and he mastered their teachings by age sixteen
(Philostratus, De Vita Apollonii 1.7). Origen, according to Eusebius, mastered biblical
and secular studies at an early age, becoming a teacher of both at about the age of
eighteen (HE 6.2.7-3.4). Plotinus, according to Porphyry, was thoroughly versed in
geometry, mechanics, optics, and music, though he did not teach on them. He had also
mastered Stoic, Peripatetic, and Platonist philosophy and incorporated them in his own,
original system (Porphyry, De Vita Plotini 14).
Eusebius’ Constantine likewise was well educated in the traditional fashion in
his youth. This point is stated explicitly at VC 1.19.2, where Eusebius says that
Constantine distinguished himself by the excellence of his rhetorical education while
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residing in Nicomedia at the court of Diocletian and Galerius. There is no reason to
doubt that Constantine received a good education (focused, presumably, on Latin rather
than Greek) during his time at Nicomedia.23 His fondness for letter-writing and speech-
making is evidence in favor; the only evidence against is the statement in Origo
Constantini that he was untutored, but in fact this statement refers to the period before
his stay in Nicomedia.24 At Nicomedia he was being groomed as a possible successor to
power, and tutoring from a respected scholar was a part of the traditional training of
princes. The fact that Constantine received a traditional education before turning to
Christianity is one of the ways in which he is a second Moses. The idea that Moses
mastered all the lore of the Egyptians as a young man is mentioned by Stephen in his
speech before the high priest in Acts and by Philo in his account of Moses as a
philosopher (Acts 7.23; Philo, De Vita Mosis 1.21-24). For Philo, Moses’ supposed
mastery of Egyptian learning lent prestige to the books of the Pentateuch, which could
thus be said to comprise the ancient wisdom of Egypt. When Eusebius first sets up the
typology of Moses in VC, he says that “...God...caused the prophet Moses, still a mere
child, to be reared in the heart of the tyrants’ palace and to have a share in their
wisdom” (VC 1.12.1). When he sketches the career of Constantine he says that
“Constantine was in their midst...young and tender and blooming with youth; like that
                                                 
23 See Barnes 1981, 47ff., for the view that Constantine did receive an education at Nicomedia.
24 “Having been scantily instructed in letters, he became a hostage with Diocletian and Galerius, and
fought bravely under them in Asia” (Origo Constantini 2). Cf. the statement of Praxagoras, who wrote
shortly after the death of Constantine: “Constantine was sent by his father to Diocletian in Nicomedia in
order to receive his education...” (FGrH 219.2).
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servant of God, he sat at the tyrants’ hearth...”25 He does not refer explicitly in this
passage to Constantine’s education at Nicomedia, but since every item of the
description of Moses that he gives corresponds in some way to something similar in the
life of Constantine, the idea that Constantine acquired at the court of “the tyrants” all
the wisdom that a traditional education had to offer is strongly implied. Thus his later
teaching will incorporate the wisdom of classical culture, along with the wisdom
acquired by study of the scripture and directly revealed to him by God, just as Moses’
teachings incorporated the wisdom of the Egyptians along with the revelations given to
him on Mt. Sinai.
Traditional education is of course only the beginning of the philosopher’s
wisdom. At some point he will become dissatisfied with what he has learned and move
to a higher level of knowledge, partly on his own and partly with the help of teachers
whom he must seek out. The change typically involves a period of searching that leads
to a conversion, which is then followed by a long period of training. Porphyry says that
Plotinus “threw himself into the study of philosophy” (oJrmh`sai ejpi; filosofivan) at
age twenty-seven. He was directed to the teachers at Alexandria, but always came away
disappointed until he heard Ammonius, whom he immediately recognized as the teacher
he had been looking for. He studied with Ammonius for eleven years and then joined
the emperor Gordian’s Persian expedition, hoping to become a student of the
philosophers of Persia and India; the plan seems to have been aborted along with the
                                                 
25 VC 1.12.2. For Greek text of this and the prior quotation see p.36 supra.
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campaign (Porphyry, De Vita Plotini 3.7-23). Apollonius, according to Philostratus’
account, at age fourteen already knew that he preferred a philosophic lifestyle but
studied the teachings of various schools until at age sixteen, “given wings by some
higher power” (pterwqei;~...uJpov tino~ kreivttono~), he abruptly adopted the lifestyle
of a devout Pythagorean (Philostratus, De Vita Apollonii 1.7). A few years later he
began a period of complete silence that lasted five years; shortly after that, he traveled
east and studied with the Persian Magi and the Indian Brahmans (De Vita Apollonii
1.14; 1.18ff). This process of searching, conversion, and training is described by
Eusebius for Constantine in the single episode of the battlefield conversion (VC 1.27-
32). The process is thus unexpectedly condensed, but all the usual phases are
adumbrated. Constantine searched for the true God with his intellect, was granted a
vision and a dream, and turned to Christian teachers for instruction. Convinced that he
had found the truth, he immediately became a student of the Christian school of thought
and an adept of the Christian cult: “He resolved in that moment to devote himself to the
divinely inspired texts; he also decided that he should take priests of God for his
counselors and honor the God he had seen with all due worship.”26 Constantine’s
writings, as well as Eusebius’ narrative, hereafter show him concerned with true
wisdom, which he pursues by studying the scriptures, spending time in the company of
priests and bishops, and submitting to instruction from them.27
                                                 
26 VC 1.32.3. For Greek text see p. 57 supra.
27 Studying the scriptures: VC 4.29.1; spending time with clergy: VC 1.42.1; submitting to instruction: VC
4.33.
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A key component of the philosopher’s wisdom is an uncanny ability to judge
human nature.28 One of the first remarkable feats, in Philostratus’ account, performed by
Apollonius after he adopted the character of a Pythagorean sage was to discern the false
motives and criminal past of a supplicant at the temple of Asclepius (Philostratus, De
Vita Apollonii 1.10). Porphyry says that Plotinus “had a surpassing degree of
penetration into character”29 and cites three instances: his detection of a thief among his
slaves; his prediction that Polemon, one of the children that he was rearing in his home,
would be “amorous and short-lived,” which turned out to be the case; and his
discernment of Porphyry’s own suicidal thoughts (Porphyry, De Vita Plotini 11). The
apostle Peter was able to discern that Ananias and Sapphira, two early converts to
Christianity, had deceived him about an offering of money – an impressive event for
those around him, since both of them fell dead as soon as Peter accused them (Acts 5.1-
11).
Constantine likewise is shown as able to discern the hidden motives of others. In
the first place, he chose the men who surrounded him for their good character. In the
period immediately following the defeat of Maxentius, Eusebius says that Constantine
began to surround himself with clergy. He emphasizes their humble appearance in order
to highlight Constantine’s wisdom: “So his companions, the men who shared a table
with him, were of no account in their outward appearance, but just the opposite in his
judgment. For he decided not to look on the man as most people see him but on the God
                                                 
28 See Cox 1983, 23.
29 Perih`n de; aujtw/` tosauvth periousiva hjqw`n katanohvsew~... (Porphyry, De Vita Plotini 11.1, tr.
Armstrong).
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that is revered in each person.”30 The words of God to Samuel as he looked over the
sons of Jesse are echoed: “Do not look at his countenance or his appearance of great
stature, because I have deemed him worthless. For God does not see as man does; man
looks at the countenance, but God looks at the heart.”31 Plutarch points out that
Alexander surrounded himself with philosophers because he loved wisdom and the wise
(De Alexandri Magni Fortuna aut Virtute 331e).
His philosophical insight into character enables Constantine to avoid some of
the pitfalls of imperial rule – dissolute subordinates, flattery, and plots. Eusebius’
Constantine, unlike the stereotypical bad emperor, was able to judge the character of his
subordinates and insisted that they be virtuous. Eusebius says that he “appointed as
fuvlake~ of the entire household servants and attendants dedicated to God, men whose
way of life was orderly, virtuous, and reverent”; his bodyguards, who are described as
“armed with the practices of faithful loyalty,” learned “pious ways” from the emperor.32
According to Porphyry, Pythagoras similarly screened potential disciples for their
character, using the techniques of physiognomy (Porphyry, De Vita Pythagorae 13).
There is more at stake in Constantine’s case than in Pythagoras’, in that unscrupulous
imperial servants are liable to create injustice for a fair number of people. In the
                                                 
30 oJmotravpezoi dh̀ta sunh`san aujtw/` a[ndre~ eujtelei`~ me;n th`/ toù schvmato~ ojfqh`nai peribolh/`,
ajll∆ ouj toioùtoi kai; aujtw/` nenomismevnoi, o{ti mh; to;n oJrwvmenon toi`~ polloi`~ a[nqrwpon to;n d∆ ejn
eJkavstw/ timẁmenon ejpopteuvein ejdovkei qeovn (VC 1.42.1).
31 kai; ei\pen kuvrio~ pro;~ Samouhl Mh; ejpiblevyh/~ ejpi; th;n o[yin aujtou` mhde; eij~ th;n e{xin
megevqou~ aujtoù, o{ti ejxoudevnwka aujtovn: o{ti oujc wJ~ ejmblevyetai a[nqrwpo~, o[yetai oJ qeov~, o{ti
a[nqrwpo~ o[yetai eij~ provswpon, oJ de; qeo;~ o[yetai eij~ kardivan (I Samuel (Regnorum I) 16.7).
32 diavkonoi d∆ aujtw/` kai; uJphrevtai qew/` kaqierwmevnoi bivou te semnovthti kai; ajreth/` pavsh/ kovsmioi
a[ndre~ fuvlake~ tou` panto;~ oi[kou kaqivstanto, dorufovroi te pistoiv, swmatofuvlake~, trovpoi~
eujnoiva~ pisth`~ kaqwplismevnoi, basileva didavskalon eujsebw`n ejpegravfonto trovpwn... (VC
4.18.1).
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biographies of the emperors such people typically ingratiate themselves with weak or
bad emperors by flattery, but Eusebius portrays Constantine as immune to flattery. In
connection with the celebration of Constantine’s tricennalia a clergyman attempted to
flatter Constantine by saying that he not only reigned on earth but would reign with
Christ in the world to come; Constantine was annoyed and said he should rather pray
that he would be found worthy to serve God as a slave in this world and the next (VC
4.48). Here Constantine plays the role of the philosophical ruler, who, having a
philosopher’s insight into human nature as well as a philosophical disdain for power, is
able to perceive flattery and counter it.
Treachery is likewise transparent to Constantine: Galerius plotted against him
several times, but God revealed the plot to him each time (VC 1.20.2). The
philosopher’s insight into human nature can take on a supernatural quality in such cases.
Plotinus’ popularity excited the jealousy of one Olympius, who attempted to cast spells
on him, but the spells were deflected and worked on Olympius instead, who gave up the
effort and “told his friends that the power of Plotinus’ soul was so great that he was able
to repel attacks against himself back onto those who were trying to harm him.”33
According to Eusebius, Constantine was granted revelations that enabled him to detect
the plots of his family members (VC 1.47.2). Such revelations, which came to him
frequently, did the work of a secret police: “In fact he was often granted revelations by
God: divine visions were miraculously revealed to him that provided him with various
                                                 
33 ...e[lege pro;~ tou;~ sunhvqei~ megavlhn ei\nai th;n th`~ yuch`~ tou` Plwtivnou duvnamin, wJ~
ajpokrouvein duvnasqai ta;~ eij~ eJauto;n ejpifora;~ eij~ tou;~ kakou`n aujto;n ejpiceirou`nta~
(Porphyry, Vita Plotini 10).
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kinds of foreknowledge of future events... Guarded by these he lived out his life in
safety....”34
Virtue and Access to the Divine
Besides wisdom, the philosopher’s main personal characteristic is his virtue. A
philosopher had to “walk the walk”; without an extraordinarily virtuous way of life, his
message would be compromised. Eusebius articulates the connection in his description
of Origen: “For in a quite amazing way his actions displayed to the full the fruits of the
most genuine philosophy. His deeds matched his words, as the saying goes, and his
words his deeds. That was the chief reason why, aided by the power of God he led men
in thousands to share his enthusiasm.”35 The way of life expected of a philosopher was
an ascetic one, in which the fewest concessions possible were made to the body.36 The
ascetic practice that Eusebius attributes to Origen included abstaining from wine and
eating very little, going barefoot, studying most of the night, and sleeping, when he did
so, on the floor (HE 6.3.9-11). Origen went to the extreme of castrating himself – a
youthful indiscretion, according to Eusebius (HE 6.8.1-5). Porphyry tells us that
                                                 
34 kai; ga;r dh; kai; qeofaneiva~ aujto;n pollavki~ hjxivou, paradoxovtata qeiva~ o[yew~ ejpifainomevnh~
aujtw/` pantoiva~ te parecouvsh~ pragmavtwn e[sesqai mellovntwn prognwvsei~... oi|~ dh;
pefragmevno~ ejn ajsfalei` loipo;n th;n zwh;n dih`ge... (VC 1.47).
35 ejpei; kai; ta; kata; pra`xin e[rga aujtw/` gnhsiwtavth~ filosofiva~ katorqwvmata eu\ mavla
qaumasta; perieìcen (oi|on gou`n to;n lovgon, toiovnde, fasivn, to;n trovpon kai; oi|on to;n trovpon,
toiovnde to;n lovgon ejpedeivknuto), di∆ a} dh; mavlista, sunairomevnh~ aujtw/` dunavmew~ qeiva~,
murivou~ ejnh`gen ejpi; to;n aujtou` zh̀lon (HE 6.3.6-7, tr. Williamson).
36 On asceticism in late antiquity see Cox 1983, 25-30. For analysis of the process by which a view of
asceticism as dangerous to society was replaced by a positively viewed “heroic ascetics,” exemplified by
the neo-Platonists and St. Anthony, see Francis 1995, esp. 181-9.
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Plotinus stayed away from the baths; he never ate meat and in fact ate very little at all,
which Porphyry says enabled him to survive on very little sleep (Porphyry, De Vita
Plotini 2.4-8, 8.20-24). Such an abstemious lifestyle was the unmistakable trademark of
the philosopher. Retreat from the world was a necessary part of it; this could take
various forms, from indifference to the admiration of powerful persons to simply
staying at home. Eusebius commends Origen for the fact that after spending time,
essentially under compulsion, instructing the empress Julia Mamaea he “hurried back to
his usual activities.”37 Apollonius of Tyana, in a letter in which he defends a long list of
his ascetic practices, congratulates himself that he stays in his house and enjoins his
followers to do the same.38 Disdain for the world and the body were believed to enhance
the philosopher’s access to the divine by purifying the soul; only by denying the senses
could one hope to commune with the realm of the purely intelligible. Numenius
compares the process to retreating to a watchtower by the shore and watching the water
to catch a quick glimpse of a fishing boat, which immediately disappears again between
the waves: “Just so, then, must a man withdraw far from the things of sense, and
commune in solitude with the good alone, where there is neither man nor any other
living thing...but a certain immense, indescribable, and absolutely divine solitude....”39
                                                 
37 ...ejpi; ta;~ sunhvqei~ e[speuden diatribav~ (HE 6.21.4). Eusebius says that he himself did the same
after delivering the tricennalia oration: hJmeì~ me;n oi[kade ejpanhv/eimen kai; ta;~ sunhvqei~
ajpelambavnomen diatribav~... (VC 4.33.2).
38 Apollonius Tyanensis, Epistulae 8. The authenticity of the letters is in doubt, but if inauthentic they are
perhaps even better evidence for stereotypical attributes of the philosopher.
39 ou{tw~ dei` tina ajpelqovnta povrrw ajpo; tw`n aijsqhtw`n oJmilh̀sai tw/` ajgaqw/ movnw/ movnon, e[nqa
mhvte ti~ a[nqrwpo~ mhvte ti zw/`on e{teron...ajllav ti~ a[fato~ kai; ajdihvghto~ ajtecnw`~ ejrhmiva
qespevsio~... (Numenius Apamensis, a fragment preserved by Eusebius at PE 11.22.1, tr. Gifford).
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It is the ascetic, unworldly lifestyle that is at the crux of the paradox of the
philosopher-king. Plotinus held up as a model of the philosophical life a senator,
Rogatianus, who was converted to philosophy and as a result gave up his slaves and
property and completely dropped out of his political career, leaving the lictors standing
at his door on the day he was to take up a praetorship (Porphyry, De Vita Plotini 7.32-
47). Eusebius makes the best case he can for Constantine’s asceticism. He commends
Constantine’s admiration for and generosity to members of the church who had adopted
an ascetic lifestyle. He never makes reference to Constantine’s own sexual behavior, but
he allows him reflected glory from the celibates in the church when he says that “he
always honored the choir of God, the hallowed ones who had chosen lifelong virginity,
all but worshipping them because he believed that God himself indwelt the souls of
people such as these who had dedicated themselves to him.”40
In addition to profound admiration for Christian ascetics, Eusebius also
attributes several ascetic practices to Constantine. One of these is a habit of studying all
night. He echoes his earlier description of Origen’s lucubrations: in a passage
describing Origen’s ascetic practices he had said that Origen “applied himself for the
great part of the night to the study of the divine writings”; of Constantine he says that
                                                 
40 to;n gou`n tẁn panagivwn ajeiparqevnwn coro;n tou` qeoù mononouci; kai; sevbwn dietevlei, tai`~ twn
toiw`nde yucaì~ e[noikon aujto;n uJpavrcein w/| kaqievrwsan eJauta;~ qeo;n peiqovmeno~ (VC 4.28).
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“to increase his understanding by means of the divinely inspired texts, he would go
without sleep during the night...”41
Eusebius also attributes to Constantine private prayer rituals, a typical
component of the askesis of the holy philosopher: “He himself, like a participant in
sacred mystery rites, would shut himself in secret rooms in the palace at set times each
day and converse with his God with no one else present: on his knees he would beg like
a suppliant to receive the things he needed.”42 His prayers were private, were conducted
daily, and allowed him access to God. Similarly, daily solitary prayer was part of the
regimen of Apollonius, who prayed to the sun every morning (Philostratus, Vita
Apollonii 1.16, 2.38). Alcibiades mentions Socrates’ morning prayers to the sun at
Symposium 220d. Iamblichus’ solitary prayers were not consistent, according to
Eunapius, but he did sometimes worship the divinity by himself, apart from his
disciples. The latter learned of his rituals from his slaves, who said that he levitated and
turned a golden color during these sessions (Eunapius, Vitae Sophistarum 458). The
rumor, which provoked a rare laugh from Iamblichus, reflects the common perception
that it was during his solitary prayer rituals that the holy philosopher was able to
                                                 
41 Origen: kai; th̀~ nukto;~ de; to;n pleivona crovnon tai`~ tw`n qeivwn grafw`n eJauto;n ajnatiqei;~
melevtai~... (HE 6.3). Constantine: Kai; mh;n th;n aujto;~ aujtou` diavnoian toi`~ ejnqevoi~ sunauvxwn
lovgoi~, ejpagruvpnou~ me;n dih`ge tou;~ tẁn nuktw`n kairouv~... (VC 4.29.1).
42 Aujto;~ d∆ oi|a; ti~ mevtoco~ iJerw`n ojrgivwn ejn ajporrhvtoi~ ei[sw toi`~ aujtou` basilikoì~ tameivoi~
kairoi`~ eJkavsth~ hJmevra~ taktoi`~ eJauto;n ejgkleivwn, movno~ movnw/ tw/` aujtou` proswmivlei qew/`,
iJketikai`~ te dehvsesi gonupetw`n kateduswvpei w|n ejdei`to tuceìn... (VC 4.22.1). Eusebius may well
be echoing Matthew 6.6: “But you, when you pray, go into your room and close the door and pray to your
father who is hidden. And your father, who sees what is hidden, will reward you.” su; de; o{tan
proseuvch/, ei[selqe eij~ to; tameìovn sou kai; kleivsa~ th;n quvran sou provseuxai tw/` patriv sou tw/`
ejn tw/` kruptw/`: kai; oJ pathvr sou oJ blevpwn ejn tw/` kruptw/` ajpodwvsei soi.
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commune with the divine, or as Eusebius says of Constantine, to “converse with his
God.”
Eusebius moves directly from Constantine’s private daily prayers to his
observance of the preliminaries to Easter, when his prayers were conducted in public
but took on a more rigorous, ascetic quality: “On the days of the savior’s feast he would
increase the intensity of his ascetic practice with all the strength of his body and soul as
he participated in the divine mysteries; thus he offered himself up in worship that
encompassed his whole life while he publicly presided over the festival.”43 Eusebius
goes on to describe the observance of the Easter vigil sponsored by Constantine at
Constantinople: huge wax candles were lit throughout the city so that night was turned
to day, and on Easter itself gifts were given on an imperial scale (VC 4.22.2). Eusebius
in this passage seems perfectly at ease with the idea of a philosopher-king who uses his
position to display the philosophic life for the benefit of his subjects. The narrative
moves seamlessly from private rituals in the heart of the palace through the public
asceticism of the Easter vigil to the ceremonial granting of benefactions to cities and
provinces on Easter morning, and the whole is summed up as “Constantine’s worship of
his own God.”44
The most extended description of ascetic practice on Constantine’s part is in the
account of the wars against Licinius. Eusebius says that during a peaceful interlude
                                                 
43 ...taì~ de; th`~ swthrivou eJorth`~ hJmevrai~ ejpiteivnwn th;n a[skhsin pavsh/ rJwvmh/ yuch̀~ kai;
swvmato~ ta;~ qeiva~ iJerofantiva~ ejteleìto, w|de me;n aJgneiva/ bivou o{lw~ ajnakeivmeno~, w|de de; toi`~
pa`si th`~ eJorth`~ ejxavrcwn (VC 4.22.1).
44 Ou{tw me;n ou\n aujto;~ tw/` eJautou` iJera`to qeẁ/ (VC 4.23.1).
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Constantine “dedicated the respite to his God. He pitched his tent a long way from the
army, where he followed a chaste and pure regimen and offered to God the prayers due
to him, like that ancient prophet of God who pitched his tent outside the camp, as the
divine texts affirm.”45 Eusebius claims that this was Constantine’s habitual practice
while on campaign. He elaborates on the emperor’s “chaste regimen” further on in the
same section of the narrative, making an explicit connection between self-denial and
access to God: “He deprived himself of all ease and of a luxurious way of life and
inflicted fasts and bodily suffering on himself; thus he secured God’s mercy through his
prayers and supplications...”46
As Eusebius points out, the paradigm for this remarkable account is Moses’
“tent of meeting,” which he pitched outside the camp as a place for communing with
God during the years of wandering in the wilderness (Exodus 33.7-11). Moses’
excursions to the tent were an event for the whole community: “And whenever Moses
went into the tent outside the camp, all the people stood watching by the door of their
tents...”47 When the people saw the pillar of cloud come down to the tent, they knew
that God was talking with Moses, and would bow in reverence. Separation from the
community allowed Moses intimate contact with the divine: in the tent God would
                                                 
45 ...tw/`  aujtou` swth̀ri th;n scolh;n ajnetivqei, tou` me;n stratou` th;n skhnh;n ejkto;~ kai; porrwtavtw
phxavmeno~, aJgnh/` d∆ ejntauqoi` crwvmeno~ kai; kaqara/` diaivth/ tẁ/ te qew/` ta;~ eujca;~ ajpodidouv~,
kat∆ aujto;n ejkei`non to;n palaio;n tou` qeoù profhvthn, o}n th̀~ parembolh`~ ejkto;~ phvxasqai th;n
skhnh;n ta; qeìa pistou`ntai lovgia (VC 2.12.1).
46 ...rJa/stwvnh~ me;n aJpavsh~ kai; trufhlh̀~ diaivth~ ajllotriouvmeno~, ajsitivai~ de; kai; kakwvsei tou`
swvmato~ pievzwn eJautovn, tauvth/ te to;n qeo;n iJkethrivoi~ litai`~ iJleouvmeno~... (VC 2.14.1).
47 hJnivka d∆ a]n eijseporeuveto Mwush`~ eij~ th;n skhnh;n e[xw th`~ parembolh`~, eiJsthvkei pa`~ oJ lao;~
skopeuvonte~ e{kasto~ para; ta;~ quvra~ th`~ skhnh`~ aujtou`... (Exodus 33.8).
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speak to Moses “face to face, as when someone speaks to his own friend.”48 Constantine
likewise while praying in the tent always received a divine revelation, according to
Eusebius. He would then rush from the tent “as if moved by divine inspiration” (w{sper
qeiotevra/ kinhqei;~ ejmpneuvsei) and send his troops into battle, where they would
quickly overwhelm the enemy and proceed to setting up trophies (VC 2.12.2). As in the
passage just discussed concerning Constantine’s prayers, Eusebius again obviates any
paradox in the image of a ruler who adopts a philosophical way of life. Like Moses, the
paradigm of the philosophical ruler, Eusebius’ Constantine engaged in ascetic practices
not to separate himself from contact with worldly power, but in order to exercise his
power with the benefit of divine charisma.
Rivalry with a False Teacher
The philosopher’s devotion to true wisdom will usually bring him into conflict
of some sort with a rival. Plato’s Socrates had such a relationship with the whole class
of sophists. Apollonius’ rival was Euphrates of Tyre. There are numerous letters or
fragments of letters addressed by Apollonius to Euphrates, in which he berates
Euphrates for venality, recommends that he begin to be a philosopher since he is not
one yet, calls him  a[qeo~, and accuses him of sending an assassin to kill him.49 Even
Philostratus acknowledged that the rivalry was excessively contentious on both sides
                                                 
48 kai; ejlavlhsen kuvrio~ pro;~ Mwush`n ejnwvpio~ ejnwpivw/, wJ~ ei[ ti~ lalhvsei pro;~ to;n eJautou` fivlon
(Exodus 33.11).
49 Epistulae Apollonii 2-7 (venality); 17 (a[qeo~);1 (advice to take up philosophy); 60 (assassin).
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(Philostratus, Vitae Sophistarum 488). Plotinus’ jealous rival, Olympius, who had also
been a pupil of Ammonius, attempted to cast spells on him, as we have seen (Porphyry,
De Vita Plotini 10; see p. 83 supra).
This type of intense, personal rivalry is an important part of the literary
characterization of the philosopher. In real life, of course, motives on both sides may
have been a mix of careerism and heartfelt principles, but in literature the “true”
philosopher, i.e. the subject of the literary work, is always bolstered by a profound sense
of right. Eusebius takes pains to cast Constantine’s rivalry with Licinius as a rivalry
between a true and a false philosopher. Licinius is made to display the opposite of
nearly every philosophical quality attributed to Constantine and to be unable to learn the
key truths that shape VC. Likewise, the military conflict between the two rulers is
interpreted as a philosophical dispute.
The problems began when Licinius “stopped imitating the friend of God and
became eager to adopt the destructive policy of the impious ones; he tried to conform to
the ways of the very ones whose lives he had with his own eyes seen destroyed rather
than pursue good relations with his superior.”50 The desirability of imitation of
Constantine as qeofilhv~ has been laid out as a key theme of VC in the prologue: “At
any rate the recording of stories of intimacy with God (qeofilẁn dihghmavtwn) will
provide not useless but in fact very beneficial reading matter for those whose souls have
                                                 
50 ...mimhvsew~ me;n tou` qeofiloù~ ajpelimpavneto, th`~ de; twn dussebẁn proairevsew~ ejzhvlou th;n
kakotropivan, kai; w|n tou` bivou th;n katastrofh;n ejpei`den aujtoì~ ojfqalmoi`~, touvtwn e{pesqai th`/
gnwvmh/ màllon h] tai`~ tou` kreivttono~ filikai`~ dexiai`~ ejpeira`to (VC 1.49.2).
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been made ready for it.”51 Licinius did not have VC to guide him, but as Eusebius points
out he was actually related to Constantine by marriage and had personally been
benefited by him, which makes his irrationality and culpability in ceasing to imitate
Constantine all the greater (VC 1.49.2, 50.1).
In Eusebius’ account, Licinius takes on the opposite of nearly every
philosophical trait: his morals become degenerate (VC 1.52, 55.3); he becomes cruel
and greedy for gain (VC 1.55.2); he makes unjust and absurd laws (VC 1.51-55); he
actively tries to destroy concord (VC 1.51.2); he banishes his godly subordinates and
comes under the sway of flatterers (VC 1.52, 2.2.2). What is most appalling to Eusebius,
however, is that Licinius becomes so foolish as to renew the persecution of Christians,
though he had before him the evidence that God had punished the persecutors. Eusebius
devotes a lengthy passage, forming the climax of Book 1, to this idea (VC 1.56-59); he
finally indulges in a purple-prose description of Galerius’ death by maggot-infested
putrefaction and Maximinus Daia’s by emaciation, which he had earlier passed over as
unnecessary and inappropriate (at VC 1.23). Both emperors, he points out,
acknowledged the god of the Christians before dying. Licinius, however, did not get the
message: “Though he had learned these things from the actual events and not by hearing
about them from others, Licinius nonetheless got mixed up in the very same things, as
                                                 
51 ...hJ dev ge tw`n qeofilw`n dihghmavtwn uJpovmnhsi~ oujk ajnovnhton ajlla; kai; sfovdra biwfelh̀ toì~
th;n yuch;n eu\ pareskeuasmevnoi~ poriei`tai th;n e[nteuxin (VC 1.10.4). This sentence is followed by
the passage in which Eusebius announces his intention of passing over basilika; dihghvmata in favor of
recording “those things that contribute to the life of intimacy with God,” ta; pro;~ to;n qeofilh`
sunteivnonta bivon (VC 1.11.1); see p. 72 supra.
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though a dark and moonless night had obscured his understanding.”52 Licinius’ intellect
had simply ceased to function properly. The root of the problem was jealousy of
Constantine. He became convinced that the bishops who were “friends of the friend of
God, the great emperor” (tou;~ tw/` qeofileì kai; megavlw/ basileì fivlou~, VC 1.56.1)
were his own enemies, and his anger toward them made him unable to think logically:
“For this reason his anger towards us became acute; he abandoned healthy reasoning
processes (tou` swvfrono~ paratrapei;~ logismou`), and madness overtook his
mind.”53 Eusebius had used the expression swvfrwn logismov~ in an episode just prior
to this one, to describe the attitude that Constantine wished the clergy to take in order to
reach unanimity at the Council of Arles (VC 1.45.1). It recurs again to describe
Constantine’s own thought process as he decided to make war against Licinius (VC
2.3.1). The use of swvfrwn implies a sound reasoning process, one that is not distorted
by the passions: a man overwhelmed by anger as Eusebius says Licinius was would be
incapable of swvfrwn logismov~.
The war plays out as a kind of argument between a philosopher-king and a false
philosopher-king. Before the armies engage, Licinius leads select friends and members
of his bodyguard in worship of several gods whom Eusebius does not identify. He then
addresses the group and tells them that the war with Constantine is to be considered a
contest between Constantine’s god and the traditional gods. The winner will take all: “If
                                                 
52 Taùt∆ e[rgoi~ maqw;n oJ Likivnio~ ajll∆ oujk ajkoh/` par∆ eJtevrwn puqovmeno~ toi~ aujtoi`~ ejpefuveto,
w{sper tini; skotomhvnh/ th;n diavnoian ejgkaluptovmeno~ (VC 1.59.2). This is the closing sentence of
Book 1.
53 dio; dh; mavlista kaq∆ hJmw`n to;n qumo;n wjxuvneto, tou` swvfrono~ paratrapei;~ logismou`
diarrhvdhn te manei;~ ta;~ frevna~... (VC 1.56.2).
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the stranger-god, the one we now laugh at, is shown to be more powerful, nothing
should prevent our acknowledging him and paying him honor while bidding a final
farewell to these gods, for whom we light these candles in vain.”54 Eusebius’ Licinius
understands the historical apologetic argument and professes himself willing to accept
clear proof of God’s intervention on behalf of his worshippers. Constantine for his part
also sees the war as a chance to persuade Licinius to accept the truth. After his defeat
Constantine spares him, in the hope that he will embrace the “compelling line of
reasoning (to;n kreivttona logismovn).”55 But it comes as no surprise, given what
Eusebius has said about Licinius’ inability to reason, that Licinius still fails to draw the
correct conclusion: “The memory of his recent harangue about the gods slipped from
his mind; he refused to acknowledge Constantine’s defender as God and in ridiculous
fashion began to seek out more and stranger gods.”56 In the end, defeated a second time
and facing what Eusebius calls “a fitting penalty,” Licinius, like the other persecutors,
acknowledged Constantine’s God “as the true and only God.”57 So in the end the
kreivttwn logismov~ prevailed and Constantine won the argument.
                                                 
54 kai; eij me;n oJ xevno~ kai; nùn gelwvmeno~ hJmi`n kreivttwn faneivh, mhde;n ejmpodw;n ginevsqw toù kai;
hJma`~ aujto;n gnwrivzein te kai; timàn, makra; caivrein touvtoi~ eijpovnta~ oi|~ mavthn tou;~ khrou;~
ejxavptomen... (VC 2.5.4).
55 h[lpize gavr pote aujto;n...lh`xai me;n th`~ maniwvdou~ qrasuvthto~, ejpi; to;n kreivttona de;
logismo;n metabalei`sqai th;n gnwvmhn (VC 2.11.1).
56 kai; tẁn aujtw/` pro; mikroù peri; qeẁn oJmilhqevntwn oujdemivan ejn nw/` katebavleto mnhvmhn, oujde;
to;n uJpevrmacon Kwnstantivnou gnwrivzein qeo;n h[qele, pleivou~ d∆ aujtw/` kai; kainovteroi geloivw~
ajnezhtoùnto (VC 2.15).
57 ...to;n Kwnstantivnou qeo;n o{sti~ h\n parelavmbanon kai; toùton a[ra qeo;n ajlhqh` kai; movnon
gnwrivzein wJmolovgoun (VC 2.18).
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A Mission to Teach
Philosophers in the ancient world were judged in part by their ability to make
disciples. Love of wisdom was not enough to make a philosopher; he had to have a
drive to communicate the truth.58 Pythagoras, Socrates, Origen, Plotinus, and
Iamblichus all are shown as almost constantly surrounded by disciples with whom they
tirelessly share their wisdom.59 Eusebius shows us a Constantine who loved to teach: as
Cameron and Hall write in their commentary on VC, “Constantine’s enthusiasm for
instructing his subjects is one of the strongest impressions left of him by the VC.”60 The
main themes of his teaching as it appears in VC were Christian apologetics (often based
on the argument from the deaths of the persecutors), proper cult practice, and the need
for concord; when he spoke to his court he also addressed the ethical problem of greed.
Eusebius portrays Constantine as tireless in his philosophical speaking and letter-
writing, both traditional teaching modes for Christians and non-Christians alike.61 He
promises to attach a typical speech of Constantine’s to VC (VC 4.32) and proposes to
compile Constantine’s instructive letters to the churches (VC 3.24.2); the speech
survived, but the collection of letters was either lost or never put together. VC is
                                                 
58 See Cox 1983, 24.
59 Pythagoras: Iamblichus, De Vita pythagorica 29-30; Origen: HE 6.3.8, 6.15; Plotinus: Porphyry, De
Vita Plotini 7; Iamblichus: Eunapius, Vitae Sophistarum 459.
60 See their note ad loc. VC 4.55.1.
61 This is not to say that the Constantinian documents that Eusebius cites were in fact, or would have been
perceived as, philosophical letters per se, only that in the context of VC’s portrayal of Constantine with so
many characteristics of the philosopher it is easy to read them as such. As Evans-Grubbs (1995, 50-53)
and Corcoran (1996, 296-7) point out, it was not unusual in the later empire for edicts and other official
documents from the emperor to have a moralizing tone and a highly rhetorical style, and Constantine’s
epistles have much in common with numerous tetrarchic documents in that regard, including Diocletian’s
Edict on Maximum Prices and Maximinus Daia’s repeal of the persecution.
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nonetheless full of evidence for Constantine’s activity as a teacher; I will focus my
discussion on a passage in which Eusebius describes Constantine’s speeches, two letters
addressed by Constantine to the population of the eastern provinces, and the description
of Constantine’s official actions to suppress traditional cult worship.
Eusebius was aware that Constantine’s activity as a teacher was problematized
by his power. To communicate his message a philosopher must rely on intellect alone.
Attention to his own appearance or to the niceties of rhetoric makes a philosopher
suspect; it goes without saying that he will never rely on the threat of force to back his
message up. Proximity to power is liable to corrupt a philosopher; hence the sometimes
gratuitous rudeness toward rulers that they adopt. A philosopher must have total
parrhsiva, total freedom from fear of the consequences of his speech. Philosophical
parrhsiva was considered to be inversely related to entanglement with the things of the
world, so that lack of power actually enhanced a philosopher’s credibility – at least in
the literary stereotype. This is why Socrates presents his notion that philosophers must
be rulers or rulers philosophers as a paradox. As we look at what Eusebius has to say
about Constantine’s teaching, we will pay special attention to how he deals with the
problem of power.
Eusebius devotes a long passage in Book 4 to an account of Constantine’s
speech-making at court (VC 4.29-32). He includes a description of a typical speech and
promises to append such a speech to VC as an example. The speech that we know as
Oratio ad Sanctorum Coetum may be the speech that Eusebius was thinking of; in any
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case, it fits his description of a typical speech fairly well. Taking all the evidence
together – the lengthy passage that we are about to examine, the description later in
Book 4 of a speech “made to his regular audience” (see p.115 infra), and Eusebius’
stated intention to append a speech of Constantine’s to VC – it seems likely that
Eusebius is describing a real phenomenon when he tells us about Constantine’s speech-
making.
In hopes of enhancing his mental powers by means of the divine texts he would
both spend the hours of the night sleepless and give frequent addresses in public
without the help of his speechwriters. He thought it was incumbent on him to
use instructive discourse to rule his subjects and to establish every aspect of his
rule on a rational basis. Therefore whenever he would announce that he was
going to lecture, immense throngs would come in eager haste to learn from the
emperor’s philosophizing.62
In his account of the speeches here Eusebius describes a combination of rational,
mystical, and ethical elements. As he introduces the topic Eusebius focuses on the
rational. Constantine studied and wrote late into the night, working hard to prepare a
convincing, reasonable lecture. His goal was instruction based on reason: he thought he
should rule his subjects lovgw/ paideutikw`/, and he wanted to establish his rule as
lovgikh. And it was the emperor’s philosophy, not his theology, that Eusebius says the
multitudes rushed to hear; he goes on to say that theology would sometimes come up
during these speeches (eij dev ph levgonti qeologiva~ aujtw/` parhvkoi kairov~... VC
4.29.2), making it clear by the contrast that he intends for filosofoùnto~ to refer to
                                                 
62 Kai; mh;n th;n aujto;~ aujtou` diavnoian toi`~ ejnqevoi~ sunauvxwn lovgoi~, ejpagruvpnou~ me;n dih`ge
tou;~ tw`n nuktw`n kairouv~, scolh/` de; logografẁn sunecei`~ ejpoiei`to ta;~ parovdou~, proshvkein
hJgouvmeno~ eJautw/` lovgw/ paideutikw/` tẁn ajrcomevnwn krateìn logikhvn te th;n suvmpasan
katasthvsasqai basileivan. dio; dh; sunekavlei me;n aujtov~, muriva d∆ e[speuden ejp∆ ajkrovasin plhvqh
filosfoùnto~ ajkousovmena basilevw~ (VC 4.29.1-2).
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intellectual discourse. To judge from his description of a typical speech here, however,
the speeches were primarily dedicated to Christian apologetics and ethics, topics for
which Eusebius with this terminology is claiming an impeccable intellectual pedigree.
According to Eusebius when theology did come up in the speeches Constantine
would change his manner of speaking. Eusebius creates a vivid image of Constantine as
theurgist: “He would stand very straight and screw up his face and lower his voice, so
that he seemed to be initiating the audience with utmost reverence into the divinely
inspired teaching...”63 Such religious solemnity became a stock-in-trade of philosophers
in the late antiquity; one is reminded of Maximus of Ephesus, by whom the emperor
Julian was so impressed (Eunapius, Vitae Sophistarum 473-475) and of the fifth-century
tondo portrait from Aphrodisias of a philosopher gazing upward with an intense
expression.64 The audience knew how to respond: “...when the audience would call out
in response with shouts of commendation, he would direct them with a movement of his
head to look above to heaven and to adore and honor with reverent praises none but the
ruler over all.”65 Apollonius of Tyana was said to have used a similar gesture, for a
somewhat different purpose. When he appeared before Domitian to defend himself
Apollonius ignored the emperor; ordered by his accuser to “look toward the god of all
human beings” (oJra`n...ej~ to;n aJpavntwn ajnqrwvpwn qeovn), he looked toward the
ceiling, “making it clear that he looked toward Zeus, and believing that the one who
                                                 
63 ...pavntw~ pou o[rqio~ eJstw;~ sunestrammevnw/ proswvpw/ katestalmevnh/ te fwnh/`, muei`n e[doxen
a]n tou;~ parovnta~ su;n eujlabeiva/ th/` pavsh/ th;n e[nqeon didaskalivan (VC 4.29.2).
64 See Zanker 1995, 319 and figure 168.
65 ...ei\t∆ ejpifwnouvntwn boaì~ eujfhvmoi~ tw`n ajkrowmevnwn, a[nw blevpein eij~ oujrano;n dievneue kai;
movnon uJperqaumavzein kai; timàn sebasmivoi~ ejpaivnoi~ to;n ejpi; pavntwn basileva (VC 4.29.2).
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was flattered in this impious way was worse than the flatterer.”66 So Constantine, the
philosophical emperor, deflects from himself the praise that should go to God, whereas
Domitian, the persecutor of philosophers, is inclined to appropriate it for himself.
Even more than the rational and the mystical, it is the ethical aspect of
Constantine’s speeches that Eusebius emphasizes in this passage. The emperor seems to
have hoped that he could reduce corruption in his government by lecturing the members
of his court about divine judgment:67
He explained in the clearest, most distinct terms that he would be accountable to
God for the things that they had undertaken, in that the God over all had given
him authority over things on earth and he in imitation of the Almighty had
entrusted to them the various dioceses of the empire. Everyone, furthermore,
would have to give an account of their actions at the appointed time to the great
king.68
Constantine, according to Eusebius, uses the Hellenistic concept of the monarch as
imitator of the divine to bolster his argument.69 As God had given him authority, he in
imitation of God had given it to them; in the resulting hierarchy all of them were
                                                 
66 ...ajnevscen oJ ∆Apollwvnio~ tou;~ ojfqalmou;~ ej~ to;n o[rofon, ejndeiknuvmeno~ me;n to; ej~ to;n Diva
oJra`n, to;n de; ajsebw`~ kolakeuqevnta kakivw tou kolakeuvsanto~ hJgouvmeno~ (Philostratus, De Vita
Apollonii 8.4).
67 See Evans-Grubbs 1995, 39 and 101, on a law of 325 (Codex Theodosianus 9.1.4) in which Constantine
requests “all inhabitants of the provinces” to inform him of misdoings by members of his government. As
Evans-Grubbs points out, there is no need to attribute either this law or Constantine’s harangues against
corruption to a particularly Christian motivation on Constantine’s part, as Eusebius does. Moralizing
language had by the late empire become a standard feature of the emperors’ rhetoric (Evans-Grubbs
1995, 102). Here as elsewhere Eusebius is likely to be generalizing Constantine’s Christianity to aspects
of his reign that it did not necessarily affect.
68 oi|~ dh; lampraì~ fwnai`~ marturovmeno~ diestevlleto qew/` lovgon dwvsein tw`n ejgceiroumevnwn
aujtoi`~: aujtw/` me;n ga;r to;n ejpi; pavntwn qeo;n tw`n ejpi; gh̀~ th;n basileivan parascei`n, aujto;n de;
mimhvsei toù kreivttono~ th`~ ajrch`~ ta;~ kata; mevro~ aujtoi`~ ejpitrevyai dioikhvsei~, pavnta~ ge
mh;n tw/` megavlw/ basileì kata; kairo;n ta;~ eujquvna~ tw`n prattomevnwn uJfevxein (VC 4.29.4).
69 See Dvornik 1966, 241-277, esp. 249, 253, 258, 271. Of course, it is possible that Eusebius falsely
attributes this argument to Constantine. The concept of the ruler’s mivmhsi~ of the divine is central in
Eusebius’ LC and he alludes to it briefly in the prologue to VC (1.5.1). See Dvornik 1966, 614-622, on
Eusebius’ use of kingship theory.
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answerable to God. Most philosophers would not be in a position to make this particular
argument: Constantine’s ethical teaching was untypical of the philosopher in that he had
the authority to compel his hearers to take his advice. But Eusebius takes great pains to
indicate that Constantine refrained from using compulsion. In fact, Constantine’s
attempt to “use instructive discourse to rule his subjects” (VC 4.29.1) is characterized as
a failure. Constantine seemed at first to be successful: “It was as though he were
striking and scourging them with his words, so that he made some of the notables who
were gathered around bow down, conscience-stricken....”70 But in the end nothing
changed: “They were slow to learn and deaf to noble ideas – with their voices and their
shouts of commendation they applauded his words, but in their actions they ignored
what he said on account of their greed.”71
Eusebius gives the impression, using repeated verbs in the imperfect, that
Constantine showed great patience in repeating his lessons over and over for his “slow-
to-learn” pupils. Willingness to repeat himself certainly characterizes Plato’s Socrates;
Porphyry commends Plotinus for his great patience: “For three days I asked him how
the soul is connected to the body, and he kept explaining.”72 When his patience wore
thin, Constantine resorted to other typically philosophical methods to get his message
across to his corrupt courtiers.
                                                 
70 ...paivwn d∆ w{sper kai; diamastivzwn tw/` lovgw/ tẁn periestwvtwn gnwrivmwn tina;~ kavtw neuvein
plhttomevnou~ th;n suneivdhsin ejpoivei... (VC 4.29.4).
71 oiJ d∆ a[r∆ h\san dusmaqei`~ kai; pro;~ ta; kala; kekwfwmevnoi, glwvtth/ me;n kai; boaì~ eujfhvmoi~
ejpikrotou`nte~ ta; legovmena, e[rgoi~ de; katoligwroùnte~ aujtw`n di∆ ajplhstivan... (VC 4.29.5).
72 Triw`n gou`n hJmerw`n ejmoù Porfurivou ejrwthvsanto~, pw`~ hJ yuch; suvnesti tw/` swvmati,
parevteinen ajpodeiknuv~... (Porphyry, De Vita Plotini 13).
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Finally one day he collared one of his courtiers and said to him, “What limit
shall we put on greed, boy?” Then, using a spear that he happened to have in his
hand, he marked on the ground a length that was the height of a man and said,
“If you owned all the wealth in the world and every atom of the earth, you
would take with you nothing more than the little homestead inside these
boundaries – if you got that much.”73
This passage is an example of a chreia, an anecdote culminating in a wise man’s
pithy, pointed saying.74 As Eusebius tells the story it involves a bit of play-acting on
Constantine’s part that evokes the numerous stories of philosophers drawing in the dust.
The best known is that of Socrates in Meno, but there are others: Menedemus of Eretria
drew an obscene picture on the ground to shame away an admirer; Archimedes was
tracing geometric figures on the ground when he was killed in the sack of Syracuse;
Jesus was drawing or writing in the dust while he was being addressed by the accusers
of the woman taken in adultery.75 Eusebius admits that Constantine’s lesson did no
good: “But even though he said and did these things, the blessed one didn’t hinder any
of them.”76 The object lesson might be considered to contain a veiled threat, as
Constantine had the power to reduce the corrupt courtier’s land holdings to the size he
indicated. But Eusebius makes it clear that no such threat is intended or perceived:
“Fear of death, which might have deterred the wicked ones from their depravity, was
                                                 
73 ...h[dh pote; tw`n ajmf∆ aujtovn tino~ ejpilabovmenon favnai: Ækai; mevcri tivno~, w\ ou|to~, th;n
ajplhstivan ejkteivnomen…Æ ei\t∆ ejpi; gh̀~ mevtron ajndro;~ hJlikiva~ ejgcaravxa~ tw/` dovrati, o} meta;
cei`ra~ e[cwn ejtuvgcane, Æto;n suvmpanta tou` bivou plou`tonÆ, e[fh, Ækai; to; pa`n th`~ gh`~ stoicei`on
eij kthvsaio, plevon oujde;n toutoui; tou` perigrafevnto~ ghdivou ajpoivsei~, eij dh; ka]n aujtou` tuvcoi~Æ
(VC 4.30.1).
74 See Malherbe 1986, 109, 111-113. Malherbe cites Diogenes Laertius’ four different versions of an
anecdote about washing salad greens as examples of chreiai.
75 Menedemus: Diogenes Laertius 2.127. Archimedes: Cicero De Finibus 5.19, Valerius Maximus 8.7,
Livy 25.31 (Plutarch at De Vita Marcelli 19.4 has the same story but does not specify that Archimedes
was drawing in the dust). Jesus: John 8.1-11.
76 ajll∆ oujdevna taùta levgwn te kai; pravttwn e[pauen oJ makavrio~... (VC 4.30.2).
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non-existent, both because the emperor was entirely devoted to love of his fellow man
and because those in charge of the provinces never under any circumstances went after
wrong-doers. This led to serious criticism of the imperial administration.”77
Eusebius in this episode depicts Constantine as the frustrated philosopher whose
message is ultimately not heeded by the wealthy and powerful, those who need it most.
This archetypal scene is crucial for the characterization of Constantine as a philosopher.
The episode is highly ironic: the emperor, by refusing to act as a tyrant, finds himself in
the position of a humble philosopher, powerless against greed. It would bring an
ordinary philosopher into danger to continue to preach at powerful courtiers about their
corruption, but since Constantine is the all-powerful emperor (a point that has been
made perfectly clear by book 4), he is not in any danger. With all threat of violence
absent, the scene deteriorates into a confrontation between flattery on one side and
feckless frustration on the other, and lends a rare touch of something like humor to
Eusebius’ portrayal of Constantine.
Eusebius might have used the word parrhsiva, the usual term for a
philosopher’s boldness in speaking, in this passage, but did not; he does use it in several
other passages, always in reference to Constantine’s proclamation of a Christian
message. In the prologue Eusebius says that when embassies came from foreign lands
Constantine “in imperial addresses would proclaim his own God with complete
                                                 
77 ∆Epei; d∆ oujk h\n qanavtou fovbo~ ajpeivrgwn tou;~ kakou;~ th̀~ mocqhriva~, basilevw~ me;n o{lou
pro;~ to; filavnqrwpon ejkdedomevnou, tw`n de; kaq∆ e{kaston e[qno~ ajrcovntwn mhdamh` mhdamẁ~
mhdeno;~ toi`~ plhmmelou`sin ejpexiovnto~, tou`to dh; momfh;n ouj th;n tucou`san th/` kaqovlou
dioikhvsei pareìcen... (VC 4.31).
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boldness (su;n parrhsiva/ th̀/ pavsh/) even to people of this sort.”78 Eusebius says that by
means of a statue and inscription that Constantine placed in Rome after his victory over
Maxentius he “made the son of God known to the Romans themselves with all boldness
(su;n parrhsiva/ pavsh/).”79 At the end of the long synkrisis of Constantine and the
persecutors at the beginning of Book Three, Eusebius says that Constantine “was
constantly presenting himself to everyone with complete boldness (su;n parrhsiva/ th`/
pavsh/) as the ambassador of the Christ of God, in no way concealing the name that
brings salvation...”80 And in the final paragraph of VC he says that Constantine
proclaimed the Christian message peparrhsiasmevnw~ (VC 4.75). Parrhsiva may
mean either freedom of speech in the sense of freedom from political restraints on
speech or boldness in speaking, speech without regard for the consequences. It is in the
latter sense that Eusebius uses it. It is commonly used in this sense of philosophers; it
occurs fairly frequently in the pages of Diogenes Laertius. Theodorus, a philosopher
who was banished from Athens, was sent packing by Lysimachus for his parrhsiva
(Diogenes Laertius, Vitae Philosophorum 2.102). Simon, the author of the original
Socratic dialogues, declined the patronage of Pericles, saying he would not sell his
parrhsiva (Diogenes Laertius, Vitae Philosophorum 2.123). Menedemus’ parrhsiva
got him and a friend into danger at a dinner at the court of Nicocreon of Cyprus
                                                 
78 oJ de; kai; mevcri tw`n th`/de basilikoi`~ prosfwnhvmasi to;n eJautou` qeo;n ajnekhvrutte su;n
parrhsiva/ th/` pavsh/ (VC 1.8.4).
79 ...su;n parrhsiva/ pavsh/ to;n uiJo;n tou` qeoù ∆Rwmaivoi~ aujtoi`~ gnwvrimon ejpoivei (VC 1.41.1). In fact
the imagery of the statue and the wording of the inscription were quite ambiguous.
80 toigavrtoi to;n Cristo;n tou` qeoù su;n parrhsiva/ th/` pavsh/ presbeuvwn eij~ pavnta~ dietevlei,
mhde;n ejgkaluptovmeno~ th;n swthvrion ejphgorivan... (VC 3.2.2).
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(Diogenes Laertius, Vitae Philosophorum 2.129-130). Aristotle’s kinsman Callisthenes
of Olynthus spoke with excessive freedom, parrhsiastikwvteron, to Alexander the
Great, against Aristotle’s advice; he ended up imprisoned, infested with vermin, and
finally thrown to the lions (Diogenes Laertius, Vitae Philosophorum 5.5). Parrhsiva
and parrhsiavzomai are used frequently in Acts to describe the apostles’ boldness in
teaching; in the last verse of the book, Paul is said to have continued his teaching “with
all boldness,” meta; pavsh~ parrhsiva~, during the two years that he lived under house
arrest in Rome (Acts 28.31). With its connotations of boldness in the face of oppressive
power, parrhsiva is not a particularly appropriate term to use of an emperor. Like the
anecdote of Constantine rebuking the greedy courtier, Eusebius’ use of parrhsiva to
describe the emperor’s profession of Christianity is part of his characterization as a
person who is committed to speech rather than force.
Constantine makes this claim for himself in his Letter to the Provincials of the
East, which he sent out to dispel rumors that traditional worship had been outlawed.
This letter is the clearest example of an imperial epistle that reads as a philosophical
letter among the documents in VC.81 It opens with a statement of the argument from
design, the idea that the natural world provides evidence of the truth about the nature of
the deity:
Victor Constantine Maximus Augustus to the provincials of the East. Everything
that is embraced by the inviolable laws of nature provides to the sense-
perception of all people sufficient evidence of the providence and spiritual
insight that characterize the divine plan. For those whose thought moves toward
                                                 
81 On philosophical letters see Malherbe 1986, 79-85.
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that goal along the straight road of knowledge there can be no doubt that
undistorted perception, by means of both a healthy reasoning faculty and the
sense of sight, will lead them up to the knowledge of God in a spontaneous
motion of true virtue.82
This concept was well known to Christians, as it appears in the opening paragraphs of
Paul’s letter to the Romans; it was also common in Hellenic thought.83 As Paul does in
Romans, Constantine uses the argument from design to justify God’s punishment of
polytheists (VC 2.49-54). In the second part of the letter Constantine addresses God in
prayer; his theme is concord – unanimity of belief if that is possible, but failing that,
“the enjoyment of peace and quiet” for everyone (eijrhvnh~ te kai; hJsuciva~
ajpovlausin, 2.56.1) and no enforced conversions. He is perfectly clear on this point.
Modern commentators have been troubled by Constantine’s abusive language about
polytheism, sensing that it undermines or even negates the message of tolerance.84 But it
is more likely that Constantine, having disavowed the option to use compulsion, is
simply using every verbal tactic he can to get his point across, including invective. He
encourages his Christian subjects to take a similar approach and to persuade, if possible,
but not to coerce: “Whatever anyone has seen and understood he must use to help his
                                                 
82 Nikhth;~ Kwnstanti`no~ Mevgisto~ Sebasto;~ ejparciwvtai~ ajnatolikoi`~. Pavnta me;n o{sa toì~
kuriwtavtoi~ th`~ fuvsew~ perievcetai novmoi~, th`~ kata; th;n qeivan diavtaxin pronoiva~ te kai;
qewriva~ iJkanh;n ai[sqhsin toi`~ pa`si parevcei, oujde; e[sti ti~ ajmfiboliva oi|~ kat∆ eujqei`an
gnwvsew~ oJdo;n hJ diavnoia ejp∆ ejkeìnon a[getai to;n skopovn, wJ~ hJ toù uJgiou`~ logismou` kai; th`~
o[yew~ aujth`~ hJ ajkribh;~ katavlhyi~ mia/` rJoph/` th̀~ ajlhqou`~ ajreth`~ ejpi th;n gnw`sin ajnafevrei tou`
qeoù (VC 2.48.1).
83 See e.g. Cicero Disputationes Tusculanae 1.28, De Natura Deorum 2.6.16; Ps-Aristotle De Mundo 6,
especially 399b: ...pavsh/ qnhth̀/ fuvsei genovmeno~ ajqewvrhto~ ajp∆ aujtw`n tw`n e[rgwn qewrei`tai.
(Cited by Leenhardt 1981, 37.)
84 See Barnes 1984. Digeser (2000, 126), however, finds in this letter “a paradigmatic statement of
concord,” i.e. of a policy of forbearance aiming at eventual unity. See Digeser 2000, 167-71, for
discussion of the scholarship on Constantine’s religious policy from 324 on.
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neighbor, if this is possible; if not, let the neighbor be sent on his way. For it is one
thing to enter the contest for immortality willingly, another thing entirely to force
people into it with penalties.”85 Constantine rejects compulsion; as a necessary corollary
to that policy, he is committed to teaching with the goal of persuading his non-Christian
subjects to convert. This is what he means in the closing of the letter:
I have said and explained these things at greater length than was necessary to
accomplish the purpose of my clemency because I did not wish to conceal my
belief in the truth, especially since I hear that some are saying that the customs
of the temples and the lordship of darkness have been abolished. This is in fact
exactly what I would have advised for the benefit of all people, if it were not the
case that there is firmly planted in the souls of some the wicked error that gives
rise to violent rebellion that in turn is harmful to the common safety.86
Constantine acknowledges that he has written an unusual imperial document – unusual
in that it attempts to persuade rather than to compel. (For “my clemency” read “my
imperial authority.”87) He says that he must teach, in the first place, because he feels
compelled to communicate the truth. But in the current situation he feels a special
urgency precisely because he wants to make it clear that teaching, not compulsion, is to
be his modus operandi for combating traditional religion, despite what people are
saying. The final sentence approaches the same idea from a different direction; to
understand it we must recall that the desirability of concord is a main theme of the
                                                 
85 o{per qavtero~ ei\devn te kai; ejnenovhsen, touvtw/ to;n plhsivon eij me;n genevsqai dunato;n wjfeleivtw,
eij d∆ ajduvnaton parapempevsqw. a[llo gavr ejsti to;n uJpe;r ajqanasiva~ a\qlon eJkousivw~
ejpanairei`sqai, a[llo to; meta; timwriva~ ejpanagkavzein (VC 2.60.1).
86 tau`ta ei\pon, tau`ta deixh̀lqon makrovteron h] oJ th̀~ ejmh`~ ejpieikeiva~ ajpaitei` skopov~, ejpeidh;
th;n th`~ ajlhqeiva~ ajpokruvyasqai pivstin oujk ejboulovmhn, mavlisq∆ o{ti tine;~ wJ~ ajkouvw fasi; tẁn
naw`n perih/rh`sqai ta; e[qh kai; toù skovtou~ th;n ejxousivan: o{per sunebouvleusa a[n pàsin
ajvqrwvpoi~, eij mh; th̀~ mocqhra`~ plavnh~ hJ bivaio~ ejpanavstasi~ ejpi; blavbh/ th̀~ koinh`~ swthriva~
ajmevtrw~ tai`~ ejnivwn yucaì~ ejmpephvgei (VC 2.60.2).
87 According to North (1966, 300), ejpieikeiva is a standard translation of clementia. It is the word that
appears on the Monumentum Ancyranum to translate “clementia” at Res Gestae 34 (ed. Diehl, p.45).
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letter. Constantine says that he would ban traditional worship if it weren’t for deeply
committed polytheists – not because he worries about offending them (clearly), but
because the result would be civil unrest. If pagan beliefs were lightly held, closing the
temples would be enough to Christianize the empire; since they are not, all Christians,
even the emperor, must become teachers.
Eusebius refers to this letter of Constantine’s as “teaching that refuted the
idolatrous error of those who had ruled before him,” in which he tried to persuade his
subjects to acknowledge the God of all and “publicly choose Christ as savior.”88 Here he
echoes the language he has used to describe Constantine’s conversion: Constantine
looked for a god to “publicly choose” (ejpigravfesqai) as his ally and decided that
events of recent history were adequate proof, e[legcon, of the truth of Christianity and
the falsehood of traditional belief.89 What Constantine learned from God in the
conversion episode he is now teaching – as a philosopher should do. His use of a letter,
which apart from Eusebius’ account would be interpreted as a feature of governance, in
the context of VC seems to be a tool for teaching in the tradition of Plutarch and other
writers of philosophical letters, including the writers of the New Testament epistles and
many of the church fathers. There is also a sizable corpus of letters attributed to
                                                 
88 ∆Epiteivna~ d∆ e[ti ma`llon basileu;~ th;n pro;~ to;n qeo;n oJsivan didaskalivan ajpelegktikh;n th`~
eijdwlolavtrou plavnh~ tw`n pro; aujtou` kekrathkovtwn toi`~ kata; pàn e[qno~ ejparciwvtai~
katevpempe, logiwvteron tou;~ ajrcomevnou~ protrevpwn to;n ejpi; pavntwn qeo;n gnwrivzein aujtovn te
to;n Cristo;n aujtou` diarrhvdhn ejpigravfesqai swth`ra. “By way of serving God even more fully, the
emperor dispatched to the provincials of every nationality a teaching that refuted the idolatrous error of
those who had ruled before him. In it he reasonably exhorted his subjects to recognize the God over all
and to explicitly and publicly choose his Christ as their savior” (VC 2.47.1). (For ejpigravfesqai as
“publicly choose” see LSJ s.v. ejpigravfw, III.5.)
89 VC 1.27.2-3; see pp.54-5 supra.
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Apollonius of Tyana. Other letters in VC that can be described at least in part as
philosophical letters include those addressed to Alexander and Arius (VC 2.64-72), to
the churches of Palestine (VC 3.17-20, a tendentious account of the Council of Nicaea),
and to the provincials of Palestine (VC 2.24-42). In the last of these Constantine
prefaces his decrees concerning the restoration of rights and property to victims of the
persecution with five paragraphs of apologetic argument.
Apologetics and ethics were not the only themes of Constantine’s teaching; he
also taught about correct religious practice. The idea that it was the philosopher’s
business to reform traditional cult practice is common to several philosopher
biographies. Pythagoras was associated with teachings about proper types of sacrifice
(Iamblichus, De Vita Pythagorica 11; Porphyry, De Vita Pythagorae 36; Philostratus,
De Vita Apollonii 1.1). Cult practice was of course a major theme of the teaching
attributed to Moses (Philo, De Vita Mosis 2.15-34). According to Philostratus,
Apollonius of Tyana, wherever he happened to be, after his private ritual of worship
spent the rest of the morning “philosophizing” with the priests of the city about the gods
and correcting them if they had departed from the traditional practices; if the local cult
was not one of the traditional Greek ones, he would learn as much as the priests could
tell him about it and suggest improvements in their worship, if any occurred to him
(Philostratus, De Vita Apollonii 1.16). Philostratus describes Apollonius in the latter
part of his career receiving deputations from cities to ask for advice on various matters
including their cult sites; he would respond to some requests with letters and some with
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a promise to visit the city (Philostratus, De Vita Apollonii 4.1). At Pergamum he was
impressed with the temple of Asclepius and gave the god’s supplicants advice on how
to obtain helpful dreams (Philostratus, De Vita Apollonii 4.11). A treatise on sacrifice is
attributed to Apollonius, which Philostratus says he found in several temples, and which
Eusebius cites (Philostratus, De Vita Apollonii 3.41, 4.19; PE 4.13). Philostratus says
that Apollonius’ work led to a sort of religious revival: “Because of his conversations
about cult practice the gods were worshipped more, and people came together for
worship hoping to receive more good things from the gods.”90
There are references to Constantine’s promotion of Christian cult on nearly
every page of VC. One example is a fairly long passage describing Constantine’s
promotion of Sunday observance in his own household and in the army (VC 4.17-20).
Three times in this passage Eusebius describes Constantine’s activity in promoting
Sunday prayers as teaching: the praetorians “enlisted the emperor as their instructor in
the devout way of life” (basileva didavskalon eujsebw`n ejpegravfonto trovpwn, VC
4.18.1); Constantine “taught the whole army to honor zealously” the day of the Sun and
of salvation (...ta; stratiwtika; pavnta dia; spoudh̀~ tima`n disdavskwn, VC 4.18.3);
and the monotheistic prayer recited on Sundays by non-Christian soldiers was taught to
them by Constantine himself (kai; th`~ eujch`~ de; toi`~ stratiwtikoi`~ a{pasi
didavskalo~ h\n aujtov~, VC 4.19). If it is true, as Eusebius says, that Constantine
actually led prayer services in the palace and delivered harangues to the soldiers in
                                                 
90 Dialegomevnou de; aujtou` peri; ta; iJera; oiJ qeoi; ejqerapeuvonto ma`llon, kai; xunhv/esan oiJ a[nqrwpoi
ej~ tau`ta, wJ~ ta; ajgaqa; pleivw para; tw`n qeẁn e{xonte~ (Philostratus, De Vita Apollonii 4.41).
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conjunction with their prayers, these activities are aptly described as teaching.91 But
much of Constantine’s activity in promoting Christianity would better be described as
patronage than as teaching – building of churches, commissioning of copies of the
scriptures, and so on. These methods of promoting proper cult worship were not
available to an ordinary philosopher. Eusebius and Constantine, however, both have a
tendency to describe these activities as teaching, a metaphor that can verge into rather
ominous doublespeak, particularly where the promotion of Christianity involves the
disestablishment of traditional cults, as in the following paraphrase of an official letter
outlawing ritual prostitution at the temple of Aphrodite at Heliopolis.
But now a new and virtuous law was circulated from the emperor forbidding
anyone to dare to practice the ancient customs; he added written teachings to
[the adherents of the cult], asserting that he had been appointed by God to do
this very thing on his behalf, namely to instruct all people in the laws of virtuous
behavior. And so he did not think it beneath him to address even them in a
document written by himself, and he exhorted them to pursue eagerly the
knowledge of the almighty.92
Again Eusebius’ Constantine seems to approach this official document as an
opportunity for a philosophical letter about the superiority of his own religion. Eusebius
characterizes part of the text of the law as “written teachings,” ejggavfou~
didaskaliva~; he attributes to Constantine the claim that God’s purpose for him was to
                                                 
91 According to the fifth-century church historian Theodoret of Cyrrhus, Jovian’s soldiers reassured him
that they were devout Christians, “for the older ones among us had the benefit of Constantine’s teaching
and the younger ones partook of instruction from Constantius.” oiJ me;n ga;r ejn hJmi`n geraivteroi kai;
th`~ Kwnstantivnou didaskaliva~ ajphvlausan, oiJ de; met∆ ejkeivnou~ tw`n Kwnstantivou metevlacon
paideumavtwn... (Theodoret, Historia Ecclesiastica 4.1.4).
92 nuni; de; novmo~ ejfoivta nevo~ te kai; swvfrwn para; basilevw~ mhde;n tw`n pavlai sunhvqwn tolma`n
diagoreuvwn, kai; touvtoi~ d∆ ejggravfou~ pavlin parevqeto didaskaliva~, wJ~ a]n ejp∆ aujtw/` touvtw/
pro;~ tou` qeoù prohgmevno~ ejf∆ w/| pavnta~ ajnqrwvpou~ novmoi~ swfrosuvnh~ paideuvein. dio; oujk
ajphxivou kai; touvtoi~ di∆ oijkeivou prosomilei`n gravmmato~, prou[trepev te speuvdein ejpi; th;n tou`
kreivttono~ gnw`sin (VC 3.58.2).
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teach virtuous behavior, pavnta~ ajnqrwvpou~ novmoi~ swfrosuvnh~ paideuvein. But in
this case, unlike the letter to the provincials disavowing the use of compulsion against
traditional religion, the main purpose of the document is to forbid a religious practice.
Thus both Eusebius and Constantine by their language are claiming for an act of
coercion the humble status of religious instruction. Eusebius goes on to say that
Constantine also established the first church at Heliopolis, complete with church
building, personnel, and a fund for caring for the poor. In doing this, he says,
Constantine “followed up his words with actions akin to them,” ta; e[rga ejph`ge toi`~
lovgoi~ ajdelfav (VC 3.58.3). Again he downplays the compulsory nature of the decree
and highlights its persuasive side by characterizing it as lovgoi and contrasting it with
the e[rga of church-building.
The description of the letter to Heliopolis is part of a longer section on measures
taken by Constantine to discourage traditional worship and to suppress particular cults.
In some of the cases Eusebius actually plays up the official, compulsory nature of the
action taken, while at the same time characterizing it as teaching – having it both ways,
in other words. When Eusebius recounts the destruction by soldiers at the emperor’s
command of a temple to Aphrodite at Aphaca in Lebanon, he first characterizes the
temple as “a certain school of wickedness,” scolhv ti~ kakoergiva~, and then says that
the worshippers “learned self-control from the Emperor’s threat,” swfroneìn d∆
ejmavnqanon ajpeilh/` basilevw~ (VC 3.55.5). The emphasis on swfrosuvnh is
characteristic of the philosopher; the language was probably suggested to Eusebius by
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Constantine’s expression in the decree concerning the temple at Heliopolis, novmoi~
swfrosuvnh~ paideuvein.93 The account of the destruction of the temple of Asclepius in
Cilicia, also by imperial soldiers, is similar: Eusebius belittles the worshippers of the
god as “superstitious would-be Greek philosophers,” tw`n dokhsisovfwn ÔEllhvnwn oiJ
deisidaivmone~, and the temple as “the celebrated marvel of the noble philosophers,”
to; tw`n gennaivwn filosovfwn bowvmenon qau`ma (VC 3.55.5, 56.2). When it was torn
down by soldiers, the god’s adherents “learned their own empty foolishness by
experience,” th`~ sfw`n mataiovthto~ e[rgw/ th;n peivran ejmavnqanon (VC 3.55.5). The
god was defenseless, as in the myth of his death at the hands of Zeus; but Constantine’s
actions “were not a matter of mythology,” oujk ejn muvqoi~ h\n (VC 3.56.3).
Eusebius also presents Constantine’s campaign to confiscate temple treasures as
a lesson in the foolishness of idol worship (VC 3.54). Officials were sent around who
required temple priests to bring out the cult statues; crowds had been assembled for the
occasion to jeer at the statues, a humiliating and intimidating experience for the
worshippers of the gods. The statues were then stripped of any valuable adornments or
confiscated outright. In this way, according to Eusebius, the officials “brought the
ancient error to light,” polucronivou plavnh~ ejpoioùnto fwravn (VC 3.54.6); he also
describes the process as a refutation, e[legcon (VC 3.54.5).94 The confiscated statues
                                                 
93 See North 1966, 150-242, on swfrosuvnh in philosophy from Plato to Proclus, and 300-11, on
swfrosuvnh as an imperial virtue.
94 Cf. 3.54.1, the introduction to the section on the desecration of cult statues: “Continually honoring his
savior God in these ways, he completely refuted the superstitious error of the peoples by a variety of
methods.” kai; to;n me;n aujtou` swth̀ra qeo;n w|dev ph dietevlei geraivrwn, th;n dev ge tẁn ejqnw`n
deisidaivmona plavnhn pantoivoi~ ejxhvlegce trovpoi~.
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were taken to Constantinople for display in public places; when they saw their sacred
objects exposed to ridicule “those who had suffered from the sickness of error finally
learned what it was to be in their right mind,” oiJ th;n plavnhn nenoshkovte~ ojyev pote
fronei`n e[gnwsan (VC 3.54.3).
Eusebius sums up the emperor’s actions against traditional cult worship as a
largely successful exercise in what might be called practical apologetics (VC 3.57). In
the destruction of temples and particularly in the desecration of statues, the people had,
according to Eusebius, visible, actual proof (he uses the term e[legcon again) of the
folly of their beliefs (VC 3.57.1). As a result (and Eusebius presents it as an inevitable
result) many turned to Christianity while the rest deplored the folly that had been passed
down to them by their ancestors.
Thus in attributing to Constantine a mission to teach, Eusebius employs two
strategies to circumvent the problem of attempting to portray a powerful man as a
philosopher. First, whenever possible he depicts Constantine as choosing persuasion
instead of compulsion, and heightens that image of the powerless philosopher by
referring to the emperor’s parrhsiva. Second, when describing Constantine’s coercive
acts in the field of religion, he presents them as a form of teaching, whose purpose is
not just to stamp out a particular practice but to create a change of belief in the minds of
those affected by them. In both of these strategies he follows Constantine’s own lead, as
can be seen from the documents.
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A Philosophical Death
Eusebius depicts Constantine’s final days as a period of purification, during
which his soul was being prepared to leave his body for a purely spiritual realm (VC 52-
64). He became seriously ill as he prepared to invade Persia; he postponed the campaign
and decided to undergo baptism. The emperor’s baptism is described as not only a
purification but a revelation: Constantine said afterwards, “Now I know that I am in the
truest sense blessed, now I am clearly worthy of eternal life, now I have received a
share of the divine light.”95 From this point on he was eager to meet his death (VC
4.63.2). He fell ill after Easter and died on Pentecost; in saying that he was “taken up to
his God,” pro;~ to;n aujtou` qeo;n anelambavneto, Eusebius makes an implicit
comparison to the ascension of Christ (VC 4.64.2; cf. Mark 16.19, ajnelhvmfqh eij~ to;n
oujrano;n).
Eusebius makes it clear that Constantine’s preparation for this glorious death
had been the work of a lifetime. Eusebius describes Constantine as having reached a
state of perfection physically, spiritually, and intellectually. He was still athletically
skilled; his body was still physically fit and was “more youthful than any young man’s,”
pantov~ te nevou neanikwvteron (VC 4.53); St. Anthony at a much greater age was also
said to be preternaturally youthful as a result of his virtuous way of life.96 Spiritually
Constantine “was approaching the height of perfection for human beings,” kai; ta; th`~
                                                 
95 Ænu`n ajlhqei` lovgw/ makavrion oi\d∆ ejmautovn, nu`n th`~ ajqanavtou zwh̀~ pefavnqai a[xion, nu`n toù
qeivou meteilhfevnai fwtov~Æ (VC 4.63.1).
96 VC 4.53; Athanasius, De Vita Antonii 93.
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yuch`~ d∆ wJsauvtw~ eij~ a[kron th`~ ejn ajnqrwvpoi~ teleiwvsew~ aujtw/` prohv/ei (VC
4.54.1). And “his mind’s verbal powers had become so advanced,” ou{tw` th;n yuch;n
logikh/` sunevsei proh`kto, that he was still composing edifying speeches up to the very
end (VC 4.55.1).
Eusebius is especially impressed that Constantine gave a sort of funeral speech
for himself toward the end of his life.
Speaking earnestly and at length, he held forth in this speech about the
immortality of the soul, about those who have lived out this present life in a
reverent way, and about the blessings that God himself holds stored in his
presence for his friends. He also devoted long explanatory passages to a clear
account of what sort of destiny awaits the ranks of the enemy, for in his speech
he related the downfall of the godless.97
Eusebius says that Constantine made this speech to “his regular audience,” ejpi;
tou` sunhvqou~ ajkroathrivou (VC 4.55.2). Presumably it was given before he fell ill; it
is likely that it seemed more premonitory in hindsight than it did when it was delivered.
In it Constantine revisited the perennial topic of the deaths of the persecutors (“the
downfall of the godless”); his discussion of God’s rewards for his worshippers may
very well have touched on the afterlife, but by emphasizing that topic Eusebius creates a
parallel with Phaedo, in which Plato depicts Socrates as passing his final hours talking
about the immortality of the soul and the various sorts of existence that it may meet
with after death.
                                                 
97 ...makro;n de; katateivna~ ejn touvtw/ peri; yuch̀~ ajqanasiva~ diexh/`ei periv te tẁn eujsebw`~ th;n
parou`san dihnukovtwn zwh;n tw`n te toi`~ qeofilevsi par∆ aujtw/` qew/` tetamieumevnwn ajgaqw`n,
makrai`~ d∆ ajpodeivxesi kai; to; tẁn ejnantivwn tavgma oJpoivou tevlou~ teuvxetai fanero;n ejpoivei,
tw`n ajqevwn th;n katastrofh;n paradidou;~ th/` grafh/` (VC 4.55.2).
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Several ideas from Phaedo are echoed in Eusebius’ account of Constantine’s
last days. One is the idea of a journey, more or less difficult, to the afterlife. Eusebius
says that “by instructing his followers in this way before his death, he seemed to be
preparing for himself an easy journey to the higher realm.”98 Socrates concludes his
speculations about the soul by saying that a person can be confident about the fate of his
soul if he has cultivated knowledge and virtue and “in that condition awaits the journey
to Hades,” ou{tw perimevnei th;n eij~ ”Aidou poreivan (Plato, Phaedo 115a).
Constantine is made to allude to the idea of a journey himself when he rebukes his army
officers for weeping in his presence, saying that they were to “hasten rather than delay
the journey to his God,” speuvdein mhd∆ ajnabavllesqai th;n pro;~ to;n aujtou` qeo;n
poreivan (VC 4.63.2). Socrates likewise had rebuked his friends for crying
uncontrollably as he took the poison (Plato, Phaedo 117c-d). In both texts the idea of
the separation of the soul from the body at death appears; this is of course an important
theme of Phaedo, as summarized for instance by Socrates toward the end of the
dialogue: “So when death comes upon a person, it seems that the mortal part of him
dies, but the immortal part evades death and goes away safe and intact.”99 He also asks
his friends to explain to poor Crito that he will be able to bury his body but not Socrates
himself: “Give him a pledge that when I die I will not linger here but go away.”100
                                                 
98 toiau`ta pro; th̀~ teleuth`~ toi`~ gnwrivmoi~ oJmilhvsa~, aujto;~ aujtw/` th;n ejpi; ta; kreivttw
poreivan leìan kai; oJmalh;n ejw/vkei paraskeuavzein (VC 4.55.3).
99 ∆Epiovnto~ a[ra qanavtou ejpi; to;n a[nqrwpon to; me;n qnhtovn, wJ~ e[oiken, aujtoù ajpoqnhv/skei, to; d∆
ajqavnaton sw`n kai; ajdiavfqoron oi[cetai ajpiovn, uJpekcwrh`san tw/` qanavtw/ (Plato, Phaedo 106e).
100 uJmeì~ de; h\ mh;n mh; parameneìn ejgguhvsasqe, ejpeida;n ajpoqavnw, ajlla; oivchvsesqai ajpiovnta...
(Plato, Phaedo 115d).
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Eusebius’ account of Constantine’s death emphasizes the same point: “At about the
hour of the noonday sun, he was taken up to his God. He entrusted to mortals the part of
him that is akin to them, but he himself, the part of his soul that is both rational and
intimate with God, became joined to his God. That was the end of the life of
Constantine.”101 Constantine’s purified soul is united to God after death; Socrates hints
at a similar conception of the fate of the soul when he speculates that those who “have
been sufficiently purified through philosophy live thereafter in a completely incorporeal
state and come to even more beautiful dwelling places, which are not easy to
describe....”102
Eusebius has brought his reader around to the very place where he began VC –
to the realm of the divine, where Constantine’s soul resides, “stripped of all mortal and
earthly attire,” qnhtou` me;n kai; gewvdou~ panto;~ ajfeimevnhn periblhvmato~ (VC
1.2.2). But in the intervening text he has done his job as artist by creating a “logos-
portrait,” dia; lovgwn eijkovna, as he promised in the prologue, which connects the reader
with the qeofilhv~ part of Constantine (VC 1.10). The soul of Constantine in heaven is
useless as “a pattern of godliness for all humankind,” a{pasin ajnqrwvpoi~ paravdeigma
qeoseboù~, without the sense of his character supplied by Eusebius’ text (VC 1.3.4). By
means of anecdotes, documents, and descriptions of official acts Eusebius has attempted
                                                 
101 ajmfi; meshmbrina;~ hJlivou w{ra~ pro;~ to;n aujtoù qeo;n ajnelambavneto, qnhtoi`~ me;n to; suggene;~
paradou;~ e[cein, aujto;~ d∆ o{son h\n aujtou` th̀~ yuch`~ noerovn te kai; filovqeon tw/` aujtou` qew/`
sunaptovmeno~. tou`to tevlo~ th`~ Kwnstantivnou zwh`~ (VC 4.64.2).
102 touvtwn de; aujtw`n oiJ filosofiva/ iJkanw`~ kaqhravmenoi a[neu te swmavtwn zw`si to; paravpan eij~
to;n e[peita crovnon, kai; eij~ oijkhvsei~ e[ti touvtwn kallivou~ ajfiknou`ntai, a}~ ouvte rJa/vdion dhlw`sai
ou[te oJ crovno~ iJkano;~ ejn tw/` parovnti (Plato, Phaedo 114c).
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to convey to the reader an image of something transcendent, the soul of one he




Eusebius’ promise to “imitate the mortal art of painting” and “dedicate a logos-
portrait to the memory of the friend of God” (VC 1.10) is one of many references, literal
and metaphorical, to the visual arts in VC. While it is typical of Greek encomiastic
literature to concern itself with its relationship to visual monuments,1 VC reveals a
particularly strong fascination with the ways in which man-made images, symbols, and
architectural structures create and convey meaning.2 References to and descriptions and
interpretations of pictures, coin types, statues, and buildings abound in VC, and twice
when describing elaborate scenes from real life Eusebius compares the sight to a picture
(VC 3.15.2, 4.7.2). Eusebius’ use of the language of the visual arts and his descriptions
and interpretations of images and monuments show his awareness of the remarkable
transformation in artistic expressions of ideology that was taking place around him. The
processes by which meaning is assigned, evaluated, denied, and re-assigned to man-
made objects were in constant play in the Constantinian empire, and Eusebius reflects
those processes in his literary treatment of numerous products of human artistry.
Assessment of Eusebius’ treatment of art in VC has been hampered by certain
received opinions about attitudes to art among the clergy in the early church generally,
                                                 
1 See Steiner 2001, ch. 5, for an excellent treatment of this topic, focusing on Pindar.
2 See Cameron 1991, 61-4.
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opinions that have been seriously questioned by recent scholarship. A re-evaluation of
this underlying issue as it pertains to Eusebius will enable us to recognize that the
symbolic and moralizing tendencies that he shares with non-Christian authors in his
broader intellectual milieu are developed in a particularly rich way with respect to the
visual arts. After a discussion of these issues I will examine several passages from VC
that involve both literal and metaphorical references to products of the visual arts.
Art and the Fathers of the Church
In considering Eusebius’ statements about architecture and non-pictorial art
along with those about pictorial art I will be departing from the usual approach.
Discussions of the attitudes of the church fathers to art usually center on their view of
pictorial art as distinct from non-pictorial art, a categorization that began with the
Byzantine iconoclastic controversies, was reinforced in the Protestant reformation, and
has prevailed in modern scholarship.3 In the early twentieth century, Hugo Koch,
applying to the field of Christian art the theory of Adolf von Harnack that the spiritual
purity of the early church was gradually contaminated by Hellenization, laid the
groundwork for the model of the pre-medieval history of Christian art and attitudes to
art that predominated throughout the twentieth century.4 According to this model, the
                                                 
3 See Finney 1994, ch. 1, for a survey of the history of this line of thought.
4 Koch 1917, esp. 81-90; see Finney 1994, 7-9. Influential applications of the model include Baynes 1955
and Kitzinger 1954. Theodor Klauser applied Koch’s theory, which was based on literary evidence, to
archaeological evidence; his extensive work in this area is summarized in Klauser 1965.
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church fathers before Constantine were uniformly iconophobic, or opposed to any use
by Christians of pictorial images, which they believed would violate the second
commandment (Exodus 20.4-6, forbidding the making of “graven images”) and lead to
idolatry. Before 200, when the first distinctly Christian art begins to appear in the
archaeological record, the clergy and laity are supposed to have been in agreement as to
the dangers of art, but from that time on the laity is assumed to have shown more
independence and the clergy to have found themselves fighting a losing battle against
the advance of idolatry. From the Constantinian period on, according to this view, much
of the clergy abandoned the fight against Christian figural art, though some clung to the
older, more theologically pure position even in the face of imperial iconophilia.5
A first challenge to this model was issued by Murray (1977), who undermined
one of its key supports by arguing that the church fathers attached much less importance
to the second commandment than had been assumed. Since then the work of Paul
Finney has seriously called the old model into question. Finney (1994) makes a
convincing case that the purported opposition of the early church fathers to Christian art
has been wrongly deduced from their statements about pagan cult objects in apologetic
literature, due in part to a misunderstanding of the methods of apologetic.6 Statements
about art in apologetic literature dealt not with Christian but with pagan art and actually
                                                 
5 See Baynes 1955, 125-6, for the idea that when Constantine sponsored the building of churches
complete with figural art the clergy “did not scrutinize the gift too closely – their scruples were silenced.”
From that point on, according to Baynes, they were unable to stop the rising tide of enthusiasm for
Christian art. It is not actually known whether Constantine’s churches contained figural art; Grigg (1977)
suggests that they did not and that Constantine deliberately took an iconophobic stance in order to
appease the bishops.
6 See Finney 1994, ch. 2-3, esp. pp. 30-31.
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borrowed from non-Christian philosophical critiques of popular religion.7 The intent
was to establish common ground with the non-Christian intellectual in order to garner
his respect for, if not his conversion to Christianity. To this end the apologists evoked a
variety of philosophical commonplaces in their attack on pagan cult – the superiority of
the spiritual realm over the material, nostalgia for a supposedly pure and pre-iconic
primitive religion, and abhorrence of superstition, including magical practices and
beliefs.8 “The apologists wanted simultaneously to flatter and impress their addressees...
[T]hey also needed an enemy, and the ignorant man-in-the-streets, mired in the muck of
iconic superstition and degradation, served their purposes quite nicely.”9 This was an
apologetic strategy aimed at educated non-Christians. Derogatory statements about cult
objects in the writings of the apologists may also have been meant to cement the resolve
on the part of Christian readers to reject all aspects of popular religion.10 But they had
nothing to do with pastoral policy on the issue of Christian art, apart from serving as an
oblique reminder of how such art was not to be used.
According to Finney, the failure of Christians to produce their own distinctive
art before 200 is due not to iconophobia but to the Christian community’s lack of the
                                                 
7 See e.g. Plutarch, De Superstitione 167d-e: “Then again such persons give credence to workers in metal,
stone, or wax, who make their images of gods in the likeness of human beings, and they have such
images fashioned, and dress them up, and worship them.” ei\ta calkotuvpoi~ me;n peivqontai kai;
liqoxovoi~ kai; khroplavstai~ ajnqrwpovmorfa tw`n qeẁn ta; ei[dh poioùsi, kai; toiaùta plavttousi
kai; kataskeuavzousi kai; proskunoùsi.
8 See Finney 1994, ch. 3. A few representative passages from Eusebius are cited at note 14 infra. Faraone
(1992, esp. ch. 1) discusses the magical properties popularly attributed to statues and other cult objects.
9 Finney 1994, 292.
10 Finney neglects the possibility that apologetic was directed in part toward a Christian audience.
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stability and resources needed to produce their own material culture.11 During this
period they selectively adopted images from non-Christian art for their own use, and a
passage in which Clement assures his readers that it is acceptable to do so, within
certain limits, provides strong evidence for clerical approval of the judicious use of
figural art by Christians (Clement of Alexandria, Paedagogus 3.12.1). The development
of Christian art in the third century is part and parcel of the desire for public acceptance
and visibility that characterized the sect, including and especially the leaders, from the
beginning.12
Eusebius’ statements about pictorial art across his long career have caused some
problems for the proponents of the old model. VC, written at the end of his career,
contains clearly positive statements about pictorial art, yet a letter that he wrote at some
point after 324 to Constantia, the sister of the emperor, in which he all but berates her
for requesting from him a picture of Christ, seems to reflect a fierce iconophobia.13 And
                                                 
11 Finney 1994, ch. 5.
12 See esp. Finney 1994, 99-104 and 290-93.
13 Eusebius himself makes no mention of the letter, and no complete text of it survives. It was saved from
complete oblivion by the eighth-century iconoclasts, who cited it in defense of their position at the
Council of Hieria in 754, which condemned the production and veneration of images. The fragments were
preserved in the acts of the Second Council of Nicaea of 787, which reversed the Council of Hieria, in
Contra Eusebium et Epiphanidem by the eighth-century iconophile patriarch Nicephorus, and in writings
of the fourteenth-century scholar Nicephorus Gregoras. The first attempt at reconstructing the letter from
the fragments was made by Boivin in 1702; subsequent editions have followed Boivin’s reconstruction.
The letter’s authenticity has generally been somewhat unquestioningly accepted. It was disputed by
Murray (1977) but has been convincingly re-asserted on stylistic grounds by Gero (1981), who
demonstrated that a forger would have had to be extraordinarily skillful to create such typically Eusebian
prose. (The only weak element in Gero’s argument is his claim that Constantia would have been an
unlikely addressee for a forger to choose. In fact she would be a very clever choice as proponent of a
position that an orthodox Byzantine theologian wanted to discredit, in that she was even more closely
associated with Arianism than was Eusebius and for the simple reason that she was female and thus
particularly prone to charges of irrationality and inferior spirituality. (See Sozomen, Historia
Ecclesiastica 2.27.1-5 and 2.34.2, for the tradition of Constantia’ pernicious pro-Arian influence.) Gero
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PE, written while the eastern empire was ruled by Licinius, contains the standard
apologetic arguments about the use of statues in pagan cult worship, the sort of
statements that have been assumed to indicate hostility to all pictorial art.14 The most
extreme response to the apparent inconsistencies is that of Klauser: convinced that the
letter to Constantia indicated a thorough-going iconophobia, he was unwilling to
suppose that Eusebius executed a complete about-face and concluded that the positive
references to statues and pictures in VC were interpolated in the late fourth century.15
But without the presupposition that Eusebius was categorically opposed to the use of
images the apparent paradox disappears. The surviving text of the letter to Constantia is
so narrowly focused that it can only be used to determine Eusebius’ attitude in the
special case of images of Christ, and it doesn’t tell the whole story on that issue: there
are other references to images of Christ in his writings that are more positive (DE 5.9,
HE 7.18). Opposition to the possession, and perhaps the devotional use, by Christians of
pictures of Christ reflects a pastoral concern with the narrow issue of idolatry and does
                                                                                                                                                
might have cited in support of the letter’s authenticity the tradition, seemingly trustworthy, of
relationships between empresses and scholars, e.g. Julia Domna and Philostratus (Philostratus, Vita
Apollonii 1.3), Julia Mamaea and Origen (HE 6.21.4), Salonina, wife of Gallienus, and Plotinus
(Porphyry, Vita Plotini 12).)
14 E.g. PE 3.10.19: “How could the God over all and the Mind that is the creator of the universe be that
Zeus that is in bronze or dead ivory?” pw`~ ou\n oJ ejpi; pavntwn qeo;~ kai; noù~ oJ tẁn o{lwn
dhmiourgiko;~ ei[h a]n aujto;~ oJ ejn tw/` calkw/` h] tw/` nekrw/` ejlevfanti Zeuv~… See PE 1.9.13-18 for the
idea that early religion was aniconic and the use of cult statues is a sign of decadence. PE 5.36 is a
quotation of a satirical critique of cult objects by the second-century Cynic Oenomaus of Gadara.
15 Klauser 1965, 5.
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not conflict with the positive view of other pictorial and non-pictorial art that Eusebius
expresses elsewhere; neither does his objection to pagan statuary.16
But even though Eusebius was not departing from an original iconophobic
stance of his own or rebelling against entrenched iconophobia among Christian clergy,
it is nonetheless the case that his enthusiasm for and fascination with both art and
architecture in writings from 315 on represents something new in his thought and in the
thought of the church fathers. 17 This was in part an accident of chronology – changes in
his world beckoned him in this direction. Christian material culture experienced a
sudden unprecedented growth spurt in the latter years of Eusebius’ life, and he
responded by eagerly studying the new phenomena for deeper meanings, becoming the
first Christian author to produce allegorical interpretations of products of the visual arts,
                                                 
16 Koch and Baynes, who consider Eusebius to have been representative of clerical iconophobia (Koch
describes Eusebius as the foremost “outspoken opponent of images of the Constantinian period”), also
acknowledge a distinction between Eusebius’ approach to portraits of Christ and to other art (see Koch
1917, 41, 45-46, and Baynes 1955, 122). But they fail to account for Eusebius’ positive enthusiasm for
images in VC, which is at odds with the uncompromising hostility to art they attribute to the clergy and
which led Klauser to assume the passages must be inauthentic. Baynes hints at the logical conclusion to
his position – that the clerical “sell-out” began with Eusebius – but does not make it explicit. Bevan
(1940, 111-12) takes a similar approach but acknowledges the possibility that Eusebius’ “adulation of
Constantine got the better of him” in VC. Barasch (1992, 143-55) argues that Eusebius introduced into
Christian thought a distinction between symbolic images and iconic images, the former representing
something entirely outside themselves, the latter claiming a much closer connection, or even identity,
with their subject. Constantia’s requested image of Christ would have been in the latter category.
17 Robert Wilken (1992b, 81) makes this point very effectively with respect to the related issue of
Eusebius’ development of the new idea of Jerusalem as a Christian holy place: “More than any other
early Christian thinker Eusebius was able to adapt his thinking to the new things that happened in his day.
With the discovery of the tomb of Christ in Jerusalem, he began almost at once to integrate the new facts
about Jerusalem into his religious and theological outlook. Like Ezekiel centuries earlier Eusebius was
the first to discern the profound shift in devotion that was taking place in his day and to lay the
foundations for a Christian idea of the holy land.” See pp.150-65 infra on Eusebius’ treatment in VC of
the Church of the Holy Sepulchre.
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applying to these objects the same techniques that he and his predecessors had been
accustomed to use primarily on texts.
The main distinction that concerned Eusebius as he considered the products of
human artistry was not between text and images, or between pictorial and non-pictorial
art, but between things that convey true meaning and things that do not. As we have
already seen (pp.16-17 supra), pagan statuary for Eusebius is a completely misguided
attempt to communicate the truth about the divine, because its makers do not even grasp
the idea that the divine has no part in the material world; the same is true for him of
much pagan literature. Even in the letter to Constantia, where he might have relied
solely on the second commandment or on church tradition (he cites both), the bulk of
his argument is based on the inadequacy of an image of the incarnate Christ for truly
portraying the transcendent nature of the second person of the Trinity.18 The maker of
an image of Christ might attempt to portray his divinity but would fail, according to
Eusebius, since the body of the incarnate Christ is the aspect of him that is the furthest
from his divinity, and the non-incarnate Logos cannot be depicted at all. In other
passages, however, it is clear that Eusebius assumes that art of various kinds can convey
spiritual truth, even truth about Christ. In DE, for instance, he describes a picture of the
visit of three divine beings to Abraham at Mamre in Palestine (DE 5.9). Christian
tradition identified the visitors as two angels accompanying the second person of the
                                                 
18 On the second commandment and church tradition, see Ep. Const. col. 1548c. On the inadequacy of an
image for portraying Christ’s divinity, see e.g. Ep. Const. col. 1546c, referring to the Transfiguration:
“Who could depict in dead and lifeless colors and painting the brilliant, flashing rays of such august
glory?” Tiv~ ou\n th`~ tosauvth~ ajxiva~ te kai; dovxh~ ta;~ ajpostilbouvsa~ kai; ajpastraptouvsa~
marmaruga;~ oi|ov~ te a]n ei[h katacaravxai nekroi`~ kai; ajyuvcoi~ crwvmasi kai; skiografivai~...…
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trinity, the Logos of God in a sort of proto-incarnation. Eusebius says that this belief is
established by scripture and further supported by the fact that a cult was observed at
Mamre, which as he implies here and states clearly at VC 3.51-53 was not a Christian
cult. In this context he mentions a picture that conveys the fact that one of the visitors
was the Logos by giving him more prominence than his companions. “[The prominent
figure in the picture] would be the Lord himself who has been revealed to us, our
Savior, to whom even those who do not know him pay reverence, giving credence to the
holy oracles.”19 Eusebius’ implication is that the picture was produced not by a
Christian but by someone who had a mere inkling of the identity of the Logos. Eusebius
makes the point that even a seemingly unenlightened person may be able to
communicate a bit of truth, taking essentially the same approach to this pictorial work
of art and to the cult at Mamre generally that he takes to the Platonic texts in PE 11 and
12.20 When dealing with objects that he believes to have been designed by Christians,
Eusebius’ search for hidden truths becomes much more ambitious.
                                                 
19 Ei[h d∆ a]n oJ dedhlwmevno~ hJmi`n kuvrio~ aujto;~, oJ hJmevtero~ swthvr, o}n kai; oiJ ajgnw`te~ sevbousi,
ta; qeìa lovgia pistouvmenoi (DE 5.9).
20 See pp.27-8 supra.
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Mimesis and Mystic Viewing
Eusebius, like other ancient writers from Plato on who deal with art, begins from
the assumption that art is mimetic.21 Mimesis in antiquity was a flexible concept,
allowing for idealist as well as naturalist theories of art. The idea that art may represent
not just material phenomena but a world beyond the realm of the material is already
present in Plato: at Republic 5.472d, for instance, Socrates compares the attempt to
describe in words the archetype of the good city to a painting of an ideally beautiful but
non-existent person.22 This positive view of mimesis is balanced by the well-known
passage in Republic 10 in which Socrates is made to fault the mimetic arts, understood
as mimetic of the material world, for being at the farthest possible remove from the
ideal world. While occasional references to the negative view of mimesis can be found
in later Platonist writers,23 for the most part they take a positive view of artistic mimesis,
associating it with the metaphysical mimetic relationships that they posited between the
various levels of reality.24 For these thinkers – and Eusebius is in their number – the
mimetic nature of art can serve as a metaphor for the way in which the lower orders
reflect and assimilate to the higher orders. Plotinus goes beyond the metaphoric use of
artistic mimesis and espouses the idealist view that the artist bases his portrayals on the
higher orders, not on the visible world; unfortunately he does not develop this concept
with regard to any specific work of art apart from a brief mention of Phidias’ statue of
                                                 
21 See Halliwell 2002, esp. p. 22, for “the establishment of a unitary categorization of mimetic art, or the
mimetic arts, as a general cultural datum” by the fourth century B.C.E.
22 See Halliwell 2002, 129-31.
23 E.g. Plotinus, Enneades 4.3.10.17-20, and Clement of Alexandria, Stromateis 6.16.147.3.
24 See Halliwell 2002, 314-16, for this concept in Plotinus.
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Zeus at Olympia.25 It was Eusebius who was the first to apply the neo-Platonist idea of
mimesis as the structuring principle of the cosmos in an extended interpretation of a
work of human artistry. His speech for the dedication of the cathedral at Tyre (HE 10.4)
is a fascinating document that envisions a great web of mimetic relationships
converging in the cathedral building; I will discuss it below after looking at a passage
from Philo that uses the idea of artistic mimesis metaphorically.
A corollary of the neo-Platonist tendency to view artistic mimesis as either
emblematic of or an extension of the mimetic relationships that link the highest order of
reality with the lowest is that art becomes intimately connected with ethics. Neo-
Platonist mimesis is not just a matter of the lower orders passively taking their form
from the higher, but, particularly in the case of the human soul, of striving to assimilate
to the ideal.26 In the following passage from his De Vita Mosis Philo uses the metaphor
of artistic mimesis to describe a kind of chain reaction of ethical transformation.
                                                 
25 “But if anyone despises the arts on the grounds that it is by copying nature that they create, we must
first say that natural things also copy other things. Then he must realize that the arts do not simply copy
what is visible but rather go back to the forming principles that are the source of nature. He must
furthermore understand that the arts create many things on their own and supplement where something is
defective, since they possess beauty. For Phidias did not refer to anything that can be perceived by the
senses to create his Zeus but rather conceived what Zeus would be like if he chose to appear before our
eyes.” eij dev ti~ ta;~ tevcna~ ajtimavzei, o{ti mimouvmenai th;n fuvsin poiou`si, prw`ton me;n fatevon
kai; ta;~ fuvsei~ mimei`sqai a[lla. e[peita dei` eijdevnai, wJ~ oujc aJplw`~ to; oJrwvmenon mimou`ntai, ajll∆
ajnatrevcousin ejpi; tou;~ lovgou~, ejx w|n hJ fuvsi~. ei\ta kai; o{ti polla; par∆ auJtw`n poiou`si kai;
prostiqevasi dev, o{tw/ ti ejlleivpe, wJ~ e[cousai to; kavllo~: ejpei; kai; oJ Feidiva~ to;n Diva pro;~ oujde;n
aijsqhto;n poihvsa~, ajlla; labw;n oi|o~ a]n gevnoito, eij hJmi`n oJ Zeu;~ di∆ ojmmavtwn ejqevloi fanh`nai
(Plotinus, Enneades 5.8.1.32-40). Plotinus here clearly means to refute the anti-mimesis argument of
Republic 10. At the beginning of this passage he posits a statue “not of a particular man, but of one that
art has created using all sorts of beauty” (Enneades 5.8.1.11-12), alluding to Republic 5.472d (see p.128
supra) and thus indirectly citing Plato as an authority for his refutation of Plato.
26 See e.g. Plotinus, Enneades 1.2.7: a person who has advanced in virtue will leave behind the life of the
good man with its civic virtues and “choose another life, that of the gods. For it is to these, not to good
men, that one should be assimilated. Assimilation to good men is like the similarity of two pictures of the
same subject to each other. But assimilation to the other is like becoming similar to an archetype.” ajlla;
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[Moses] is said to have entered the darkness where God was, that is, the
formless and invisible and incorporeal archetypal essence of the things that
exist, and to have perceived things that cannot be seen by mortal nature. And he
exhibited himself and his life like a skillfully painted picture, an utterly beautiful
and god-like work that he set up as an archetype for those who wish to copy it.
Blessed are those who have received the impression of that image in their souls
or who have longed to receive it. For ideally the mind should bear the perfect
form of virtue, but if not, it should have an unequivocal desire to possess that
form.27
Put simply, Philo’s point is that Moses, as a result of his mystical encounter with God,
achieved an ethical perfection that made him a model to emulate for those who have not
been granted such an experience. Philo describes a two-stage process involving two
slightly different types of mimesis: having seen God, Moses becomes qeoeidhv~, by a
process that we might call “mystical mimesis”;28 those who model their lives on Moses’
without benefit of a personal theophany may be said to engage in “ethical mimesis.” (In
the following paragraph Philo will describe a lower order of ethical mimesis, namely
                                                                                                                                                
toùton me;n katalipwvn, a[llon de; eJlovmeno~ to;n tẁn qew`n: pro;~ ga;r touvtou~, ouj pro;~ ajnqrwvpou~
ajgaqou;~ hJ oJmoivwsi~. ÔOmoivwsi~ de; hJ me;n pro;~ touvtou~, wJ~ eijkw;n eijkovni wJmoivwtai ajpo; toù
aujtou` eJkatevra. ÔH de; pro;~ a[llon wJ~ pro;~ paravdeigma. See also Enneades 5.4.1.33: everything
when it reaches maturity produces something, “in respect of everlastingness and goodness imitating the
first principle to the extent of its ability,” th;n ajrch;n kata; duvnamin ajpomimouvmena eij~ ajidiovthtav te
kai; ajgaqovthta. As Halliwell (2002, 315) says, “If, in Plotinus’s scheme of things, being or reality
‘flows’ down the cosmos from top to bottom, mimetic affinities are one way of talking about the process
by which all being endeavors to revert, upward, to its source.”
27 ei[~ te to;n gnovfon, e[nqa h\n oJ qeov~, eijselqei`n levgetai, toutevstin eij~ th;n ajeidh` kai; ajovraton
kai; ajswvmaton tw`n o[ntwn paradeigmatikh;n oujsivan, ta; ajqevata fuvsei qnhth/` katanoẁn: kaqavper
te grafh;n eu\ dedhmiourghmevnhn eJauto;n kai; to;n eJautou` bivon eij~ mevson proagagw;n pavgkalon
kai; qeoeide;~ e[rgon e[sthse paravdeigma toi`~ ejqevlousi mimei`sqai. eujdaivmone~ d∆ o{soi to;n tuvpon
taì~ eJautw`n yucai`~ ejnapemavxanto h] ejspouvdasan ejnapomavxasqai: ferevtw ga;r hJ diavnoia
mavlista me;n to; ei\do~ tevleion ajreth`~, eij de; mhv, to;n gou`n uJpe;r tou` kthvsasqai to; ei]do~
ajnendoivaston povqon (Philo, De Vita Mosis 1.158-159).
28 The notion of mystical mimesis goes back to Plato: in Republic 7, for instance, Socrates at the end of
the allegory of the cave suggests to Glaucon that it is only by glimpsing the true source of truth and
reason in the realm in the intelligible that a person can become wise (517b-c). Similarly in the Symposium
Diotima tells Socrates that it is only by gazing on the true source of beauty with the mind’s eye that one
can give birth to true beauty, conveying the notion of replication with the metaphor of childbirth (211e-
212a).
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the tendency of most people to indiscriminately imitate their social superiors.) Artistic
mimesis serves as a metaphor for both ethical and mystical mimesis in this passage:
Moses, by receiving the imprint of the divine, has become an archetype to be replicated
through a process of stamping or imprinting on the souls of those who contemplate his
life.
Another idea of mimesis is in the background of this passage: in writing De Vita
Mosis Philo is himself attempting to create a good reproduction of the original portrait,
a picture of Moses that will communicate his god-like character for the reader’s ethical
benefit. Artistic mimesis is thus not just a metaphor for ethical mimesis, but an aid to it:
the ethically useful biography is one in which the author’s artistic mimesis of a worthy
person leads the reader into ethical mimesis of that person. This idea is unspoken in this
passage from De Vita Mosis, but Eusebius makes it explicit in the prologue to VC, when
he says that he is obligated to record the morally edifying life of Constantine for those
who are stirred to longing for divine love by the “mimesis of noble things,” hJ tẁn
kalẁn mivmhsi~ (VC 1.10.2; see p.72 supra).29
                                                 
29 In fact there is some ambivalence in Eusebius’ use of the word mivmhsi~ here that exploits the
connection between ethical and artistic mimesis. This is one of eleven usages of mivmhsi~ and its
cognates in VC. In seven instances the meaning is unambiguously ethical [Constantine imitates Christ
(4.22.2), Moses (1.20.2), and God (4.29.4); he teaches his sons to imitate his own piety (4.52.1);
emulation of Constantius incites Constantine to imitation of good things (1.12.3); Licinius stopped
imitating Constantine, the friend of God (1.49.2); Eusebius imitates painters in writing VC (1.10.1)]. In
three it is clearly artistic [Christ tells Constantine in a dream to make a replica of the heavenly sign
(1.29); Constantine tells the artisans to replicate the sign as he describes it on awaking (1.30; here he uses
ajpomimei`sqai, perhaps to indicate that the physical copy is several stages removed from the original);
Constantine represents a scriptural prophecy in a painting (3.33.3)]. In this instance from the prologue,
however, though the reference is most obviously to artistic mimesis (as Cameron and Hall translate, “the
representation of noble deeds”), the ethical meaning would also make sense – Eusebius could conceivably
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A similar concatenation of the concepts of ethical, mystical, and artistic mimesis
can be found in Eusebius’ oration for the dedication of the cathedral at Tyre (HE 10.4).
The event took place ca. 315, before Licinius began to show hostility to the church; the
cathedral had been re-built on a grand scale at parishioners’ expense on the site of a
church that was destroyed during the persecution.30 Eusebius weaves a description of
the cathedral into an allegorical interpretation in which the building represents the
spiritual church. The cathedral building itself has been allegorically constructed: it is a
copy of a heavenly model, according to Eusebius.31
Our pre-eminent and great High Priest says that the son does whatever he sees
the father doing (John 5.19). Likewise [Paulinus], with the pure eyes of the mind
looking to the pre-eminent one as to a teacher, has made likenesses of all the
things he sees him making, reproducing them to the best of his ability like
someone working from archetypes or patterns. And so he is the equal of the
renowned Bezalel, whom God himself filled with the spirit of wisdom and
understanding and of all artistic and technical knowledge and called to craft the
temple furnishings as tokens of heavenly types (Exodus 31.1ff.). In the same
way he also, bearing in his very soul the likeness of Christ entire, the Word, the
Wisdom, and the Light, has constructed with indescribable generosity this
magnificent temple of God Most High. Like the visible manifestation of
something invisible, it corresponds in its nature to the pattern of the more
excellent one....32
                                                                                                                                                
be saying that he writes for those in whom desire for divine love is aroused through their own mimesis of
noble things, their own attempts to live a virtuous life in imitation of another.
30 For the date see Barnes 1981, 162.
31 Eusebius borrows this concept from Hebrews 8.5: “[The Jews] in their worship use signs and shadows
of heavenly things, just as Moses when he was about to build the tabernacle received a divine warning
telling him, ‘See, you will make everything according to the pattern that was shown to you on the
mountain.’” oi{tine~ uJpodeivgmati kai; skia/` latreuvousin tw`n ejpouranivwn, kaqw;~ kekrhmavtistai
Mwu>sh`~ mevllwn ejpitelei`n th;n skhnhvn, ÆOra,Æ gavr fhsin, Æpoihvsei~ pavnta kata; to;n tuvpon
to;n deicqevnta soi ejn tw/` o[rei.Æ The quotation in Hebrews is from Exodus 25.40. This section of
Hebrews contains a lengthy discussion of temple worship as a material symbol of the spiritual reality
constituted by Christ and the Christian experience: Eusebius’ oration is a variation on this theme,
substituting the cathedral at Tyre for the Jewish temple.
32 oJ me;n ou\n prw`to~ kai; mevga~ hJmw`n ajrciereu;~ o{sa blevpei to;n patevra poiou`nta, tau`ta, fhsivn,
oJmoivw~ kai; oJ uiJo;~ poiei`: o} de; kai; aujto;~ wJ~ a]n ejpi; didavskalon to;n prw`ton kaqaroi`~ noo;~
o[mmasin ajforw`n, o{sa blevpei poiou`nta, wJ~ a]n ajrcetuvpoi~ crwvmeno~ paradeivgmasin, touvtwn
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Eusebius suggests a chain of mimesis – the first person of the trinity imprints on
the second, and the second on bishop Paulinus. This mystical mimesis has both an
ethical and an artistic component: it makes Paulinus the paragon of virtue that he is, and
it also enables him to design a building that has deep spiritual significance, in itself an
act of great virtue. Eusebius describes the building (our earliest ekphrasis of a Christian
church) and then explains that there was a spiritual reality that served as archetype:
“This [building] is a marvel of seemingly impossible magnitude, especially for those
who pay attention only to external appearances. But surpassing all marvels are the
archetypes of the things we see here, their intelligible prototypes and divine patterns,
that is, the renewal in our souls of the spiritual building that God inhabits.”33 The
Christian community, originally built by Christ in his own image, was brought low by
the persecutions but then rescued by Christ. Paulinus was entrusted with the spiritual
rebuilding of the congregation at Tyre, a process that Eusebius views as the fulfillment
of Old Testament prophecy (HE 10.4.56-62).
From that day till this [Paulinus] has been building, fitting together now the
sparkling gold, now the silver, tried and true, now the valuable precious stones
among you all. So his actions toward you are another fulfillment of the sacred,
mystical prophecy that says, “Behold, I am preparing for you ruby for your
                                                                                                                                                
ta;~ eijkovna~, wJ~ e[ni mavlista dunatovn, eij~ to; oJmoiovtaton dhmiourgw`n ajpeirgavsato, oujde;n
ejkeivnw/ katalipw;n tw/` Beselehl, o}n aujto;~ oJ qeo;~ pneuvmato~ ejmplhvsa~ sofiva~ kai; sunevsew~
kai; th̀~ a[llh~ ejntevcnou kai; ejpisthmonikh`~ gnwvsew~, th`~ tw`n oujranivwn tuvpwn dia; sumbovlwn
naou` kataskeuh̀~ dhmiourgo;n ajnakevklhtai. tauvth/ d∆ ou\n kai; o{de Cristo;n o{lon, to;n lovgon, th;n
sofivan, to; fw`~ ejn th/` aujto;~ aujtou` ajgalmatoforw`n yuch/` oujd∆ ei[stin eijpei`n oi{a/ su;n
megalofrosuvnh/...to;n megalopreph` tovnde qeou` toù uJyivstou new;n tw/` toù kreivttono~
paradeivgmati, wJ~ a]n oJrwvmenon mh; oJrwmevnou, th;n fuvsin ejmferh` sunesthvsato... (HE 10.4.25-26).
33 qau`ma me;n ou\n mevgiston tou`to kai; pevra pavsh~ ejkplhvxew~, mavlista toi`~ ejpi; movnh/ th/` tw`n
e[xwqen fantasiva/ to;n nou`n prosanevcousin: qaumavtwn de; qaumasiwvtera tav te ajrcevtupa kai;
touvtwn ta; prwtovtupa nohta; kai; qeopreph̀ paradeivgmata, ta; th̀~ ejnqevou fhmi; kai; logikh̀~ ejn
yucai`~ oijkodomh`~ ajnanewvmata (HE 10.4.55).
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stone, sapphire for your foundations, jasper for your battlements, stones of
crystal for your gates, choice stones for your wall. And all your sons will be
taught by God and your children will enjoy a great peace, and you will be built
in justice” (Isaiah 54.11-14). And in justice he does build, discerning the
abilities of each member of the laity according to his merits. With some of them
he simply enclosed the outer precinct, building a wall of steady faith – this was
the great majority of the congregation, those who are unable to support a heavier
structure.34
Eusebius goes on to describe the spiritual edifice built by Paulinus, reiterating many of
the features that he mentioned in the ekphrasis of the building but giving them a
spiritual reference: those congregants who welcome outsiders are the gates to the
courtyard, those who have studied the gospels are the bases of the four great pillars, the
catechumens are the outbuildings, and so on (HE 10.4.63-68).
Paulinus carries out this spiritual architecture in imitation of Christ:
Such is the great temple which the Logos, the great creator of all things, has
constructed throughout the whole inhabited world beneath the sun, fashioning
anew this spiritual likeness on earth of the heavenly vaults of another realm, so
that throughout all creation and among the rational creatures of the earth his
father might be honored and worshipped.35
Thus the cathedral building at Tyre is a replica three times removed from the original:
Christ has replicated the heavenly cathedral by building the world-wide Christian
                                                 
34 ...ejk prwvth~ wJ~ eijpei`n hJmevra~ oijkodomw`n ou[pw kai; eij~ deùro pevpautai, tote; me;n diaugh` to;n
crusovn, tote; de; dovkimon kai; kaqaro;n to; ajrguvrion kai; tou;~ timivou~ kai; poluteleì~ livqou~ ejn
pa`sin uJmi`n aJrmovttwn, wJ~ iJera;n au\qi~ kai; mustikh;n e[rgoi~ toi`~ eij~ uJma`~ ajpoplhrou`n
profhteivan, di∆ h|~ ei[rhtai, Æ∆Idou; ejgw; eJtoimavzw soi a[nqraka to;n livqon sou kai; ta; qemevliav sou
savpfeiron kai; ta;~ ejpavlxei~  sou i[aspin kai; ta;~ puvla~ sou livqou~ krustavllou kai; to;n
perivbolovn sou livqou~ ejklektou;~ kai; pavnta~ tou;~ uiJouv~ sou didaktou;~ qeou` kai; ejn pollh/`
eijrhvnh/ ta; tevkna sou: kai; ejn dikaiosuvnh/ oijkodomhqhvsh/.Æ dikaiosuvnh/ dh`ta oijkodomw`n, kat∆
ajxivan tou` panto;~ laou` dihv/rei ta;~ dunavmei~, oi|~ me;n to;n e[xwqen aujto; movnon perifravttwn
perivbolon, th;n ajplanh` pivstin periteicivsa~ (polu;~ de; oJ toioùto~ kai; mevga~ lewv~, oujde;n
krei`tton fevrein oijkodovmhma diarkw`n)...  (HE 10.4.61-63).
35 toiou`to~ oJ mevga~ new;~ o}n kaq∆ o{lh~ th̀~ uJf∆ h{lion oijkoumevnh~ oJ mevga~ tw`n o{lwn dhmiourgo;~
lovgo~ sunesthvsato, tẁn ejpevkeina oujranivwn aJyivdwn pavlin kai; aujto;~ noera;n tauvthn ejpi; gh̀~
eijkovna katergasavmeno~, wJ~ a]n dia; pavsh~ th`~ ktivsew~ tw`n te ejpi; gh̀~ logikw`n zw/vwn oJ path;r
aujtw/` timw/`tov te kai; sevboito (HE 10.4.69).
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community, and Paulinus has replicated the world-wide church in his local congregation
and then replicated that spiritual structure in the physical shape of the cathedral. The
goal of this chain of mimesis is a form of mimesis that is both ethical and mystical: it is
meant to enable the congregants of the cathedral at Tyre to replicate as far as possible
the worship of God and communion with God that continually takes place among the
spiritual beings in heaven (HE 10.4.70-71).
The intimate connection that these two passages presuppose between mystical,
ethical, and artistic mimesis is characteristic of a typical late antique approach to art that
has been called “mystic viewing.”36 Mystic viewing functions through mimesis, in that
an art object that is subject to mystic viewing must replicate a divine reality, and the
effect on the viewer is to replicate some small part of that divine reality in the viewer’s
soul, through a true mystical experience, perhaps, or at least through ethical imitation.
André Grabar in a classic essay explored the ways in which the perspective techniques
of late antique and Byzantine art are accommodated to this understanding of art.37 What
he calls “reverse perspective,” in particular, which uses the techniques of perspective
from the point of view of the subject of the picture rather than of the viewer (so that
everything in the picture appears to diminish in size as one moves away from the
subject, even items that are between the viewer and the subject) has the effect of
situating the viewer in the center of the image, so that the viewer identifies with
                                                 
36 See Elsner 1995, ch. 3.
37 Grabar 1945.
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whatever sacred person or event is being depicted.38 This visual assimilation was to be a
first step toward ethical assimilation: in contemplating an image of Christ, for instance,
from the perspective of the Christ being depicted in the image, the viewer should
experience a sense of union with Christ and advance toward the goal of ethical Christ-
likeness. Mystic image-viewing is meant to replicate or even to induce spiritual
contemplation, by creating a sense of union with the transcendent. Plotinus describes his
own mystical experiences as a disorienting loss of the sense of self;39 it was for
conveying this experience, according to Grabar, that late antique and Byzantine artists
found the technique of reverse perspective particularly useful. We will see that Eusebius
approximates this technique in one passage in VC (p.157-8 infra).
Visual Arts in VC
Slaying the Serpent
The clearest statement in VC of Eusebius’ belief that products of the visual arts
can convey deeper truth is in the interpretation of a painting placed above the entrance
to the palace (VC 3.3). This passage has a prominent place near the beginning of Book
3. The book opens with a digression in the narrative of the events leading to the Council
of Nicaea: an extended synkrisis of Constantine and the persecuting emperors (VC 3.1)
leads into the description of the painting, which is adduced as an example of the
                                                 
38 Grabar 1945, 46-57; see esp. plates 5 and 11.
39 E.g. Enneades 6.9.3.11.
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emperor’s parrhsiva in proclaiming the Christian message. The painting contained an
emblem that Eusebius, at least, perceived as a plainly Christian symbol, though what it
was exactly is quite unclear.
He was totally forthright, now sealing his face with the sign of salvation, now
taking pride in the trophy of victory, which he displayed for the eyes of all to see
on a painted tablet hung very high before the palace vestibule. On the painting
he showed the sign of salvation above his head and the hostile beast, the enemy
that besieged the church of God through the tyranny of the godless ones, he
depicted being carried away into the deep in the form of a serpent. For the
oracles name him a serpent and a crooked snake in the books of the prophets of
God. For this reason the emperor displayed to everyone in the encaustic painting
the serpent beneath his own feet and those of his sons, pierced with a weapon
through the middle of its body and falling into the depths of the sea. In this way
he somehow portrayed in riddling fashion the invisible enemy of the human race
and showed that it was also the power of the trophy of salvation above his head
that had caused this enemy to sink into the depths of destruction. This was the
allegory expressed by the picture with its brilliant colors. But I was struck with
amazement at the loftiness of the emperor’s thoughts, that by divine inspiration
he depicted those things that the voices of the prophets somehow proclaimed
about this beast, saying “God will bring the great and fearful sword against the
serpent, the crooked snake, against the serpent, the snake that flees, and will
destroy the serpent that is in the sea” (Isaiah 27.1). The emperor indeed
portrayed likenesses of these things, truthfully representing them in the
painting.40
                                                 
40 fanero;n eJauto;n kaqivsth, nu`n me;n to; provswpon tw/` swthrivw/ katasfragizovmeno~ shmeivw/, nùn
d∆ ejnabrunovmeno~ tw/` nikhtikw/` tropaivw/, o{ dh; kai; ejn grafh`~ uJyhlotavtw/ pivnaki pro; tw`n
basilikw`n proquvrwn ajnakeimevnw/ toi`~ pavntwn ojfqalmoi`~ oJra`sqai proujtivqei, to; me;n swthvrion
shmei`on uJperkeivmenon th̀~ auJtou` kefalh̀~ th`/ grafh/` paradouv~, to;n d∆ ejcqro;n kai; polevmion
qh`ra to;n th;n ejkklhsivan tou` qeoù dia; th`~ tw`n ajqevwn poliorkhvsanta turannivdo~ kata; buqoù
ferovmenon poihvsa~ ejn dravkonto~ morfh/`. dravkonta ga;r aujto;n kai; skolio;n o[fin ejn profhtw`n
qeou` bivbloi~ ajnhgovreue ta; lovgia. dio; kai; basileu;~ uJpo; toì~ aujtou` te kai; tẁn aujtou` paivdwn
posi; bevlei peparmevnon kata; mevsou tou` kuvtou~ buqoi`~ te qalavtth~ ajperrimmevnon dia; th̀~
khrocuvtou grafh`~ ejdeivknu toi`~ pa`si to;n dravkonta, w|dev ph/ to;n ajfanh` tou` tẁn ajnqrwvpwn
gevnou~ polevmion aijnittovmeno~, o}n kai; dunavmei tou` uJpe;r kefalh`~ ajnakeimevnou swthrivou
tropaivou kata; buqẁn ajpoleiva~ kecwrhkevnai ejdhvlou. ajlla; taùta me;n a[nqh crwmavtwn h/jnivtteto
dia; th̀~ eijkovno~: ejme; de; qau`ma th`~ basilevw~ katei`ce megalonoiva~, wJ~ ejmpneuvsei qeiva/ tau`ta
dietuvpou, a} dh; fwnai; profhtẁn w|dev pou peri; toùde tou` qhro;~ ejbovwn, ejpavxein to;n qeovn
levgousai Æth;n mavcairan th;n megavlhn kai; fobera;n ejpi; to;n dravkonta o[fin to;n skoliovn, ejpi; to;n
dravkonta o[fin to;n feuvgonta, kai; ajnelei`n to;n dravkonta to;n ejn th/` qalavssh.Æ eijkovna~ dh;
touvtwn dietuvpou basileuv~, ajlhqw`~ ejntiqei;~ mimhvmata th/` skiagrafiva/ (VC 3.2.2-3.3.3). Eusebius
quotes Isaiah 27.1 loosely: Th/` hJmevra/ ejkeivnh/ ejpavxei oJ qeo;~ th;n mavcairan th;n aJgivan kai; th;n
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The key elements of the description are the serpent at the bottom being pierced
by a weapon of some sort; the emperor and his sons in the middle of the picture,
portrayed as dominant in some way over the serpent; and the Christian emblem at the
top. There are various possible ways of putting these elements together that would be
reasonably consistent with Eusebius’ description;41 our main concern with this passage
                                                                                                                                                
megavlhn kai; th;n ijscura;n ejpi; to;n dravkonta o[fin qeuvgonta, ejpi; to;n dravkonta o[fin skolio;n kai;
ajnelei` to;n dravkonta.
41 Mango suggests that the emperor is shown piercing the serpent with the labarum. Bronze coins struck at
Constantinople in 327/8 with the legend SPES PUBLICA depict the labarum with a snake underneath,
seemingly being pierced by the end of the shaft. (See Bruun 1966, 572-3 and plate 18; also shown at
Cameron and Hall 1999, 209. On the typical form of the vexillum, with lance point at the top of the staff
and a spike at the lower end for planting in the ground, see Rostovtzeff 1942, 94.) Mango’s very
reasonable suggestion would simply add full-length figures of the emperor and his sons to the image on
the coins. On the other hand, Eusebius could be describing the coin image with no changes at all, the
pictures of Constantine and his sons simply being those on the labarum. This seems to be the solution
favored by Cameron and Hall in their note ad loc., and its economy is appealing; its disadvantage is that it
requires us to ignore Eusebius’ reference to the feet of the emperor and his sons.
Grabar (1936, 44) and Leeb (1992, 49-52) interpret the painting as a calcatio scene, emphasizing
Eusebius’ reference to feet rather than to the piercing of the serpent. This has the unfortunate result of
taking them away from the SPES PUBLICA coin type, the only extant image from the period (and the first in
the emperors’ iconography) to show a snake as an enemy. Instead they cite less relevant comparanda:
Grabar refers to fifth-century Byzantine coins showing the emperor trampling a serpent with a human
head, and Leeb adduces a frieze sarcophagus of the early fourth century from Spain that shows a young
man, presumably Christ, standing rather placidly on top of a lion encircled by a snake, an illustration of
Psalm 90 (91).13, “You will tread on the asp and the basilisk, and you will trample the lion and the
serpent” (see Leeb 1992, figure 16; also shown at Brenk 1980, 44). Leeb, rejecting the generally accepted
date of ca. 310 for the sarcophagus, argues that the image of Christ trampling the lion and snake is
derived from the picture described by Eusebius; he proceeds from the widely-held assumption that the
iconography of Christ in this period is derived from that of the emperor (see n. 52 infra). Brenk (1980,
44) is surely right to argue that the sarcophagus image, which gives Christ no particularly imperial traits,
is not connected with the Constantinian image.
It is quite unnecessary in any case to suppose that a cross is depicted free-standing at the top of the
composition. The chi-rho on the labarum, the cross shape formed by the cross-bar of the labarum, or a
chi-rho on the emperor’s helmet (as shown on e.g. a silver medallion struck at Ticinum in 315; see Bruun
1966, 364) would each be adequate justification for Eusebius’ reference to the “saving sign” and the
“victorious trophy.” References by the church fathers to battle standards and trophies as unintended but
highly significant images of the cross are well known (see Justin, Apologia 1.55.3, Origen, Commentaria
in Ioannem 20.36, and Minutius Felix, Octavius 29.7), and it is likely, given the non-existence of physical
evidence for Constantine’s iconographic use of the cross, that when Eusebius and Constantine (VC 4.9,
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is not to attempt to reconstruct the picture that it describes but to observe the use to
which Eusebius puts the picture.
Eusebius offers two interpretations of the picture. First he says that Constantine
depicted in the form of a serpent the demonic enemy who caused the persecutions and
showed himself and his sons defeating the serpent. He suggests that Constantine chose
the symbol of the serpent because he understood the ending of the persecution as the
fulfillment of a prophecy from Isaiah. Constantine does refer to a serpent in a letter to
Eusebius (VC 2.46.2); he seems to equate the serpent with Licinius, as Eusebius also
does at VC 2.1.2. But here Eusebius opens up a wider range of reference: if the serpent
is the supernatural enemy of the church that caused the persecutions, its defeat by
Constantine could be understood as referring not just to the defeat of Licinius but to
various other events narrated in Books 1 and 2 and summarized in the synkrisis that
precedes this passage, including the defeat of Maxentius and the measures taken to
restore the fortunes of the church. Having credited Constantine with designing the
picture with this already quite spiritualized meaning, Eusebius goes on to say that there
is another, more esoteric allegorical meaning, which the emperor “somehow portrayed
in riddling fashion.” According to this second interpretation, the serpent still represents
an evil supernatural power, but this time it is described in more universal terms as the
                                                                                                                                                
the letter to Shapur, and VC 2.55.1, the Letter to the Provincials of the East) use expressions such as
“saving sign” they mean the chi-rho and/or the labarum’s cross-like shape. See Bleicken 1992, 36-42, for
a fuller statement of this position. For an instance of the convergence of the iconography of the trophy,
the labarum, the chi-rho, and the cross in a symbolic image on a sarcophagus of the Constantinian period
see Brenk 1980, 42-43. According to the numismatist Patrick Bruun, unambiguously Christian symbols
were rare or non-existent in the coinage of Constantine; see Bruun 1966, 61-64.
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enemy of the human race, not just the author of the recent persecutions, and its defeat
has been brought about not by Constantine but by “the power of the trophy of
salvation.” The victory in question here is the one that Eusebius says the priests
explained to Constantine after his vision of the cross, the victory of Christ over death.42
Eusebius twice uses the verb aijnivttesqai, a common indicator of allegorical
interpretation, to refer to this second, more general interpretation. The painting depicts
the cosmic struggle of Christ against the power of death in the form of a riddle which
must be interpreted, and Eusebius provides the interpretation by pointing out the
connection between the emblem at the top and the defeat of the serpent. He then cites
the Isaiah passage more fully and concludes that the emperor has “truthfully
represented” the content of the scripture in the painting. By juxtaposing the terms
mimhvmata and ajlhqw`~ he clearly indicates his positive view of artistic mimesis as
capable of representing spiritual reality.
Eusebius is providing the reader with the interpretation that will enable him to
view or to imagine the painting as an initiate.43 It is risky without a better knowledge of
the picture’s contents to say much about how it might have been interpreted by other
viewers, but it is fairly clear that Eusebius has given a somewhat distorted
interpretation. The “saving sign” may not have been an unambiguously Christian
                                                 
42 See Gillman 1961 on the prevalence in this period of the understanding of the crucifixion as a victory
over death.
43 Cf. the first-century C.E. Tabula Cebetis, in which a wise old man reveals the secret meaning of an
allegorical painting. On the interpretation of Tabula Cebetis according to the various philosophical
traditions see pp.20-7 in the edition of Fitzgerald and White; for discussion of the art-historical context
see Elsner 1995, 39-50.
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emblem (see n.41 supra); even if it was, the incorporation of such an emblem in an
image of imperial victory would not suggest to many viewers that they should read it as
an image of Christ’s victory over death. Even the identification of the emperor’s victory
as being over the demonic enemy of the church, which Eusebius presents as quite
uncontroversial, would be unlikely to occur to non-Christian viewers, at least.
As is common in ekphraseis by ancient writers, Eusebius conveys a sense of
amazement associated with the experience of viewing the painting.44 What Eusebius
finds astonishing in this picture is not really a part of the picture at all: it is
Constantine’s megalonoiva, the quality that, along with divine inspiration, enabled him
to embed a soteriological allegory into the picture by including the Christian emblem at
the top of the composition. He makes it clear that this information about the emperor is
a separate message that he takes from the picture and gives it particular emphasis by
placing it second in a mevn...dev... construction. The painting, he says, allegorically
depicted Christ’s defeat of the spiritual enemy of the human race, but what particularly
struck him as he viewed it (ejme de;...) was what it revealed about the emperor’s spiritual
and intellectual capacity. Eusebius’ assumption that allegorical interpretation depends
on allegorical composition enables him to view a work of art as in part a depiction of
the artist’s mind. Because he attributes the design of the painting to Constantine,
Eusebius’ description of the painting not only provides an opportunity to reiterate the
                                                 
44 See e.g. Pliny, Naturalis Historia 35.36.83, on the admiration evoked by a large canvas that was empty
except for three very fine superimposed lines painted by Apelles and Protogenes; and 35.36.88-89, on
paintings by Apelles so lifelike that, incredibile dictu, physiognomists were able to predict the year of the
subject’s death.
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message of the gospel for the reader’s benefit but constitutes a telling and edifying
detail in the “verbal portrait” of the emperor.
The only explicit reference to mimesis in the passage is to Constantine’s
mimetic representation of biblical truth through art, but the overlay of different types of
mimesis that we found in the speech on the cathedral at Tyre is present here as well. In
that speech Eusebius says that Paulinus imitated Christ’s building of the world-wide
church through his restoration of the local congregation and of their cathedral after the
persecution (HE 10.4.25). The same principle of local, temporal replication of a more
cosmic divine activity is at work in this passage as well, in that according to Eusebius’
interpretation of the picture Constantine and his sons through their ending of the
persecution replicate Christ’s defeat of the enemy of the human race. There is thus a
possible double meaning to the expression ajlhqw`~ mimhvmata ejntiqeiv~: the picture in
toto is a mivmhma of the prophecy, and this is the most obvious sense of Eusebius’
words, but furthermore the primary subject of the picture, Constantine’s victory, is a
mivmhma of Christ’s victory. Also hovering in the background of this passage is the idea
of the reader’s mimesis of Constantine. Though the reader is not expressly enjoined in
this passage to imitate the emperor, that idea is always a subtext when Constantine’s
virtues are being described. The description of the picture is provided as an example of
the emperor’s parrhsiva in proclaiming Christ, which is in turn an example of the
emperor’s virtue, “bestowed on the race of mortals by the wisdom of God,” ejk qeou`
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sofiva~ tw/` qnhtw/` gevnei dedwrhmevnon (VC 3.2.2). This expression recalls similar ones
in the prologue, where Eusebius adds paravdeigma and uJpovdeigma, “as a model.”45
By describing the picture as he does, Eusebius makes it function not just as a
digression in the account of the council of Nicaea, but as an illustration of that episode.
Two paragraphs after this passage, the idea of the “invisible enemy” recurs, when
Eusebius attributes to Constantine the statement that the doctrinal dispute was “another
war in which he had to prevail against the invisible enemy that was harassing the
church.”46 With this verbal echo of his interpretation of the serpent in the picture,
Eusebius makes the council of Nicaea another referent, along with the defeat of Licinius
and the ending of the persecution, for the symbolic image of serpent-slaying.
Images of Pentecost
The account of the council of Nicaea is one of the best places in VC to observe
how Eusebius uses the language of art and ceremony to weave themes through the work
as a whole. Eusebius makes the council a sort of bridge between the wars he has
described in Books 1 and 2 and the peacetime accomplishments of Books 3 and 4.
When Eusebius compares the summoning of the clergy to Nicaea with the marshalling
                                                 
45 “[God] put this man forward as a lesson in godliness for the race of mortals,” didaskalivan qeoseboù~
uJpodeivgmato~ to;n a[ndra tw/ qnhtw/` gevnei probeblhmevno~ (VC 1.4.1); “He established him as a clear
model of the godly life for all people,” ejnarge;~ a{pasin ajnqrwvpoi~ paravdeigma qeosebou`~ katevsth
bivou (VC 1.3.4).
46 a[llon toutoni; katagwniei`sqai dei`n e[fh to;n kata; toù taravttonto~ th;n ejkklhsivan ajfanou`~
ejcqrou` povlemon (VC 3.5.3). Cf., in the description of the painting, to;n ajfanh` toù tẁn ajnqrwvpwn
gevnou~ polevmion (3.3.2) and to;n d∆ ejcqro;n kai; polevmion qh`ra to;n th;n ejkklhsivan tou` qeoù dia;
th`~ tw`n ajqevwn poliorkhvsanta turannivdo~ (3.3.1).
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of a legion (VC 3.6), he is linking this event to the earlier wars represented by the
serpent: Constantine’s struggle to unify the church is an ongoing war whose outcome, at
this point in the narrative, is yet to be determined. But when he describes the actual
gathering of the clergy in Nicaea, he uses a metaphor with an entirely different referent:
the gathering of the clergy is a votive offering made by Constantine to celebrate the end
of war and the return of peace (VC 3.7.2).47 This paradox no doubt reflects Eusebius’
experience of the event. Licinius had banned episcopal gatherings, so however
contentious the controversy (and Eusebius, who was fighting to avoid
excommunication, probably felt as embattled as anyone present), the assembling of over
300 clergy at the emperor’s expense must have been in and of itself a cause for
celebration.48 It was Constantine’s still recent victory over Licinius that created the
conditions of peace necessary for the council to be convened. Eusebius uses two
metaphors to make this point, describing the ecumenical gathering of clergy as both a
crown and a picture, two traditional votive gifts.49 Having described the gathering once
already as “like a great crown of priests, a colorful creation of all sorts of flowers”
(mevgiston iJerevwn stevfanon oi|ovn tina ejx ajnqevwn katapepoikilmevnon, VC 3.6.2)
and then listed all the places from which delegates came, Eusebius goes on:
Constantine was the only emperor in history to make such a crown for Christ,
weaving it with ribbons of peace. He dedicated it to his savior as a thank-
                                                 
47 The emperor bringing offerings will become a theme of Byzantine art, most famously exemplified in
the mosaics of Justinian and Theodora at the Church of San Vitale in Ravenna. See Grabar 1936, 106-11.
48 See Barnes 1981, 214-19.
49 Eusebius has in fact transferred this idea from the serpent picture, which probably was a votive gift,
though he never mentioned that fact, choosing instead to view it as an example of the emperor’s
parrhsiva.
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offering for his victory over enemies in war, an offering fit for God, having
formed of us this image of the apostolic choir. For the word says of them as well
that “from every nation under heaven” there were gathered “devout men,”
among whom were “Parthians, Medes, and Elamites, inhabitants of
Mesopotamia, Judaea, and Cappadocia...(Acts 2.5, 9).”50
By calling the gathering of clergy for the council both Constantine’s victory
crown and an image of the gathering at Pentecost, when the apostles experienced the
arrival of the Holy Spirit that Jesus had promised and Jews from all over the empire
were converted as a result of hearing them miraculously preach in a variety of
languages (see Acts 2), Eusebius again sets up a mimetic relationship between
Constantine and Christ. It is the fact that the priests are gathered together from various
places for one purpose that suggests to Eusebius the metaphor of a crown woven from a
variety of flowers. The original gathering at Pentecost was the emblematic expression
of this unity in diversity; it can be considered Christ’s crown of victory, in that the
accomplishments of Christ in the spiritual realm, to which Eusebius has just alluded in
the description of the serpent picture, created the conditions necessary for the new era
that began with Pentecost, just as Constantine’s victories made assemblies of bishops
possible again. Like the comparison of Moses and Constantine, the reference to
Pentecost is typological, in that Eusebius is discerning correspondences between two
parallel phenomena. As is typical of typology, he again gives one phenomenon a certain
                                                 
50 toiou`ton movno~ ejx aijw`no~ ei|~ basileu;~ Kwnstanti`no~ Cristw/` stevfanon desmw/` sunavya~
eijrhvnh~, tw/` aujtou` swth̀ri th`~ kat∆ ejcqrw`n kai; polemivwn nivkh~ qeoprepe;~ ajnetivqei
caristhvrion, eijkovna coreiva~ ajpostolikh`~ tauvthn kaq∆ hJma`~ susthsavmeno~. ∆Epei; kai; kat∆
ejkeivnou~ sunh`cqai lovgo~ Æajpo; panto;~ e[qnou~ tw`n uJpo; to;n oujrano;nÆ Æa[ndra~ eujlabei`~Æ ejn oi|~
ejtuvgcanon ÆPavrqoi kai; Mh`doi kai; ∆Elami`tai, kai; oiJ katoikoùnte~ th;n Mesopotamivan
∆Ioudaivan te kai; Kappadokivan...Æ (VC 3.7.2-3.8).
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precedence over the other, saying that the council was superior to Pentecost in that it
was a gathering composed entirely of “ministers of God,” qeou` leitourgẁn (VC 3.8).
The comparison is meant to highlight the sense of new freedom and energy that
Eusebius perceived with the establishment of Constantine’s rule in the east and to
suggest that the change reflects a new spiritual as well as temporal state of affairs. By
equating the gatherings with a thank-offering, Eusebius adds another layer to the
typology for readers with sufficient knowledge, alluding to the original Pentecost, the
Hebrew festival of weeks, when offerings were made in thanksgiving for the wheat
harvest (Leviticus 23.15-20).
The council of Nicaea ended with a banquet for the bishops hosted by the
emperor in the palace in honor of his vicennalia; Eusebius calls it a “victory feast,”
ejpinivkion eJorthvn, and again attributes to Constantine the idea that the council was a
victory over the enemy of the church (VC 3.14-15). Again the gathering of bishops is
described as an offering (in this case a sacrifice, qusivan) that Constantine made to God.
Eusebius professes inability to describe the event, but the language of mimesis helps
him out of his aporia: “One might have thought that he was seeing in his mind’s eye a
picture of the kingdom of Christ, and that what was happening was a dream rather than
reality.”51 By reclining for a meal together with the bishops Constantine has created a
replica of a heavenly banquet – another typological comparison with many possible
                                                 
51 Cristou` basileiva~ e[doxen a[n ti~ fantasiou`sqai eijkovna, o[nar t∆ ei\nai ajll∆ oujc u{par to;
gignovmenon (VC 3.15.2).
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references, the most obvious of which are the last supper and the eucharist, also replicas
of the otherworldly prototype that Eusebius asks the reader to envision.52
The description of the council of Nicaea as a picture of Pentecost points ahead to
two other events to which Eusebius gives particular prominence, the dedication of the
Church of the Holy Sepulchre by an assembly of clergy at Jerusalem, and the death of
Constantine. In his account of the former, Eusebius does not make an explicit
comparison to Pentecost, but the reference to Acts 2 is unmistakable in his list of the
places of origin of those who attended, ending with “all Syria and Mesopotamia,
Phoenicia, Arabia and Palestine itself, Egypt, Libya, and the inhabitants of the Theban
territory, all together filled up the chorus of God,” Suriva te pa`sa kai; Mesopotamiva,
Foinivkh te kai; ∆Arabiva su;n aujth/` Palaistivnh/, Ai[guptov~ te kai; Libuvh, oi{ te
th;n Qhbaivwn oijkou`nte~ cwvran, pavnte~ oJmou` ejplhvroun th;n megavlhn tou` qeoù
coreivan (VC 4.43.4). Eusebius compares the assembly at Jerusalem to the council of
Nicaea, again using the metaphor of a votive gift:
The emperor convened this second synod, the greatest of those we know, in
Jerusalem, after the famous first one, a glorious event held in the capital of
Bithynia. The first one was a victory celebration; it was held during his
vicennalia in Nicaea, the city of Victory, fulfilling a vow in exchange for the
defeat of his enemies in war. But the second adorned the completion of his third
decade, and at it the emperor consecrated to God, the giver of all good things,
the martyrium around the savior’s tomb as an offering of peace. 53
                                                 
52 It is interesting to note that Eusebius is suggesting an assimilation of the emperor’s real-life activities to
artistic portrayals of Christ, quite the opposite of the model usually applied to the art of this period, which
posits the assimilation of images of Christ to the images and real-life activities of the emperor. For the
most complete and influential expression of the traditional model see Grabar 1968a, esp. pp. 31-54; for a
forceful critique see Mathews 1993, esp. ch. 1.
53 Tauvthn megivsthn w|n i[smen suvnodon deutevran sunekrovtei basileu;~ ejn toi`~ ÔIerosoluvmoi~
meta; th;n prwvthn ejkeivnhn, h}n ejpi; th̀~ Biqunw`n diafanw`~ pepoivhto povlew~. ajll∆ hJ me;n
ejpinivkio~ h\n, ejn eijkosaethrivdi th`~ basileiva~ th;n kat∆ ejcqrw`n kai; polemivwn eujch;n ejp∆ aujth`~
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The vicennial and tricennial celebrations had been established as an important
theme in the opening sentence of VC, where Eusebius described his own speech at the
latter event as a crown of words that he placed on the emperor’s head. By emphasizing
the link between the two ecclesiastical events and the anniversary celebrations he
creates a sense of unity and symmetry in his narrative, which is enhanced by the limited
and repetitive symbolic vocabulary that he uses to describe the events: the votive
offering and the feast or festival, particularly the festival of Pentecost.54 The idea of the
votive offering, which was so clearly metaphorical in the account of the Council of
Nicaea, in this account shades from metaphorical to literal, as Eusebius moves from
describing the Council of Nicaea as fulfilling a vow, to the council of Jerusalem as
“adorning” the third decade, to the dedication of a peace offering in the form of the
Church of the Holy Sepulchre.55
                                                                                                                                                
Nikaiva~ ejktelou`sa, hJ de; th̀~ trivth~ dekavdo~ th;n perivodon ejkovsmei, tw/` pavntwn ajgaqw`n doth`ri
qew/` ajmfi; to; mnh̀ma to; swthvrion eijrhvnh~ ajnavqhma to; martuvrion basilevw~ ajfierou`nto~ (VC
4.47).
54 As Cameron and Hall point out in their note to 4.47, the symmetry is somewhat forced, and the
impression of ecclesiastical harmony that Eusebius gives is very much distorted. Cameron and Hall find
the cause of this distortion in Eusebius’ desire to influence the sons of Constantine in favor of his own
pro-Arian stance (p. 329).
55 When contrasting the two councils as associated with victory and with peace respectively, Eusebius
declines to draw out a scholarly religious allusion to the supposed etymological connection of Jerusalem
with the Hebrew µ/lv; (shalom), “peace.” Eusebius had made use of this idea at DE 6.25: “You would not
be wrong to call the soul of every holy person, every friend of God...‘Jerusalem,’ in so far as such a soul
has become tranquil and free of unruly passions. For ‘Jerusalem’ when translated means ‘vision of
peace.’” Oujk a]n de; aJmavrtoi~ th;n panto;~ aJgivou kai; qeofiloù~ yuch;n...kaqo;...ejn eujstaqeiva/ kai;
galhvnh/ paqẁn kaqevsthken, ÔIerousalh;m...ajpokalw`n: Æo{rasinÆ gar Æeijrhvnh~Æ metalhfqe;n
tou[noma shmaivnei. It is hard to imagine that the opportunity for a similar play on words would escape
his notice here; the fact that he emphasizes the association of Nicaea with victory but fails to mention the
association of Jerusalem with peace in this parallel construction is a function of genre and intended
audience (see Drake 1976, 46-60). (For the etymology, see Dictionnaire de la Bible (Vigouroux 1895-
1912) and Interpreter’s Dictionary of the Bible (Buttrick 1962), s.v. Jerusalem).
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The assembly at Jerusalem is the last major event described before the narrative
of the end of Constantine’s life, where the theme of Pentecost recurs for a third and
final time.
Each of these things [the events of Constantine’s illness and baptism] happened
at the time of the greatest feast, the most sacred and holy festival of Pentecost,
which is honored with seven weeks and sealed with one day. It was during
Pentecost, according to the divine writings, that the savior of the world was
taken up into the heavens and the Holy Spirit descended to mankind. And it was
during Pentecost that the emperor received these rewards. Then on the very last
day – you would not go wrong in calling it the feast of feasts – at about the noon
of the sun, he was taken up to his God....56
Here Eusebius puts the theme of Pentecost to a different use, exploiting its
association not with ecumenism but with the ascension of Christ. Though the ascension
(known as hJ ajnavlhyi~) would later in the fourth century begin to be celebrated on the
fortieth day after Easter, in 337 it was still celebrated on Pentecost, the fiftieth day after
Easter; given the tradition of imperial consecratio, it was inevitable that the emperor’s
death on the day of Pentecost should suggest to Eusebius a parallel between Christ and
the emperor.57 Eusebius goes out of his way to indicate a mimetic relationship between
Constantine and Christ with the verbal echo ajnavlhyin-ajnelambavneto (cf. Acts 1.11,
ou|to~ oJ ∆Ihsou`~ oJ ajnalhmfqei;~ ajf∆ uJmw`n eij~ to;n oujranovn). He also makes this
event a kind of culmination of Constantine’s mimesis of Moses: the phrase “at about the
                                                 
56 ”Ekasta de; touvtwn ejpi; th̀~ megivsth~ sunetelei`to eJorth`~, th`~ dh; pansevptou kai; panagiva~
penthkosth`~, eJbdomavsi me;n eJpta; tetimhmevnh~ monavdi d∆ ejpisfragizomevnh~, kaq∆ h}n th;n eij~
oujranou;~ ajnavlhyin tou` koinoù swth̀ro~ thvn te toù aJgivou pneuvmato~ eiJ~ ajnqrwvpou~ kavqodon
gegenh`sqai lovgoi perievcousi qei`oi. ejn dh; tauvth/ touvtwn ajxiwqei;~ basileuv~, ejpi; th̀~ uJstavth~
aJpasw`n hJmevra~, h}n dh; eJorth;n eJortw`n oujk a[n ti~ diamavrtoi kalw`n, ajmfi; meshmbrina;~ hJlivou
w{ra~ pro;~ to;n aujtoù qeo;n ajnelambavneto... (VC 4.64).
57 See Oxford Dictionary of Byzantium (Kazhdan 1991) s.v. ascension; Lampe s.v. ajnavlhyi~. For
discussion of consecratio as it pertains to Constantine, see MacCormack 1981, 119-24.
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noon of the sun,” ajmfi; meshmbrina;~ hJlivou w{ra~, is repeated verbatim from the
account of Constantine’s original epiphany, his vision of the cross, which was
analogous to Moses’ encounter with God in the burning bush (cf. VC 1.28.2). With the
passing of time Constantine’s access to the divine has become synchronized to the
Christian liturgical year: his final mystical experience begins on Easter, when he falls
ill, and ends on Pentecost, which Eusebius calls “the feast of feasts.” The Mosaic
charisma that Eusebius attributed to Constantine in Book 1 has been fully Christianized.
At the same time, Constantine’s relationship to the festival of Pentecost, a recurrent
theme of Books 3 and 4, has become progressively more spiritual: he has gone from
being the creator and dedicator of a votive image of Pentecost, as he was described in
the account of the council of Nicaea, to re-enacting Christ’s ascension into the presence
of God, a progression from (metaphorical) artistic mimesis to mystical mimesis that is
in harmony with the hierarchy of mimesis that Eusebius presupposes in the speech on
the cathedral at Tyre.
The Church of the Holy Sepulchre
One of the remarkable elements of the allegorical interpretation of the cathedral
at Tyre is the way in which Eusebius interprets not only the form of the finished
building but also the process of building the church, which he says replicates the
spiritual re-building of the church as a whole after the persecution. The same interest in
process is evident in the account in VC of the building of the Church of the Holy
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Sepulchre on the site of a cave that was identified as the tomb of Jesus. Eusebius begins
this episode, which follows almost immediately after that of the council of Nicaea, by
saying that the emperor, acting under divine inspiration, decided to make the place of
Jesus’ resurrection famous by building a house of prayer there (VC 3.25).58 Next comes
a lengthy explanation of the presence of a temple to Aphrodite on the site of Jesus’
tomb.
For at some time in the past impious men, or rather the entire race of demons
working through them, made every effort to consign to darkness and oblivion
the famous divine memorial of immortality where the angel from heaven,
flashing with light, rolled away the stone from those whose minds had turned to
stone. He announced the good news to the women, who had assumed that the
living one was still among the dead, and he removed the stone of disbelief from
their minds by giving them to understand that the one they sought was alive. It
was this cave of salvation that some godless, impious men undertook to make
vanish from among mankind, foolishly thinking that by doing so they could
somehow hide the truth. It was a vast labor – they brought in earth from
somewhere to cover up the whole site, then they raised it up higher and put
down a layer of stones, hiding the divine cave somewhere beneath a great
earthwork. Then, as if they had achieved their goal, on top of this pile of earth
they fitted out a real tomb, a frightful one for the spirits of dead idols, a dark,
enclosed chamber that they had built for the licentious demon of Aphrodite. And
finally they offered foul sacrifices there on profane and polluted altars.59
                                                 
58 Eusebius is somewhat cagey on the subject of how the site was identified. It is not clear whether he
means the reader to understand that the discovery of the tomb was a completely unforeseen result of the
destruction of a Hadrianic temple of Aphrodite or that Constantine ordered the demolition of the temple
and the excavation of the ground beneath it in search of the tomb, presumably taking his cue from a local
tradition about its location. Constantine did build his church on the site of a Hadrianic temple; it
incorporated both a cave and a rock formation identified as Golgotha, the site of the crucifixion (see
Walker 1990, 247-52). Taylor (1993, 134-42) argues that Constantine chose the site even though it
actually conflicted with the Christian tradition of the location of Golgotha because it afforded him the
chance to destroy a pagan temple while building a Christian church.
59 a[ndre~ me;n gavr pote dussebei`~, ma`llon de; pàn to; daimovnwn dia; touvtwn gevno~, spoudh;n
e[qento skovtw/ kai; lhvqh/ paradoùnai to; qespevsion ejkeìno th`~ ajqanasiva~ mnh`ma, par∆ w/| fẁ~
ejxastravptwn oJ kataba;~ oujranovqen a[ggelo~ ajpekuvlise to;n livqon tw`n ta;~ dianoiva~
leliqwmevnwn kai; to;n zẁnta meta; tẁn nekrw`n e[q∆ uJpavrcein uJpeilhfovtwn, ta;~ gunai`ka~
eujaggelizovmeno~ tovn te th`~ ajpistiva~ livqon th̀~ aujtw`n dianoiva~ ejpi; dovxh/ th̀~ tou` zhtoumevnou
zwh̀~ ajfairouvmeno~. tou`to me;n ou\n to; swthvrion a[ntron a[qeoiv tine~ kai; dussebeì~ ajfane;~ ejx
ajnqrwvpwn poihvsasqai dianenovhnto, a[froni logismw/` th;n ajlhvqeian tauvth/ ph kruvyai
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Eusebius begins by introducing the motif of light and darkness that will run
throughout this episode: the builders of the temple, or rather the demons acting through
them, wanted to consign to darkness the place that had been illuminated by the angel.
He describes the stages of the process of building over the tomb: earth was brought in to
fill the place; it was then leveled and paved; then the temple, which Eusebius with
heavy irony describes as a real tomb for dead idols, was built; finally sacrifices were
offered on the altars. The use of e[peita and ei\ta to introduce each stage gives the
reader a strong sense of the process of building. Next, after the section quoted above, he
explains that the builders of the temple were bound to fail in their goal of covering up
the proof of the resurrection; they might as well try to hide the sun. Nonetheless, he
acknowledges, their efforts prevailed for many years, until “the friend of God” was
chosen to overturn them (VC 3.26.5). Eusebius then describes the demolition of the
temple and the excavation of the cave in such a way that the reader has a sense of the
process of building running in reverse. The temple was demolished from its roof to its
foundation; the materials were removed and disposed of; the foundation was dug up and
disposed of; “one after another the underground layers were brought to light,” e{teron
ajnq∆ eJtevrou stoicei`on oJ kata; bavqou~ th`~ gh`~ ajnefavnh cw`ro~; and finally the
cave was revealed (VC 3.26.7 – 3.28). Eusebius slows down the narrative and
                                                                                                                                                
logisavmenoi. kai; dh; polu;n eijsenegkavmenoi movcqon, gh`n e[xwqevn poqen eijsforhvsante~ to;n
pavnta kaluvptousi tovpon, ka[peit∆ eij~ u{yo~ aijwrhvsante~ livqw/ te katastrwvsante~ kavtw pou to;
qei`on a[ntron uJpo; pollw/` tw/` cwvmati katakruvptousin. ei\q∆ wJ~ oujdeno;~ aujtoi`~ leipomevnou, th`~
gh`~ u{perqe deino;n wJ~ ajlhqw`~ tafew`na yucẁn ejpiskeuavzousi nekrw`n eijdwvlwn, skovtion
∆Afrodivth~ ajkolavstw/ daivmoni muco;n oijkodomhsavmenoi, ka[peita musara;~ ejntauqoi` qusiva~ ejpi;
bebhvlwn kai; enagẁn bwmw`n ejpispevndonte~ (VC 3.26.1-3).
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emphasizes the stages of the process with expressions such as “the emperor’s
enthusiasm did not give out at this point,” ouj mh;n d∆ ejn touvtoi~ ta; th`~ spoudh`~
i{stato, and “he wasn’t satisfied to go this far and no further,” ajll∆ oujd∆ ejpi; toùto
movnon proelqei`n ajphvrkei (VC 3.27). Having thus portrayed in the narrative the
mirrored processes of covering and building on the one hand and demolition and
excavation on the other, he makes the point for which he has been preparing the reader:
“To the cave, the holy of holies, it was granted to become an image of the savior’s
resurrection. For after descending into the darkness it came forth again into the light...,”
kai; tov ge a{gion tw`n aJgivwn a[ntron th;n oJmoivan th`~ tou` swth̀ro~ ajnabiwvsew~
ajpelavmbanen eijkovna. dio; meta; th;n ejn skovtw/ katavdusin au\qi~ ejpi; to; fw`~
proh/vei (VC 3.28). The excavation ordered by the emperor has created an image of the
resurrection by bringing the cave back from oblivion just as Christ returned from the
realm of the dead. The importance that Eusebius attaches to this idea is evidenced by
the care with which he presents it, shaping his narrative as just shown to depict the
process of covering and uncovering. It is also apparent, from the emphasis that Eusebius
places on the efforts of the builders of the temple of Aphrodite to cover up the truth and
the desire of Constantine to destroy “the houses of error,” ta; th`~ plavnh~
oijkodomhvmata, that the excavation is to be understood as symbolic not only of Christ’s
triumph over death but of the triumph of Christianity over paganism (VC 3.26.7).
Next comes the account of re-building on the site (VC 3.29-40). Eusebius quotes
Constantine’s letter to Macarius, bishop of Jerusalem, giving instructions for the
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process (VC 3.30-32). The letter is said to reveal Constantine’s spiritual qualities: “his
soul’s intimacy with God and the purity of his faith in the word of salvation,” to;
filovqeon th`~ aujtou` yuch̀~ tov te kaqaro;n th`~ eij~ to;n swthvrion lovgon pivstew~
(VC 3.29). Eusebius’ resurrection analogy may be based on language in Constantine’s
letter; the emperor writes of the tomb as first “being hidden and unknown,”
kruptovmenon...laqei`n and then “shining out” ajnalavmpein (VC 30.1). What is
particularly interesting about the letter, however, is that it expresses Constantine’s firm
conviction that the appropriate response to the discovery made during the destruction of
the temple is for him to build a church there. His logic is as follows: the recent
discovery,60 a miracle too marvelous to describe in words, provides evidence of Christ’s
passion; with such evidence for the truth becoming more abundant, people should
become more pious; and therefore, as everyone knows, the emperor is determined to
“adorn the famous holy site...with the beauty of buildings,” to;n iJero;n ejkei`non
tovpon...oijkodomhmavtwn kavllei kosmhvswmen (VC 3.30). The implication seems to be
that the building of a church will both properly honor the site and promote piety.
Eusebius’ description of the building complex follows the letter (VC 3.33-40).
He does not supply an allegorical interpretation of the features of the building as in the
speech on the cathedral at Tyre, although from his account of the dedication of the
church at VC 4.45 it seems likely that at least one speech was made that involved
                                                 
60 Constantine never says precisely what was discovered, and there is considerable controversy as to
whether he refers to the cave-tomb, the rock of Golgotha, or the “true cross.” See Cameron and Hall ad
loc. for discussion and bibliography.
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allegorical interpretation of the building or its decoration.61 This passage provides the
outline for such an interpretation. The emphasis that Eusebius places on light and
openness in the description of the building complex implicitly continues the
interpretation of the excavation of the cave as symbolic of the resurrection, when “the
angel from heaven, flashing with light, rolled away the stone from those whose minds
had turned to stone...” (VC 3.26.1, cf. 3.33.3). Eusebius’ description suggests that the
emperor’s building project gave a permanent physical form to the light and openness
that came to the cave with the angel. The emperor caused the cave to “shine with all
kinds of decoration,” pantoivoi~ kallwpivsmasi to; semno;n a[ntron faidruvnousa
(VC 3.34). The cave faced the rising sun and was at one end of “an enormous area that
lay open to the clear sky,” pammegevqh cẁron eij~ kaqaro;n aijqevra ajnapeptamevnon
(VC 3.35-36.1). This courtyard was paved with “gleaming,” lamprov~, stone; the
appearance of the exterior of the basilica on the other side of the courtyard is described
as “glistening,” lamprunomevnh, with its revetment of polished stone (VC 3.35-36.1).
The ceiling of the basilica, which Eusebius compares to a “great sea,” mevga pevlago~,
“was entirely covered with radiant gold and made the whole church sparkle as with rays
of light,” crusw/` te diaugei` di∆ o{lou kekallummevna fwto;~ oi|a marmarugai`~ to;n
pavnta new;n ejxastravptein ejpoivei (VC 3.36). The three doors at the eastern end of
the basilica are described as “well situated toward the rising sun,” prov~ aujto;n
                                                 
61 This is the best explanation of Eusebius’ statement that in an address to the assembly he “made visions
of the prophets apply to the symbols that lay before them,” kairivou~ kai; toì~ prokeimevnoi~
sumbovloi~ ta;~ profhtika;~ poiouvmenoi qewriva~ (VC 4.45.3). Grigg (1977) argued that Eusebius’
speech offered interpretations of rituals, not artwork; Cameron and Hall reflect Grigg’s view in
translating suvmbola as “symbolic rites.”
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ajnivsconta h{lion eu\ diakeivmenai, and beyond these doors was another open
courtyard with gates that allowed a clear view of the interior to those outside (VC 3.37,
39). “An enormous number of dedications of gold, silver, and precious stones,”
pleivstwn o{swn ajnaqhmavtwn crusou` kai; ajrguvrou kai; livqwn polutelw`n, add to the
impression of brightness (VC 3.40). The constructed light and openness of the buildings
replicate the angel’s brightness and the opening of the sealed tomb.
The allegorical interpretation of the cathedral at Tyre gave the building an
almost endlessly extended web of referents – the souls of individual believers, the local
congregation, the Christian community, the hosts of heaven. Eusebius hints at the way
in which an allegorical interpretation of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre could be
extended when he compares the attempt to hide the proof of the resurrection with hiding
the sun:
These pathetic people could not comprehend that it would be contrary to nature
for the one who was crowned for his victory over death to leave his great
accomplishment hidden. The sun shining above the earth and driving his chariot
on his accustomed course through the heaven would be as likely to escape the
notice of the whole inhabited world! For the power of the savior, shining
brighter than the sun not on the bodies but into the souls of human beings, was
filling the whole world with the rays of his light.62
The brightness of the building replicates spiritual enlightenment, not only the
enlightenment of the women who met the angel at the tomb but of the entire Christian
community and the oijkoumevnh. As an image of enlightenment, furthermore, the church
                                                 
62 ouj ga;r oi|oiv t∆ h\san sunievnai oiJ deivlaioi, wJ~ oujk ei\ce fuvsin to;n kata; toù qanavtou brabei`a
ajnadhsavmenon kruvfion katalipei`n to; katovrqwma, oujde; th;n suvmpasan tw`n ajnqrwvpwn
oijkoumevnhn laqei`n lavmpwn uJpe;r gh`~ genovmeno~ oJ h{lio~ kai; to;n oijkei`on ejn oujranw/` diippeuvwn
drovmon: touvtou ga;r kreittovnw~ yuca;~ ajnqrwvpwn ajll∆ ouj swvmata hJ swthvrio~ kataugavzousa
duvnami~ tw`n oijkeivwn tou` fwto;~ marmarugw`n to;n suvmpanta kateplhvrou kovsmon (VC 3.26.4).
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building is not meant to stand apart from the viewer for analysis or even admiration, but
rather to draw him into an experience of enlightenment. Eusebius’ mention of people
outside looking in at VC 3.39 is reminiscent of the women at the tomb and suggests a
continual re-enactment of the original Easter morning scene.63 The spiritual light that
Constantine has represented in physical form can thus be replicated again and again in
the souls of visitors to the church.
One striking aspect of Eusebius’ description of the church is that it traces a path
from the inside out. Unlike Pausanias, who often takes his readers to the outer edges of
a sacred space but declines to reveal, or is himself denied access to, the secrets within,
Eusebius begins from the inner sanctum and moves outward.64  He takes his reader from
the cave through the surrounding courtyard, into the adjoining basilica, through the
basilica into another courtyard, and finally to the entrance gates. He uses two different
devices to accomplish this progression from the inside out. He begins by framing the
description according to the order in which the buildings were constructed, saying that
Constantine first beautified the cave (he uses the expression “first, like the head of the
whole” twice, with a slight variation) and then went on (dievbaine d∆ eJxh`~) to the open
courtyard leading to the basilica (VC 3.33-35). After describing the basilica he adopts
another device, that of taking the point of view of a person walking from the basilica to
                                                 
63 The arrival of the women at the tomb is depicted in one of the large frescoes in the house-church at
Dura Europos, dating to the first half of the third century (see Weitzmann 1979, 404-5; Grabar 1968b, pp.
68-71 and plate 59). Given the limited number of scenes employed in early Christian art, it is tempting to
speculate that it may have been depicted somewhere in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre and that
Eusebius’ allegorical reference to “the stone of disbelief” at VC 3.26.2 alluded to it.
64 E.g Pausanius 1.38.7 (Eleusis), 2.35.8 (a temple of Demeter at Hermione), 2.35.11 (a temple of
Eileithyia at Hermione). For discussion see Elsner 1995, 144-6.
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the outer courtyard: “those going forward from there to the entrances at the front of the
church encountered another open space,” e[nqen de; proi>ovntwn ejpi; ta;~ pro; tou` new;
keimevna~ eijsovdou~ ai[qrion dielavmbanen a[llo (VC 3.39). The sense of an inside-out
progression from the inmost and holiest part of the building all the way to the street is
very strong, and the reader is thus led on a sort of reverse pilgrimage. Along the way he
twice encounters people headed in the other direction, toward the inner space: the doors
to the basilica “received the crowds that streamed in,” ta; plhvqh tw`n ei[sw feromevnwn
uJpedevconto, and the outer gates “provided those walking by outside an astounding
view of the sights within,” toi`~ th;n ejkto;~ poreivan poioumevnoi~ kataplhktikh;n
parei`con th;n tw`n e[ndon oJrwmevnwn qevan (VC 3.37, 39). The building would of
course normally be experienced from the point of view of these people, as a progression
through increasingly sacred spaces or a glimpse from the street, but Eusebius, though he
hints at this typical pilgrim experience, chooses to take the opposite point of view. By
orienting the reader’s mental gaze from the cave outward Eusebius has given his
description the same sort of “reverse perspective” that Grabar analyzes as conducive to
mystical viewing in late antique art (see pp.135-6 supra). The reader, looking out from
the most sacred part of the building complex and encountering others looking in, is
invited to assimilate himself to the angel, the announcer of the good news, and to
Constantine, who, also proceeding in the correct inside-out direction, has built the
complex to perpetuate the angel’s message.
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The step-by-step account of the church complex beginning from the cave adds
the final stage to the process that Eusebius has been describing: the tomb was covered
over and the temple built; the temple was then demolished and the tomb uncovered;
finally the tomb is beautified and then carefully enclosed in a building that marks it off
as sacred and at the same time makes it accessible. Constantine’s building is presented
as the perfect response to the error made by the builders of the temple: he has not just
preserved the tomb but enhanced it in such a way that its “testimony” (Eusebius uses
the word martuvrion three times in this passage) to spiritual truth is amplified. Eusebius
clearly espouses in this passage the logic of Constantine’s letter: the discovery of
Christ’s tomb ideally leads to the construction of a beautiful building on the site. The
process of demolition and excavation provided a likeness of Christ’s triumph over death
and of the triumph of Christianity over paganism; the completed church building, which
enshrines the cave and fills and surrounds it with light, constitutes a permanent image of
the resurrection and a site at which the Easter experience can continually be re-enacted.
Eusebius suggests another mimetic relationship by calling the church “new
Jerusalem”:
No sooner were the emperor’s orders issued in words than they began to be
accomplished in deeds, and at the site of the testimony to salvation work was
begun on the new Jerusalem, facing the one that was celebrated in former times.
The old city, defiled by the murder of the Lord, paid the penalty required of its
wicked inhabitants when it suffered complete devastation. It was opposite this
that the emperor raised up the savior’s victory over death, a rich, lavish,
extravagant foundation that may perhaps be that new Jerusalem that was
announced in the oracles of the prophets....65
                                                 
65 a{ma de; lovgw/ di∆ e[rgwn ejcwvrei ta; prostetagmevna, kai; dh; kat∆ aujto; to; swthvrion martuvrion hJ
neva kateskeuavzeto ∆Ierousalhvm, ajntiprovswpo~ th/` pavlai bowmevnh/, h} meta; th;n kurioktovnon
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The allusion is to the fabulous eschatological vision in the final chapters of Revelation
of a new and perfect version of the old world, which has been destroyed. In the new
world the city of Jerusalem has no need of the temple and its cult, because of God’s
immanent presence (Revelation 21.1-5, 22.22-23). Eusebius suggests that Constantine’s
church, built outside the border of the biblical Jerusalem, fulfills the prophecy and is the
new and perfect version of the old Jerusalem.66
Here Eusebius adapts an argument that he had developed in DE, several years
before the discovery of the tomb of Christ, about the presence of a Christian meeting
place on the Mount of Olives.
When it says, “And his feet will stand in that day on the Mount of Olives which
is opposite Jerusalem to the east” (Zechariah 14.4), what can the meaning be
other than that the Lord God, the Word of God himself, stands firmly on his
church, which in this case is allegorically called the Mount of Olives? [Eusebius
justifies with other scripture references the interpretation of the Mount of Olives
as the church.] And this Mount of Olives is said to be opposite (katevnanti)
Jerusalem because it was founded by God instead of (ajntiv) the old earthly
Jerusalem and the cult practiced there after the overthrow of Jerusalem....The
prophet Ezekiel, inspired by the Holy Spirit, also foretells this [the departure of
God and the faithful from Jerusalem to the Mount of Olives]. For he says, “And
the cherubim rose up, with the wheels that were beside them. And the glory of
the God of Israel was upon them, above them, and the glory of the Lord went up
from the midst of the city and stood upon the mountain that was opposite the
city” (Ezekiel 11.22). In our own time we can see this literally fulfilled in
another way, as all those who trust in Christ converge from all over the earth,
not as in ancient times because of the glory of Jerusalem, nor to worship in the
holy place that was established in Jerusalem long ago. Instead they sojourn there
                                                                                                                                                
miaifonivan ejrhmiva~ ejp∆ e[scata peritrapei`sa divkhn e[tise dussebw`n oijkhtovrwn. tauvth~ d∆ ou\n
a[ntikru~ basileu;~ th;n kata; toù qanavtou swthvrion nivkhn plousivai~ kai; dayilevsin ajnuvyou
filotimivai~, tavca pou tauvthn ou\san th;n dia; profhtikẁn qespismavtwn kekhrugmevnhn kainh;n
kai; nevan ∆Ierousalhvm... (VC 3.33.1-2).
66 The diffidence Eusebius expresses with “perhaps,” tavca pou, the second time he refers to “new
Jerusalem” is typical of his treatment of biblical concepts in VC (see p.45, n.67 and p.148, n.55 supra).
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for two purposes: to learn about the defeat and devastation of Jerusalem, which
happened just as it was foretold, and to worship on the Mount of Olives opposite
Jerusalem, where the glory of the Lord took up a new position upon leaving the
old city. For truly, as the literal and straightforward account tells us, the feet of
our Lord and savior, the Word Himself in that mortal tabernacle that he took up,
stood on the Mount of Olives just by the cave that is pointed out there. When he
had prayed and had taught his disciples the mysteries of the end times on the
ridge of the Mount of Olives, he ascended from there into the heavens....67
In this passage the tradition of the presence of the resurrected Christ on the Mount of
Olives “opposite the city” and the subsequent use of the site for Christian worship,
together with the destruction of the Jewish temple, are made to signify a transfer of
God’s favor from Jews to Christians. It is fascinating to see the flexibility with which
Eusebius re-deploys these ideas in VC. The theme of God’s desertion of the Jews is a
very important one in Eusebius’ theological writings, and it is not surprising that he
should bring it into his discussion of Constantine’s Holy Land building program. The
account of the building of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre is followed by an account
of Helena’s foundation of the Church of the Ascension on the Mount of Olives (VC
                                                 
67 To; de;, Ækai; sthvsontai oiJ povde~ aujtou` ejn th/` hJmevra/ ejkeivnh/ ejpi; to; o[ro~ tw`n ejlaiw`n, to;
katevnanti ∆Ierousalh;m ejx ajnatolw`n,Æ tiv e{teron dhloi` h] kurivou tou` qeoù, aujtou` dh; toù qeoù
lovgou, th;n ejpi; th`~ ejkklhsiva~ aujtoù stavsin te kai; bebaivwsin, h}n o[ro~ ejlaiw`n ejpi; toù
parovnto~ kata; trovpon ajllhgoriva~ ojnomavzei…...tou`to de; to; tẁn ejlaiw`n o[ro~ katevnanti th`~
∆Ierousalh;m ei\nai levlektai: ejpeidhv per ajnti; th̀~ palaia`~ ejpigeivou ∆Ierousalh;m kai; th̀~ ejn
aujth/` qrhskeiva~ sunevsth tw/` qew/` meta; th;n th`~ ∆Ierousalh;m kaqaivresin...tou`to de; kai; oJ
profhvth~ ∆Iezekih;l tw/` qeivw/ pneuvmati prolabw;n qewrei`. levgei de; ou\n: Ækai; ejxh`re ta; ceroubi;m,
kai; oiJ trocoi; ejcovmenoi autw`n: kai; hJ dovxa qeou` ∆Israh;l h\n ejp∆ aujtoì~, uJperavnw aujtw`n, kai;
ajnevbh hJ dovxa kurivou ejk mevsou th`~ povlew~, kai; e[sth ejpi; toù o[rou~ o} h\n ajpevnanti th`~ povlew~.Æ
o{per e[sti kai; a[llw~ pro;~ levxin oJra`n peplhrwmevnon eijsevti kai; shvmeron, tw`n eij~ Cristo;n
pepisteukovtwn aJpavntwn pantacovqen gh`~ suntrecovntwn, oujc wJ~ pavlai th`~ kata; th;n
∆Ierousalh;m ajglai?a~ e{neka, oujd∆ w{ste proskunh̀sai ejn tw/` pavlai sunestw`ti ejpi; th̀~
∆Ierousalh;m aJgiavsmati, kataluvein de; e{neken iJstoriva~ te oJmoù th̀~ kata; th;n profhteivan
aJlwvsew~ kai; ejrhmiva~ th̀~ ∆Ierousalh;m, kai; th`~ ejpi; to; o[ro~ tw`n ejlaiw`n to; katevnanti
∆Ierousalh;m proskunhvsew~, e[nqa hJ dovxa kurivou metevsth kataleivyasa th;n protevran povlin.
e[sthsan de; ajlhqw`~ kai; kata; th;n provceiron kai; rJhth;n dihvghsin oiJ povde~ tou` kurivou kai;
swth`ro~ hJmw`n, aujtou` dh; toù lovgou, di∆ ou| ajneivlhfen ajnqrwpeivou skhvnou~, ejpi; toù o[rou~ tw`n
ejlaiw`n pro;~ tw/` aujtovqi deiknumevnw/ sphlaivw/, eujxamevnou te kai; toì~ eJautou` maqhtaì~ ejpi; th̀~
ajkrwreiva~ tou` tẁn ejlaiw`n o[rou~ ta; peri; th̀~ sunteleiva~ musthvria paradedwkovto~, ejnteu`qevn
te th;n eij~ oujranou;~ a[nodon pepoihmevnou... (DE 6.18).
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3.41-43), which would have allowed him to reiterate the argument from DE. But he
prefers to associate this key concept with the Church of the Sepulchre, perhaps for the
simple reason that this church is more closely associated with Constantine and so merits
greater emphasis in an account of his life. To do so he makes use of a different
prophecy, calling the church the new Jerusalem. But he retains from various scriptural
references to the Mount of Olives the idea that the new site of God’s favor is “opposite”
and “facing” the old Jerusalem, something that is not said of the new Jerusalem in
Revelation but is still pertinent to the topography.68
It has been argued that Eusebius, committed to a purely spiritual understanding
of Christianity, remained doggedly opposed to the process of “sacralization of place”
                                                 
68 In the account of Helena’s endowing a church on the Mount of Olives there is no mention of the
prophecies cited in DE or of the transfer of God’s favor. But the motif of the feet of Christ standing on
the Mount of Olives, which is so prevalent in the DE passage, is retained in a slightly different form in
the paragraph that introduces Helena’s Holy Land activities: “As she paid due worship to the savior’s
footsteps, following the prophetic word that says, ‘Let us worship in the place where his feet stood’
(Psalm 131(132).7), she then and there established a legacy, the fruit of her own piety, for the benefit of
future generations. For she immediately consecrated to the God whom she worshipped two churches, one
near the cave of his birth and the other on the mountain of his ascension.” wJ~ de; toì̀~ bhvmasi toi`~
swthrivoi~ th;n prevpousan ajpedivdou proskuvnhsin, ajkolouvqw~ profhtikw/` lovgw/, favnti
Æproskunhvswmen eij~ to;n tovpon, ou| e[sthsan oiJ povde~ aujtoù,Æ th`~ oijkeiva~ eujsebeiva~ karpo;n
kai; toi`~ metevpeita paracrh`ma katelivmpanen. Aujtivka d∆ ou\n tw/` proskunhqevnti qew/` duvo new;~
ajfievrou, to;n me;n pro; tw/` th`~ gennhvsew~ a[ntrw/, to;n d∆ ejpi; toù th`~ ajnalhvyew~ o[rou~ (VC
3.42.2-43.1). In the first years of the fifth century Paulinus of Nola, describing the basilica commissioned
by Helena on the Mount of Olives, writes that the footprints left by Christ at the spot from which he
ascended had miraculously resisted being paved over and could still be seen inside the building; he also
quotes the verse from Psalm 131 (“Mirum vero inter haec, quod in basilica ascensionis locus ille tantum
de quo in nube susceptus ascendit...ita sacratus divinis vestigiis dicitur, ut numquam tegi marmore aut
paviri receperit....Itaque in toto basilicae spatio solus in sui cespitis specie virens permanet...ut vere dici
posset, ‘adoravimus ubi steterunt pedes eius,’” Epistulae 31.4). It is possible that Eusebius’ references to
footsteps in this passage are an oblique reference to the same. The question is complicated by the fact that
purported footprints of Christ are still preserved on a stone in the Mosque of the Ascension, which is built
on the site not of Helena’s basilica but of a round church built later in the fourth century (see Taylor
1993, 152).
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that gathered so much momentum in Constantinian Palestine.69 This position reflects the
same presuppositions about the corrupting influence of Hellenization on a pure
Christianity as the view, lately called into question, of Christian attitudes toward
pictorial art that was outlined above (p.110ff.). If Eusebius held such convictions, he
certainly does not reveal them in VC. His description of the Church of the Holy
Sepulchre is a sketch for a full-scale allegorical treatise like the speech on the cathedral
at Tyre. The connections are not so explicitly drawn in the VC passage, but there is a
clear sense of an essential link between the spiritual realm and all the mundane
phenomena associated with the site of the church complex – the cave and the events of
the resurrection; the history of building, demolition, and re-building on the site; the
form and function of the church; and its location in proximity to the ruined Jewish
temple. Eusebius has created a self-interpreting image that presents the church building
as visible evidence of spiritual realities and as a site for endlessly replicating spiritual
experience.
                                                 
69 This is one thesis of Peter Walker’s very erudite book on the attitudes of Eusebius and of Cyril of
Jerusalem toward the new Holy Land foundations; see Walker 1990, esp. 22-31. Robert Wilken has
convincingly argued against this approach; see p.125, n.17 supra.
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EPILOGUE
One result of the foregoing study should be a clearer view of VC as a unified
literary work. As far as genre is concerned, VC is clearly a hybrid, with traits of
panegyric, Plutarchan biography, and document-based history. But it has its own kind
of unity. Eusebius’ goal was a biography that would be not just ethically edifying but
spiritually revelatory. Documents, narrative, ekphraseis, synkriseis – any element of the
text could be a window onto reality of a higher order. A political event might be the just
and providential activity of the God of the universe, and almost any piece of
information about the emperor – or any document from his hand – might reveal his
immortal, god-like soul. Constantine, according to Eusebius, had access to supra-
mundane reality through dreams, visions, miracles, and sheer piety and wisdom; if the
ordinary citizen is not so fortunate, he has a kind of second-hand access through the
memory of Constantine’s pious life, the effects of policies that he instituted to promote
true religion, and the artifacts such as the Church of the Holy Sepulchre that he created
to give a physical form to spiritual truth. The text of VC is meant to make all of these
things perpetually available, together with Eusebius’ authoritative interpretation of
them.
Understanding of Eusebius’ symbolic view of the world should enable us to
avoid some pitfalls in reading VC. When objects in the material world are viewed as
symbols of unseen realities, and when the author’s role is to open the reader’s eyes to
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those realities, shortcuts get taken. Instead of describing a material phenomenon as it is
normally perceived, Eusebius may travel a step or two up the mimetic ladder and
borrow language associated with a prototype of the phenomenon. This is true on a large
scale for the portrayal of Constantine as a philosopher that was outlined in Chapter
Two. In late antiquity it was not the emperor but the philosopher who was considered to
have the most nearly god-like soul, so Constantine’s portrait is given the features of the
philosopher not because he was a philosopher but to communicate to the reader
Eusebius’ image of him as a paragon of spiritual maturity. Eusebius’ references to the
“saving sign” may constitute another such shortcut. Barring archaeological discovery,
we will never know whether the “saving sign above the emperor’s head” in the painting
above the palace gate was a chi-rho, a cross, a battle standard, or something else
entirely. The same is true of the “saving sign in the form of a cross” that Eusebius says
was in the hand of the emperor’s statue in Rome. Commentators often assume that
Eusebius refers in these passages to something that is unambiguously recognizable as a
cross, but this need not be the case. Justin Martyr, an apologist of the second century,
had analyzed battle standards as symbols of the cross; for him the cross-like shape of
the vexillum was not a trivial coincidence but a profoundly meaningful symbol of the
power and authority of Christ over the affairs even of emperors (see p.138, n.41 supra).
Eusebius, whose eye for the symbolic was as well developed as Justin’s, may be
following the same line of thought, using the decorous allusiveness of panegyric to his
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advantage in describing the vexillum as a “saving sign” so that its symbolic relationship
to the cross is foregrounded.
For Eusebius, ever the pastor, spiritual revelation leads inexorably to ethical
improvement. The reader of VC is invited to undertake imitatio Constantini. I will cite a
final example from the text. At VC 4.14.2-22.1 Eusebius describes Constantine’s habits
with regard to prayer and his attempts to encourage his subjects to pray, in particular to
pray for him. Eusebius first teaches the reader to interpret certain official portraits in
coin types and sculpture: they reveal the faith in the emperor’s soul in that they show
him looking up to heaven in prayer (VC 4.15.1). Then, Pygmalion-style, the reader sees
the images brought to life as Eusebius tells how Constantine led his household and
soldiers in prayer and engaged in private prayer (4.17-22.1). The soldiers were taught to
“direct their mind’s eye upward toward the heavenly ruler” (ajnwtavtw d∆ ejpi; to;n
oujravnion basileva tou;~ th`~ dianoiva~ parapevmponta~ ojfqalmouv~) by the
philosopher-emperor in person. The people of the empire might follow the lead of the
official portraits, provided they knew how to interpret them, and Eusebius’ verbal
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